INVENTIONS.
REALITY.
FANTASY.
RANDOM.
UNIFORM.

1:

Here presented just five main words Prof. Searl uses. How does he accept their meaning?

2:

INVENTION.
The discovery or production of some new or improved process or machine; it can also apply to
a fabrication or a lie.

3:

REALITY.
The state of things as they are; or appear to be, rather then as one might wish them to be.
Something that is real: that which exists, independent of human awareness. The totality of
facts: actually.
Reality leaves me with problems such as:
How came I to be?
What am I?
To serve what purpose did I come?
To go again.
How can I learn aughtknowing?

4:

FANTASY.
Imagination unrestricted by reality fantasy world a creation of the imagination a weird or
bizarre one.
A series of pleasing mental images, usually serving to fulfil a need not gratified in reality.
Which there are millions of people who rely upon this function to be able to survive upon this
planet sadly I have to say.
Whimsical  or farfetched notion  or an illusion  or phantom  a highly elaborate imaginative
design or creation.
Let me give two true facts from life examples of this issue.
1.

After my day long lecture that I gave at the Middlesex University, on Sunday 10th of March
1996, the man filming this lecture from Hollywood and a member of my team at that time did
took it in turns to phone both Dr Edwards and Gunnar Sandburg at the Sussex University
about John Searl and this is their reply:
Gunnar Sandburg quote “The SEG is like the first motor car and Brain Collins engine is like a
roll Royce engine” –unquote  REALITY – Brain Collins has never made such an engine that
is FACT. Shows clearly that big money offers create lots of crap!
Dr Edwards quote “ Searl is a strange man he lives in the world of fantasy, he has never had
anything then or now” Unquote. Really?
The funny side of these two quotes was upon that day Hollywood actually film the voltage
from the UK sample plus that from the German sample.
Who actually live in the world of fantasy?
The experts or the inventors?
I feel certain that in any court would agree that Dr Edwards clearly was slandering me
presenting to those who make inquiries upon my claims nothing more than defamation of
character,
I think that you agree with that statement following the demonstration on youtube.com and
swallowcommand.com plus searlsolution.com.
Clearly Dr. Edwards made it clear that he had not been informed by Gunnar Sandburg all the
facts that were presented by my witnesses when we called upon them at the university.
Dealing with facts I have to add that after we ended our discussions Dr. Edwards took us to his
research place to demonstrate his linear motor conveyor belt system. To me at least it was
interesting to see. Let me make one more statement before I leave them. I did agree that once
Brain Collins contract was ended and gone that I would be prepared to go there and construct
the SEG. Sadly to state: that they never did offer me the chance to prove my points –WHY?
Maybe the truth was I could not promise them vast sums of money like Brain Collins did
knowing how he works.
5:

RANDOM.
Lacking any definite plan:  or prearranged order  haphazard; a random selection. Having a
value which cannot be determined: but only described in terms of probability.
Chosen without regard to any characteristics of the individual members of the population: so
that each has an equal chance of being selected.
How does this apply to the SEG?
I can understand your problem upon this issue: that surely just a set of numbers could have any
relation to such developments as the S.E.G.
Any mathematic system will do it regardless – all I can say to that statement is good luck to
you. How I wish you could; as the world is in urgent need of such technology.
2

Random state:

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

No.1.

There are ten lines of four values in which each line has a different sum value.
This state is random and useless for a design of a SEG or an I.G.V.
Records held by monks show that this form of mathematics ceased to be used over 5,000 years
ago. In that case how did Prof. Searl obtain this knowledge?

6:

It is not taught in schools – so how did he know how to do this – or in fact that any one would
know how to do it. Of cause today many people have been taught by Prof. Searl on how to do
them. So it is no longer a mystery except to the fact how did Searl obtain such information?
2.
UNIFORM.
To make uniform could be explained as a prescribe set of clothes for the members of an
organisation such as soldiers or school children.
So how would that apply to the SEG?
You have seen how the values are shown on page 2 example 1.

6
15
9
4

12
1
7
14

3
10
16
5

13
8
2
11

No 2.

In this version each of the 10 set of four values come to 34 thus Searl states it’s in uniform
motion. This precise system Prof. Searl class as the SPACE FRAME MODE.
The Law of the Squares states: that in all things within this universe; as a structure must
contain two prime states, often one will be greater then the other.
Does random and uniform state agree with this law?
Yes it does – there are two states present within this system of mathematics, above is the
SPACE FRAME MODE so I shall now attempt to perform the TIME FRAME MODE within
this system of mathematics.
You will see that quite a difference appearance of the structure to that of the SPACE TIME
MODE
First let me explain that the squares start at 3 Square and continue to infinity.
3.

131
365
209
79

287
1
157
339

53
235
391
105

313
183
27
261

No 3.

This is the TIME FRAME mode clearly the law of the squares is up held as the Time Frame is
clearly greater then the space frame mode.
Whereby Figure 2: special line steps by 3 only as does all SPACE FRAME MODE will
regardless of the values.
Where within the TIME FRAME MODE it can only step in groups of 3; the above sample
shows 26 sets of 3 present in its function.
In logic it can pump out 26 times more effort then the space frame mode can do.
With the Square 4 group construction regardless of values used:
There are 4 horizontal lines of 4 values that equal the same sum each.
There are 4 vertical columns of 4 values which equals the same sum each.
There are 2 diagonal lines of 4 values which equal the same sum each
The centre 4 values also equal the same value.
The 4 corners values add to the same value.
The outer 12 values will produce a sum 3 times of the line value
In the sample shown the line value = 784
Therefore the 12 outer values = 2,352
These squares form cooper pairs Example square 3 and square 4 are constructed of 2 shells
each, where square 5 and square 6 are constructed from 3 shells each. And so on.
7:

I trust that this short explanation on what these 5 words impress upon my brain and I sincerely
trust that wherever you see me use them you will understand what I mean by the statement
where they are contain.

8:

On youtube.com and other news boards one can not help seeing remarks which a court could
label being slander but in this report I am not wasting time on those people they are not worth
it.
What I would like to answer is the one which followed my video on youtube.com dealing with
the fact that since 1946 to this present time this work has been blocked by so call experts with
their know all stating that this breaks all the laws of physics and that the rollers would not stay
on the plate and if they do they would short off if they move..
4.

The purpose was to prove to the public if these experts were right for its rare for them to be so.
As I knew the test would prove positive that again they have made themselves fools without
doubt it did not break the laws of physics as stated by Sir Isaac Newton who was an English
scientist (1643 – 1727) set out with his three laws of motion.
Upon that first clip I simply show the proof of just one force with intent to carry on with
another video clip with that point but again I have been let down the camera man failed to
come to produce it.
So I shall attempt to inform you what I had intended to explain in that clip. The clip you watch
shows that the force acting on the plate is very narrow, likewise the force of the plate acting
upon that mass was also very narrow and the plate was able to support that weight of the roller
in fact it was able to support 12 separate masses or weight without them dropping down.
So the statement that has been made by these experts since 1946 was proven wrong. Not only
that their statement that they would fly off failed to materialised, thus they second claim was
down the loo.
When the 5 volt load was applied they all instant started to move and accelerated to 200 RPM.
But no matter how long you run those 12 rollers for; not one of them flew off. Thus the third
statement by these experts went down the loo.
The next clip was to ask you question as the law of the squares state that there are 4 forces
acting in pairs at right angles to each other. One of which is clearly gravity but what is the
opposite force that must be equal to it?
I only quoted one pair of forces which were: magnetism negative and magnetism positive
being opposite and equal which I agree that Newton’s statement is confirm absolute correct.
Yet after that demonstration on youtube there was a statement appeared on youtube making a
claim that Sir Isaac Newton was wrong. A strange statement to have been made: after that
demonstration.

My understanding upon life:
It’s not so much, how far you go,
As what you see and hear as you go.
It’s not so much, how much you see,
As what you learn from what you see.
It’s not so much, how much you learn,
As what you do with what you learn.
From what you see and hear as you go.

9:
5.

10:

There is one major point before I continue on this subject and that is:
I shall not be taken in by kind words alone.
Nor by the threat of slander or libel by those who think they can win.
But let them prove themselves by their actions.
Thereby, I shall be able to choose those persons,
Who live up to the standards which are just and proper.

11:

FACTS:

My understanding.

I must admit that I never had ever heard of this man Isaac Newton until the end part of August
1968; when one of the visitors to my day show brought up his name in my lecture to me; to
say that this project the S.E.G would break his laws of motion.
Stump for an answer as I had no idea what his laws were – listening to others talking about the
S.E.G it was clear they never knew either about his laws of motion.
Let me confirm here; that this man created a problem for me, as I was about to start the
Manned Flight Division section to study a suitable class of vehicle that would meet the needs
of commercial space exploration.
So I had to find out fast what dear old Isaac Newton had stated – and behold: what you know
he was stating what I knew from my research studies – what a surprise – why was I worried
about this man’s statement who attended my show.
I worried because I was no longer going to play games with models it was to be manned; that
is quite a different kettle of fish. If there was some problem which I knew not of then now was
the time to find it.
Upon the study of Isaac Newton’s laws of motion there appear nothing that impressed upon
my mind that there was any problem with the plan to go ahead with Star Ship Ezekiel MK V.
I then announced that my plan would commence and grounds for its development turned up.
During the time of my announcement of the start of the project to the time the site became
available I was on my own constructing the 128 struts to be of Demo one; a true model for the
manned craft to be Star Ship Ezekiel MK V.
Publicity shot ahead and a team was formed; which brought about the site that was cleared for
the work  named Star Port Earth One. This work was open for the media to watch and film,
which they did on a level that I had never expected. And to my surprise: even won a television
award for outstanding achievement against others taking part in that program and it was live.
Time flew by and Demo One grew and so did the publicity in step with it. Unfortunate the
owner of the site demanded 90% of the cash that was available for the work. Sadly to say that
the work came to end with the team and I continue the best that I could.
But an interesting event took place: a Jewish company happen to see a TV newsflash of one of
the crafts and phone to say they wanted to order one for transporting goods from one place to
another. Could he and his finance manager come to discuss a contract to which I reply that
Sunday would be the best day – please note that the team had not been sacked – so I phoned
them to come on Sunday to discuss this contract and finances with them.
Yes this was the very first time that any real company wanted to use this technology.
6.

So now that real money was on the table I expected the team to arrive early to discuss the
coming event. Sadly to state that the company team did arrive but none of my team did.
I phone Tony whose wife answered to say that Peter Barrett had instructed them that they
would not be required that day so he had gone out for the day. Thus I phone all to instruct
them to be here next Sunday and informing the company that I was sorry that they had wasted
their day but the next Sunday could be met for a discussion.
Upon the next Sunday that Company arrived again none of my team arrived, I phoned them to
be given that same statement; so I told them they were sack doesn’t bother to come any more.
The firm said that they had understood that I had a team that they had come out on Sunday
which they don’t work just to complete a contract. It appears that you do not have a team. So
we shall not be coming again.
12:

Wondering what Peter Barrett was up too I contacted Sydney Stone of Roll Royce engines
department if he would pay a visit to Peter Barrett and see what was going on. Sydney reported
back that Peter Barrett had a team working at his place building a model disc which was at the
same stage of construction that Demo One was. It appears that doing Sydney Stone discussion
with Peter Barrett that he was trying to beat Searl by completing his first; he would get a
Master degree in science. Barrett could not allow me to be first clearly his glory was far more
important then team work. Where team work was and still is most important part of the whole
to me.

13:

DEMO ONE at STAR PORT EARTH ONE.
Is it possible for man to travel faster, cheaper, and safer then by rocket?
Most definitely  YES.
7.

But there is nothing that can be done to examine any such process until some ingenious person
first thinks it up.

14:

SIR ISAAC NEWTON (16431727).
The question I ask you is if under normal life cycle would Isaac Newton had created his three
laws of motion?
NO, I doubt that he would had done, because certain data has to be in stored within the brain,
without such data there is nothing your brain can do just like this PC.
Another key factor is that triggers which are switches to the brain store house have to fire up.
So what did happen that brought about the right conditions for his success, where those before
him had failed?
First trigger was due to the Black Death and the heads of education voted to close universities
and schools in the effort to stop it spreading.
So until the schools open again Isaac had no choice but to return home to his parent’s farm as I
understand the situation. But Isaac did not like farming which his father did. Thus the second
trigger took hold which was boredom. Boredom is a strange world to an active mind don’t I
know that from experience – boredom is a killer.
I can only assume that he being in university was studying for a degree – boredom would be
hell to a man educated like him. I can only assume that he was given the ok to take other
experts scientific reports home to study.
The story that an apple fell on his head is most unlikely. Terms being used at that time were a
cocktail to understand I believe that the other triggers that were needed where there in the
reports he was reading. That he saw the solutions needed to understand the functions of forces.
Thus was able to turn random state into some uniform structure from which we all can create
products.

15:

S.E.G. and I.G.V. contains some common functions.
These we shall study first and the forces will be those which will be class as:
NEWTON’S LAWS of DYNAMICS.
MOMENTUM and FORCE.
The discovery of the laws of dynamics, or the laws of motion, was a dramatic moment in the
history of science.
To my understanding: that before Newton’s time, the motions of things like the planets were a
mystery, but after Newton there was complete understanding.
Even the slight deviations from Kepler’s laws, due to the perturbations of the planets, were
computable.
To be able to understand the functions involved within the S.E.G. needs much knowledge.
8.

The motions of pendulums, oscillators with springs and weights in them, and so on, can all be
analyzed completely after Newton’s laws were enunciated.
16:

Before 1968 I could not calculate how a mass on a spring would move; much less could I
calculate the perturbations on the planet Uranus due to Jupiter and Saturn.
Of cause there was a reason why – the required data had never been filed in my brain – simply
that the teachers never had it filed in their brain either – nor were they interested in such
subjects. If they had such data in their brain there was nothing they could do because there was
another problem as I am deaf so I would not had been able to understand what they were
saying in any case – but the reality was they did not know and certainly were not interested in
the subject. I can well understand their position Thorndon was just a common farming area and
such subjects were not necessary for farming.
I hope that from this period onwards I shall require the knowledge on how to compute not only
the motion of the oscillating mass, but also the perturbations on the planet Uranus produced by
Jupiter and Saturn!
I am also concern about the effects of Jupiter upon the planet Earth, which before 1968
scientists believed that it had no effects – I was not convinced upon their claims and studied
our yearly cycle and from where I stand I accept that Jupiter does have a great effects upon
planet Earth – which I have voiced my feelings in my books in the past.

17:

Galileo 1564 – 1642 Italian astronomer and physicist made a great advance in the
understanding of motion when he discovered the principle of inertia: If an object is left alone
(like me most of the time), is not disturbed, it continues to move with a constant velocity in a
straight line if it was originally moving, or it continues to stand still.
Just for the records I accept in realty that others before him also knew this as a fact but religion
sealed their mouth piece in those times you never let others know what you were thinking; if it
was different to the church claims. But Galileo only allow his knowledge to leak out when he
was approaching the end of his life which saved him from being put to death. But he was
sentence to house arrest he was not free to move about like you and me.
Lucky for use that today the church can not burn you at the stake as a public entertainment as
they did in the past because you found out that they were wrong about some issue and you try
to correct it. Of cause that still go on in a different way it’s now called terrorists which is still
religion by those who have nothing better to do; so they fill their time up having fun killing as
many people at a time that they can; and to my mind the governments don’t mind at all what
they do.
Agree the governments wish to be seen as feeling sorry for those who die; but are they really
sorry, they do not do anything positive about the situation but talk promises but in reality
nothing of real value have I witnessed has been done to halt this trade in human lost.

18:

Clearly to my mind Isaac Newton studied Galileo papers and other from which he created his
three maim laws. We all have to study past great minds achievements that also include me;
today I need to study millions of reports from thousands of sources otherwise the SET would
not be possible to be achieved which is a fact. So do we actually invent?
Or are we just transforming known data into a new format which we can extend upon?
To my mind that is what Isaac Newton done and surely that is precisely what I am doing.
Transforming data of the past into a new format which can be extended upon now.
9.

19:

Of cause this never appears to be the case in nature, because I know and you know that if we
slide a block across a table it stops, WHY? A GOOD QUESTION.
The answer is simple; that is because it is not left to itself  as it is rubbing against the table.
Unfortunate for us it requires a certain imagination to find the right rule, and that bit of
imagination was supplied by Galileo – bless him.
But do not go away thinking that he was the only one that used imagination as a tool because
every inventor has to do likewise which also includes me. Its often through dreaming most of
us obtain the function of our imagination unit to boot up to rearranged data stored there into a
different format and if we can remember that next day you most likely become an inventor.

20:

An important point to remember in relation to the Inverse – Gravity – Vehicle (IGV) and the
Searl Effect generator (SEG). This technology is complex due to the very nature of its
structure/s and all the individual contained functions which must perform as one.

Yes today the same requirement is needed; that is if we do restart the space investigation of a
concept that would meet all requirements of a commercial deep space penetration missions.
We have no option but to repeat what was achieved in the past only with up to date materials,
equipment and tooling. Unfortunate I would expect the cost since 1968 has gone up by 100
times that of that period cost, if not more.
21:

Of course, the next thing which is needed is a rule for finding how an object changes its speed
if something is effecting it, This is an important issue for Star Ship Explorer should this
program go ahead in Thailand as it is under discussion and the large board of 10m are being
prepared already for its go ahead – which has never happen in the past – I guess we all have to
accept regardless they are determined to develop it, which was started at Star Port Earth One
so long ago in 1968 with the Demo One Project which at that time created mass publicity of a
nature that could had never been expected.

22:

To be or not to be is a major problem – it implies that your have to make the correct choice.
10

Otherwise you will fail in your objective – making the correct choice in both subjects of the
S.E.G. or the I.G.V. calls for the knowledge of hundreds of people most which are long been
dead and those who are around me today.
23:

That is the contribution of Sir Isaac Newton – bless him!
Newton wrote down three laws – not especially for me – but for all those who would or are
using motion for their business.
To my own understanding: that the First Law was nothing more then a mere restatement of the
Galilean principle of inertia which I have just quoted above.
Which we know that the USA air force at Edward Air Base refused to fund the I.G.V project
because of the lack of inertia.
To my understanding: The Second Law gave a specific way of determining how the velocity
changes under different influences called FORCES.

This mock up was built for just that purpose to study the forces acting due to the very nature of
its structure and functions here in Thailand by a member and his family. Unfortunate due to
the operation of an S.E.G. is not possible to study. It still remains in Thailand at this time
Monday 23rd July 2007: For important people there to see.
Glad to be able to confirm that it served its objective and given us all the data we seek from it
which only confirmed that what I have been stating since 1946 was indeed correct with the
values needed from which will help us to design and construct other devices in the future.
From my chair here in London there is going to be a massive R&D program put into action.
11.

24:

To my understanding: The Third Law describes the forces to some extent, and I shall discuss
that at another time. Simple because the S.E.G. is such a complex force device which at this
time other good wishers are trying to unravel them and set them out in a report that can be
understood by most at least I can only hope that it will achieve that desire.
In this report I shall discuss only the Second Law, which asserts that the motion of an object is
changed by forces in this way:
The timerateofchange of a quantity called Momentum is proportional to the force.
I shall state this mathematically I hope soon, but let me first try to explain the idea the best
way that I can.
To my understanding momentum is not the same as velocity.
Problem one to understand.
Unfortunate I have to state that there are a lot of words which are used in physics, and they
have precise meanings in physics, although they may not have such precise meanings in
everyday language.
To my knowledge momentum is just one of the examples; and somehow I must try to define it
precisely.
If I exert a certain push with my arms on an object that is light, it moves easily – I feel certain
that you will agree upon that statement from your own experience.
But if I push just as hard on another object that is much heavier in the usual sense, then I
discover that it moves less rapidly. Again I expect that you will also agree to that statement
from your own actually experience.
Actually, I am afraid to say that those two terms used above are really unacceptable and I need
to change the words from “light” and “heavy” to less massive and more massive: WHY?
Because: as far as me understanding it there is a difference to be understood between “weight”
of an object and its “inertia”.
In Reality; how hard it is to get it going in one thing, and how much it weighs is something
else; to which I can personal certify from hand on experience is true.
Weight and inertia are proportional, and on the earth’s surface as I understand it is often taken
to be numerically equal, I would guess that will cause certain confusion to the student.
As planet Mars has been a key subject with in many of my books of the past, I feel that I ought
to make a small incision here to state to my knowledge on Mars, weights would be different
but the force needed to overcome inertia would be the same.

25:

I use the term mass as a quantitative measure of inertia, and I could measure mass, for
example, by swinging an object in a circle at a certain speed; which no doubt like me you have
done that at school in the play ground – but in this case I can measure how much force I need
to keep it in the circle. I agree that you will find a certain quantity of mass for every object.
Clearly that statement creates a problem for both the SEG. Plus the IGV.
12.

Because well back there during 1968 Peter Barrett wrote a technical paper in which he stated
that there appears no inertia present. Well he was a science teacher.
26:

Now to my knowledge momentum of an object is a product of two parts:
1.
2.

Its mass
its velocity

Thus to my understanding Newton’s Second Law may be written mathematically this way:

To my mind that now there are several points to be considered.

In writing down any law such as this, I have to use many intuitive ideas, and unfortunate
assumptions which are at first combined approximately into our “law”.
Later I may have to come back and study in greater detail exactly what each term means, but if
I try to do this too soon I shall get confused – wouldn’t you likewise?
To my mind I need to take at this beginning several things for granted – which is unfortunate.
FIRST, that the mass of the object is constant; in reality it isn’t true.
13.

But I shall start out with the Newtonian approximation that mass is constant, the same all the
time, and that, further, when I put two objects together, their masses add.
27:

To my understanding this idea was of course implied by Isaac Newton when he wrote his
equation, for otherwise it is meaningless.
For example, suppose the mass varied inversely as the velocity; then the momentum would
never change in any circumstance, so the law means nothing unless I know how the masses
changes with velocity.
There is nothing which I can say at first except that it does not change.
Then I know there are some implications concerning force.
I accept the opinion that as a rough approximation I think of force as a kind of push or pull
that I make with my muscles, but I can define it more accurately now that I have this law of
motion.
The most important thing to my mind is to realise is that this relationship involves not only
changes in the magnitude of the momentum or of the velocity but also in their direction.

28:

I accept the opinion that if the mass is constant, than equation above page 13 could be written
as:

Why not?
The acceleration a is the rate of change of the velocity, and to my understanding Newton’s
Second Law says more than that the effect of a given force varies inversely as the mass: it
appears to suggest also that the direction of the change in the velocity and the direction of the
force are the same.
Therefore I must understand that a change in a velocity: or acceleration has a wider meaning
than in common language.
The velocity of a moving object can change by its speeding up, slowing down (when it slows
down, I say it accelerates with a negative acceleration), or changing its direction of motion.
I accept the opinion that an object moving in a circle of radius R with a certain speed υ along
the circle falls away from the straight line path by a distance equal to:

If t is very small.
14.

29:

To my understanding the formula for acceleration at right angles to the motion is:

And a force at right angles to the velocity will cause an object to move in a curved path whose
radius or curvature can be found by dividing the force by the mass to get the acceleration,
and then using formula in paragraph 29.

Look up high the future is bright with technology yet to come, by the tomorrow’s people.

People who care about the welfare of Planet Earth: who are working to
create a better world for all mankind regard less.
Developing tomorrow’s energy and transportation systems today.
This end PART ONE: of the Isaac Newton’s Laws of Motion discussion; to be continued with
PART TWO soon.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Release date: 23rd July 2007.

THE LAWS OF PHYSICS.
DOSE THE S.E.G. AND I.G.V. BREAK THESE LAWS?
PART 2.
1:

I mainly presented just five key words that I often use and to what impression they create upon
my brain.
I also presented some squares of ancient time not been known to be used for over 5,000 years
plus. In the effort to understand what I mean by random and uniform state and to certify that
was the class of mathematics which I employ within my study and research across the whole
of the spectrum of our universe.

2:

I also stated that in reality it is a cube; for it has six sides to it, presented by six years of my
subconscious generating a concept which it transferred to my conscious mind during its rest
period.
In response to that function, the conscious mind generated the image needed to disturb my rest
period with horror.
Horror is a wonderful instrument to certify what you witnessed; that you will not forget what
you saw. I can certainly confirm that in my case it was certainly true. Not only true in fantasy
but also been proven true in reality.
To make certain that I would never forget those nightmares; as my foster mother claimed that
they were; was created by Satan; that she would make certain that Satan would not bother me
again that night, putting me over her knee and lifting my nightshirt tail out of the way she went
to work with great devotion with that hand strap she drove the devil out of my arse; bless her,
clearly she admire her labour results being highly religious in the knowledge of the church that
devil must at all times be remove by any means at hand. Pity that she has since passed over
and gone on a long vacation as her services would be appreciated today.
She then said you will be able to sleep now and she sure was right the devil never came again
that night.

3:

Dreams are a tool which the brain can use to instruct us of events or warn us of some urgent
action needed to save your life, such as the heart misses some beats or you have stopped
breathing so that you are force to move quickly to create the missing function/s to fire up
again.
Yes, besides these dreams we can have dreams of pleasure which many men have experience;
I cannot confirm if women get the same category set of dreams because I am not a women –
and from my experience with women it’s a subject they are not feel free to discuss – strange!
From time to time some one will have a dream which if followed will change out knowledge
base from what was accepted then; to what will now be accepted. There have been males and
females in that domain. I call them work dreams they create a new domain of employment;
they create tomorrow’s world for without them there would be no tomorrow’s just a
continuation of today as it is within all other life forms with just the changing of the seasons.
For such inventors we should be grateful – instead of insulting them – we should honour them.
1.

4:

Within my case: this programming of my conscious mind by my subconscious mind spanned a
period of six years by the function of four nightmares a year of two categories of dreams.
The first and third dream in each year were actually the same dream repeated, as the dream 2
and dream four were the same dream repeated over those years.
Therefore with in my books I termed them as dream one and dream two for ease of
communication.

5:

To what effects did these experiences had upon my life?
In reality, unknown at that time they actually controlled my future existence upon this planet
Earth; whether I like it, or not; did not come into the equation. I appear not to have any choice
but to do whatever I was commanded to do.
If you think that I accepted all these changes demanded from me with joy, I can state that I did
not enjoy them; as I was happy in each and every thing I did, and I was appreciated in all jobs I
got connected too. Strange managers failed to fight for my right to remain there, but for the
records one manager did in a company well known name in Reading Berkshire did put a fight
up for me to stay as I had sold more equipment in that months probation period then the rest of
the staff had achieved for the same period. But he lost because that stupid woman appointment
officer stated that I had to go because in my application there was one day missing as to what I
was doing that day. That shows the insanity I have met through my life and still find them.
Clearly showing off her power that can over rule managers advice – that is the reason why my
company to be will be constructed in such a way that blocks this kind of insanity.

6:

As this is just the introduction to this second part of this debate upon the S.E.G. and I.G.V.
regarding all these experts over time and even today say it’s impossible as it breaks all the
laws of physics – we shall see if they are right or wrong – you will be the jury in this case.

Searl verses the scientists let the challenge begin with Sir Isaac
Newton’s second law of motion which was commenced in part one of
this argument as to whose right or who is wrong.
7:

8:

SIR ISAAC NEWTON’S LAWS OF DYNAMICS.
PROJECT;

SECOND LAW.

SUBJECT:

SPEED and VELOCITY.

DATE:

Wednesday 25th July 2007.

EDITION:

V.

This report like the first one and those to follow was first released in my books in 1968 Only
each time different photos were added to them as these reports got lost and had to be rewritten
like I am doing here for my website. Of cause how it read throughout these different issue
would vary, but its basis are the same in detail as this issue will be.
2.

9:

In order to make my language more precise, I shall need to make one further definition in my
use of the words SPEED and VELOCITY.
I appreciate a fact that in your domain it is quite naturally for you to think of SPEED and
VELOCITY as being the same, and I accept the fact that in ordinary language they are the
same. So you can cancel that call to the head doctor because of that statement because you are
not insane.
Unfortunate the S.E.G. and not forgetting the I.G.V. belong to highly precision engineering
domain products I need to be much more precise in terms being used within this research and
development program.
Therefore, in physics I have taken advantage of the fact that there are indeed two words and in
reality I should employ them to distinguish two ideas; that is of cause if I can find a way to do
so – don’t bet on it – for John is here and if any one can – he will!

Figure 1: A small displacement of an object.
I must carefully distinguish VELOCITY, which has both magnitude and direction, from
SPEED, which I choose to mean the magnitude of the velocity, but which does not include the
direction.
I can formulate this more precisely by describing how the x⁻, y⁻, and the zcoordinates of an
object changes with time.
10:

Let I suppose, for example, that a roller set of an S.E.G has the freedom of movement, that at a
certain instant the roller set is moving as shown in Figure 1 above.
In a given small interval of time Δt it will move a certain distance Δx in the xdirection, Δy
in the ydirection, and Δz in the zdirection.
The total effect of these three coordinate changes is a displacement Δs along the diagonal of
a parallelepiped whose sides are Δx, Δy, and Δz I trust you are following this issue and so far
agree with my thinking.
To my accepted understanding; in terms of the VELOCITY, the displacement Δx is the x
component of the velocity times Δt, and similarly for Δy and Δz:
3.

Formula 24. Components of velocity: acceleration, and force.
11:

Now in the equation of 2.4: I have resolved the velocity into components by telling how fast
the roller is moving in the xdirection, the ydirection, and of course the zdirection.
To my understanding: the velocity is completely specified, both as to magnitude and
direction, and if I give the numerical values of its three rectangular components:

Formula 2.5.

Figure 2: A change in velocity in which both the magnitude and direction change.
But on the other hand, the speed of the roller is:

Formula 2.6.
12:

Let me again suppose that, because of the action of a force, the velocity changes to some other
direction and a different magnitude, as shown in Figure 2.
Let me remind you that on www.swallowcommand.com and www.youtube.com and I feel
certain you see it also on www.searlsolution.com – that it was shown on that mockup as
absolute true. Therefore I have no other choice but to accept that Sir Isaac Newton was correct
upon that issue.
4,

Bobby watches the effect stated above paragraph 12 quoted on page 4, and so has many other
people from all walks of life from around the world and in due time many more will likewise
witness this event of nature.
13:

I can analyze this apparently complex rather simply if you give me time to think about it at my
age time is important – yes I think I have the solution now or a suggestion on how, what about
if I evaluate the changes in the x⁻, y⁻, and zcomponents of velocity. In the case of the S.E.G.
function would yield an answer.
The change in the component of the velocity in the TIME Δt is Δυx = ax Δt, where Δx is
what I call the xcomponent of the acceleration. I have no idea what you call it but I guess
you experts will let me know what you call it.
And of course to my way of thinking a similarly, I see that Δυy = ayΔt and Δυz = az Δt.

14:

To my mind I see these terms, I see Sir Isaac Newton’s Second Law, in saying that the
FORCE is in the same direction as the acceleration and this cannot be disproved by the
mock up demonstration for that is the fact that one can witness watching its functions.
To my mind at least we are really looking at three laws, in the sense that the component of the
force in the x⁻, y⁻, or zdirection is equal to the mass times the rate of change of the
corresponding component of velocity:

5.

15:

I trust that you can follow my reasoning in this matter as to why I make that statement.
Everything you will read in these report upon Sir Isaac Newton’s Second Law can be
supported by both the S.E.G. and I.G.V. with something that neither Galileo, Sir Isaac Newton
or Albert Einstein could had predicted as they had no input data stored in their brains. Here is
that proof.

This is what they never had the chance to predict we are discussing the magnetic wave that is
being measured and filmed that is the power of the S.E.G. Impossible for those experts and to
had reason that possibility as still has been the claims of all those experts of my time  but
right here is proof that they are wrong.
To my mind the above statement of paragraph 14 is just as the velocity and acceleration has
been resolved into components by projecting a line segment representing the quantity and its
direction on to three coordinate axes, so, in the same way, a force is a given direction is
represented by certain components in the x⁻, y⁻, and zdirection.

Where F is the magnitude of the force and (x, F) represents the angle between the xaxis and
the direction of F, etc.
6.

16:

Just for the record Sir Isaac Newton’s Second Law is given in complete form in section 14
page 5 to my knowledge.
If I know the forces on a roller set and resolve them into x⁻, y⁻ and zcomponents, then I can
find the motion of the roller set from these equations.
Let me consider a simple example. Suppose there are no forces in the y⁻ and zdirection, the
only force being in the xdirection, say vertically.
Equation page 5 paragraphs 14 tell me that there would be changes in the velocity in the
vertical direction and no changes in the horizontal direction.

17:

This can be demonstrated with a special apparatus which will be discussed at some future date.
A falling body moves horizontally without any change in horizontal motion, while it moves
vertically the same way as it would move if the horizontal motion was zero.
In other words, motions in the x⁻, y⁻, and zdirections are independent if the forces are not
connected.
This completes the part two of this study for you to think upon.

Behold this was the past, but soon it may become tomorrow – the future that will bring the
promise of a better world for all mankind – cleaner, cheaper and healthier then the world
you know today.
Hold your head high for the future shall be bright with new technology that is being
developed today by the TOMORROW’S people in energy and transportation systems that
offer all mankind employment which was completely impossible yesterday.
We are the people who are creating the future for the children of our times so they will
have future which is lacking at this date.
7.

THE LAWS OF PHYSICS.
DOSE THE S.E.G. AND I.G.V. BREAK THESE LAWS?
PART 3.
1:

Over many year thousands of people have read or watch TV or listen to the Radio upon the
research study work that I was engage on.
Yes by 1968, I was at the top of success then a member of the team put a stop to it not only
that One member did the unforgettable thing which he was ask never to do in the present of the
media.
I was missing from the site one morning due to being involved in an explosion, the media
hearing about it took the advantage that I would not be available rush to the site to talk to Tony
who did actually what they wanted to hear and the next released was a full front page claiming
that John Searl is an UFO nutcase the very opposite state to my standards.
This had a drastic result on the masses. Rev. George Nicholson got his solicitor to write the
paper about that libel statement. They reply through their solicitor was that Searl was not
present so they spoke to who they thought was the next in command and only wrote what he
claimed to them. But they article was presented as from me. Tony was told when he joins the
team that when the media was present you don’t talk about UFOs or Aliens such crap will kill
off this work.

2:

These days Tony cannot face me because he knows that he committed a grave sin to the cause
of the success of this project. Today in the year of 2007 crap is forbidden in any form that can
be used to insult this urgent requirement of this technology that is under research and
development. If you believe in such crap just keep it to yourself and not spread it around. You
are free to believe crap; to that I cannot stop you. But if you have any common sense and
responsible to your family and this environment: you would keep it to yourself.

3:

Any sincere photos and text upon the technology, whether computer graphics that present a
true image of the project under research and development are most welcome. As a boy every
magazine had the dream of America in them the flying wing. As young adults we were excited
by the publicity and waited to witness that event become reality. Unfortunate I never witness it
in reality that does not mean some of you never witness it – I am aware some did – but the
engines were not powerful enough at that time to safely power such a vehicle.

4:

Another point I would like to make in this introduction where I am coming from are the term
inventors.
During the 60s there were a few inventors making claims in the media that they had made a
space ship that would go to the moon in half the time at half the cost of NASA, and it was to
jump on the band wagon which was rolling upon my work. And the kind of crap they were
saying amazed me. I could not believe my eyes when I was in NY that Dr. Brooke actually
sent money to one such inventor. Never gave me funding instead he gave money to Brain
Collins in Australia to make the S.E.G. who had no idea how to do it or the intelligence to
even understand what science was involved, It shock my mind why so call intelligent people
always back the wrong horse and loose their money.
It is an old saying that fools and their money are soon parted – how true!
1.

5:

How many times that I tried to get Dr. John Brooke to understand that Brain Collins was a con
man, but he refuse to accept that as true. But I have just received some news that will now
support my claims over the years.
To all: here is a story which was in the Sunday times in Perth, Western Australia last Sunday 
it relates to the Stevens device. I would like to either duplicate the effect seen on the video or
find out what this thing is. Someone told me 22 turns of 22/0076 twin flex lamp wire, any
more info out there?
The following has nothing to do with whether this device works but everything to do with
greed and big business to me this is fascinating even if this is a scam from the ground up.
Quote:
ANGRY investors are demanding thousands of dollars from Perth inventor Brian Collins,
claiming he has failed to deliver on promises of a revolutionary power generator.
The Sunday Times understands 35 mainly WA investors, including leading businessmen, have
handed Mr. Collins about $1 million for a share in the project in the past six years. Another
'150 to 200' people had supported earlier development of the device, on which he first started
work in the early 1970s. The money was to further develop a secret generator that allegedly
converted natural magnetic fields into electricity, seemingly doing the impossible by breaking
a fundamental law of physics.
Mr. Collins won world praise for the Collins Motor, a revolutionary engine design which
received international interest during the 1980s and 90s. The engine won the top award in the
1979 International Innovation and Invention Exposition in Geneva.
(Prof. Says really that is news to me)
Mr. Collins claims the power generator will overshadow that success. But after a string of
broken promises, some investors are demanding their money back and want answers to
conflicting claims over who has rights to the technology.
Mr. Collins, who is still in WA, maintains all investors will be repaid once a $6.9 million deal
with a US company is signed on August 2. But two angry investors have picketed Mr. Collins'
Victoria Park apartment demanding to know where their money has gone.
A syndicate headed by Perth beekeeper Garth Harvey handed over $80,000 and investor Rob
Blakeley contributed $17,000. Mr. Blakeley said $2000 was from the trust accounts of his two
sons. The 'shortterm' loan was done on the promise of getting the money back, plus 10 per
cent and an equal value of shares in technology, he said.
(Prof. Says what a laugh how stupid people can be I spent so much effort to warn people
and I even got onto the Australian Company records informing them that he was a
conman)
After several years, no money has been repaid to the men despite Mr. Collins' repeated
promises that they would be reimbursed. 'The money was always coming tomorrow, next week
or next month,' said Mr. Blakeley, who has been waiting years for his money. 'There was
always a deal being done. He had a legitimate reputation as an inventor and we trusted him.
2.

(Prof. Searl says upon his first visit to him Collins made so many insane statements that
he knew Collins was nothing more then a Conman, he even begged Dr. Edwards and
Gunnar Sandberg at the Sussex University not to do any deals with him on the S.E.G. he
has no knowledge upon the subject. But they still went ahead that is how promise of
money makes experts insane)
The two investors said they were led to believe Mr. Collins was the sole inventor but later
discovered he was working with a US associate named Stephen Mark.
Mr. Collins has told the men he and Mr. Mark had been working independently on developing
similar technology and made a breakthrough when they got together. He has signed authority
from Mr. Mark to raise money for the generator, despite claims by Philippinesbased lawyer
Paul Stemm, who says he has the rights to raising money to develop the invention. 'Since
January 1995 I have had the authority to promote the TPU (toroidal power unit),' he said.
'To say that I have no involvement with Stephen's work on the development shows total
naivety.' Mr. Collins has continued to seek investment through his many WA supporters.
Documents show a London finance broker worked for more than a year with the head of a
leading finance bank to secure investors. Although he refused to comment on the record to The
Sunday Times, the documents show the London link claimed to be involved in talks with
telecommunications giant Nokia and even an English lord.
The broker said the highflyers of London's business centre were willing to put whatever
money was necessary in the machine, provided they were satisfied it could do what was
claimed. Negotiations broke down after the head of the bank began demanding scientific tests.
Mr. Collins denied the UK deal was ever officially supported by the bank. He later explained
he was not happy with the arrangement, which he said did not provide adequate finance and
would have seen him become a minority partner. 'They wanted control,' he said. 'I did that with
the Collins engine and they stabbed me in the back.'
A group known as the Holy Club was also allegedly prepared to raise $50 million and in
September last year Mr. Collins talked with a major WA mining company about a possible $20
million share in the technology. None of the big deals has been signed but Mr. Collins
continues to reassure investors that an agreement is imminent which will allow him
to repay all the money he owes.
He raised much of his money to develop his engine from friends who trusted him and had done
the same to secure finance for the generator. 'I know in my heart I am doing God's work but I
would be the first to admit that I am only human and I made mistakes," he said in a letter
to an investor. 'But God knows my heart and I'm only too willing to swear on the Bible
that I will repay in full any outstanding debt that I have incurred, not only in full but with a
generous bonus.
'My commitment to God when he saved my life and showed me the vision of a new way of
generating electricity was real and I have endeavored to bring it to fruition from that day. 'I
have never wavered from the mission I was given.' But the plea is starting to wear thin, even
by some who support him. As one investor wrote: 'Brian: I kick myself for being so stupid and
greedy when I handed over my money.
(Prof. Searl says Hi; maybe I can offer the services of my boot – more effective)
3.

Before leaving Brain Collins I like to give you the quote I made in my books at each time
he called upon me, “I found him to be a compulsive liar; suffer from imagination his
brain runs away with him and he suffers from a obsessive compulsive disorder” unquote.
I am shock that so many people fell to his lies, but then the manager at Mortimer garage did
also which cost me my new car so he actually technically stole from me too, even though I
never invested in this wonderful Brain Collins engine which was no better then any other
engine around at that time, which both of engines needed a cooling system to be added to them
by Westlake Ltd at Hastings UK.
As the manager told me when I went there that Collins was a conman the video shown him of
a car driving down a road was impossible as they needed a cooling system which Westlake
was going to try to produce and fit for Collins.
Collins also got a trade journal to do an interview report upon his engine would be
demonstrated in a Ford car in two weeks time. I phone the editor and told him that Collins was
a con man no such demonstration would be taking place. The editor assures me that they
would never again print anything from Collins.
6:

Forgot to say that Brain Collins also claimed that he built a flying saucer and it was flying over
Australia and New Zealand and I was surprised how many people believed that including Vera
Comer of all people.
Well it’s up to all those investors to get him and castrate him so he can’t reproduce any more
experts like him.

THE LAWS OF PHYSICS.
DOSE THE S.E.G. AND I.G.V. BREAK THESE LAWS?
PART 3.
7:

I have covered two key forces in relation to Sir Isaac Newton’s Second Law and will continue
with this part upon the same Law.
I have quoted the term FORCE a number of times, and you may wonder if I know what I am
talking about. So I feel before any other point is discussed I will attempt to enlighten you upon
the subject of FORCE.

8:

WHAT IS FORCE?
To my accepted opinion that to use Sir Isaac Newton’s laws; I have to have some formula for
the FORCE; these laws say pay attention to the forces.
If an object is accelerating, like you seen on you tube and swallow command and searl solution
of the mock up of a S.E.G. then some agency is at work; find it.
My program of the research and development of the S.E.G. and the I.G.V. for the future
depends entirely upon the dynamics which must be to find the laws for the force.
Sir Isaac Newton himself to my understanding went on to give some examples like in the
Case of gravity he gave a specific formula for the FORCE.
4.

9:

To my understanding; in the case of other forces Sir Isaac Newton gave some of the
information in his “Third Law”, which I shall present my understanding maybe after I have
examine his Second Law to which this development requires to understand the functions of the
FORCES. Such as that; which I showed on the video clips to do with the equality of action
and reaction.

10:

I would like now to extend my previous example, what are the FORCES on objects near the
earth’s surface?
To investigate forces it presents a reasonable good point by which to start at.
I do understand that near the earth’s surface, the FORCE in the vertical direction due to
gravity is proportional to the mass of the object and is nearly independent of height for
heights small compared with the earth’s radius:

Where:

Is called: to my understanding the acceleration of gravity.
11:

Therefore the law of gravity tells me that the weight is proportional to mass, the FORCE is
acting in the vertical direction and to the best of my knowledge it is the mass times g.

Nothing of worth may be achieved without a proportional level of commitment.
5.

I must admit yet again that I find that the motion is in the horizontal direction is at constant
velocity.
To my mind the interesting motion is in the vertical direction, and Sir Isaac Newton’s Second
Law tells me:

12:

If I cancel the m’s, I will find the acceleration in the xdirection is constant and equal to g.
And of course is the well known law of free fall under gravity, which leads to the equations:

13:

Let me present another example: Let me suppose that I have been able to build a gadget:

A mass on a spring, yes it’s a common tool one use to explain a force.
Which applies lets assume a force proportional to the distance oppositely ―a spring.
If I forget about gravity, which is of course is balanced out by the initial stretch of the
spring, and talk only about excess forces, I see that if I pull the mass down, the spring pulls
up, while if I push it up the spring pulls down.
Of course such a machine has been designed carefully so that the force is greater, the more I
pull it up, in exact proportion to the displacement from the balanced condition, and the force
upward is similarly proportional to how far I pull down.
14:

If I watch the dynamics of this machine, I would without doubt see a rather beautiful motion –
up, down, up, down. The question which I put to you is, will Sir Isaac Newton’s equations
correctly describe this motion?
6.

I appreciate that you are now waiting to see how I answer that question, you are not alone – for
I am wondering also how to answer it. So let me see whether I can exactly calculate how it
moves with this periodic oscillation, by applying Sir Isaac Newton’s law:

In the present instance, the equation is:

15:

Do you understand what I am saying that here I have a situation where the velocity in the x
direction changes at a rate proportional to x.
We can all agree that nothing will be gained by retaining numerous constants at this stage of
our investigation. When things get far more complicated then it may pay to record such
findings.
So I shall for now imagine either that the scale of time has changed or that there is an accident
in the units, so I happen to have at this moment in time K/m = 1.
I can only guess that you are now wondering what I am about to say – so am I – you are not
along upon that issue – but you are expecting to see something from me, and you shall as soon
as my brain fires into action.
OK I shall try to solve the equation:

16:

To proceed, I must know what υc is, but of course I know that the velocity is the rate of
change of the position. Of course you all know that because you learnt it at school, unfortunate
for me that is not true, being deaf and an area with a different slang there was no way that I
could had obtain that information and there was another reason why I never knew which was
simple you did not need to know that to clean out cow sheds and pig sty’s the basic farming
tasks.

17:

Clearly my knowledge has been obtained from actual hands on experience the hard way, in
stead of the simple way through the schools. But I can appreciate your feelings upon that
statement that you feel that you had the hard way – in reality it relates to which side of the coin
you are to what has been impressed upon your mind through the functions of your sensors.

18:

Sorry Sisters and Brothers I will close this section on Sir Isaac Newton’s Laws at this point
shall be continue in the next part.
7.

19:

In the world of reality no one can possible know everything – and that I have never claim – but
always willing to learn upon the facts which I have sadly experience from so called experts on
the websites are not the experts in the subject you thought they were – as there are none yet
today, except for one person in the states who is studying to be come one through hands on
experience.
I agree with them that there are experts but only in bullshit.

20:

Now in 1968 things were going great it was indeed an exciting time as I was beginning to
appreciate that this technology could fit a commercial space operation.

This 1968 press photo shows the interest that was shaping up for me.
The number of files upon the mass of publicity can just be seen.
21:

For me at my age now; I have a difficult task of believing that such excitement will ever
return. But there is some one who believes that he can make it happen again who existence is
based in Thailand.
Strange that so late in my life I meet up with a person who has travel parallel lines to me, we
share a great number of skills – traveled through similar events – both are pilots and both are
inventors and top all that enjoy the same fun – believe in the same target which I have been
fighting for all my life – KNOWLEDGE – REALITY – CREATION OF A BETTER
WORLD FOR ALL MANKIND REGARDLESS BY DEVELOPMENT OF A CLEAN
ENERGY SYSTEM AND TO MAKE SPACE INTO A COMMERICIAL BUSINESS .
THAT PERSON IS NOT GOD – BUT A HUMBLE HUMAN BEING NAME FREDDY.
8.

First Press report upon my work 1968 this being just one of twelve shots.
Taken in Mortimer: Berkshire, UK.
22:

They were 10 of these units which through out my books I have explained the construction of
them.
On that particular day I was demonstrating and explaining the ball race and its functions.
Showing that I was indeed using these devices termed ball races in a way that was claimed by
all experts and the manufactures of such devices; as impossible.

IMPOSSIBLE – WHAT IS IMPOSSIBLE? I AM DEMONSTRATING SUCH
EFFECT.
THERE IS NOTHING IMPOSSIBLE EXCEPT THAT THE STATE OF
YOUR MIND MAKES IT SO.
Thanks to one of my team member who took me to London University to discuss my findings
There with a well known Professor: who with his expertise down everything stated by me.
So this member whose name was Vere de Crompton travel to a ball race manufacturer to check
9.

This is his report on his return:
Vere to manager of the company:

Searl runs ball races dry by degreasing them.

Manager to Vere:

Impossible they will seize up.

Vere to manager:

Sorry I disagree with you seen Searl demonstrate it.

So to satisfy that the manager was right he pulls out a calculator and spent time working out
details. And what do you think happened?
Suddenly without warning he banged the top of his desk and stated, “My golly you are damn
right it will not seize up” lets go to lunch and then we come back and do some testing. This is
what Vere reported to me. And they found one which performs the same as the one that I was
using for demonstrating. Understanding that you have no idea what the hell I am talking about
I will not bore you with his report, until you can understand what is being here stated.
23:

Since that time I was pushed out of the work until this gentleman appeared on the project then
following the robbery here at my home of my property bringing an end to my work. Dived in
to bring me back from the brink of moving into an old age rest home for good back into the
world of the living and putting his money where his mouth is instead like others who put their
money where their arse is, made up his mind to work with me direct and the results have been
rewarding. This man of our times is no other than Mr. Fernando Morris of California U.S.A.
A truly wonderful man if I had ten like him the S.E.G would be in the shops today.
10.
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Early this year 2007; video clips upon his effort was released by me via Dr. Terry Moore to be
placed on www.you tube.com followed by being placed on www,searlsolution.com and after
my new site came on line they also appeared on it.
Today, Friday, 27th July 27, 2007: Fernando Morris forward to me a picture of his progress of
machining the emitter layer of the first plate and its my pleasure to pass this on to you via this
page to witness what I state is absolute correct.

Impossible – no  only your mind makes it so – not our minds – we make it
possible!
25:

I am please to also state here that today Friday 27th of July at 1133 hours I received an email
from Australia; a company requesting to join my organization to which I have return my reply
that they are most welcome to join me in this global problem of pollution and global warming
task of finding answers to solve them.
If they response as requested arrives here; I shall place their operations data upon my site so
one can see that here is a powerful ingredient to what I have been stating for so long was
needed will be active within the frame work which is under development at this time.
Also more news arrived today Friday 27th July 2007 at 1039 hours Dr. Robert Lipman arrived
and handed me the paper work of my two new companies that is now active. These will be the
holding company of the technology as from this date. Today has made a great stride to achieve
co operation around the world to create new and better technology whereby not only humans
will benefit but every thing will accept virus and bacteria.
It is time that we all work together to create a paradise shift that will create a wonderful world
for our children and theirs because at this time there really is no tomorrows for them we have
and are still taking them away from them. Therefore I plead with you all to be human and help
us to give back their tomorrows now!
A tree may take 30 years to reach maturity by which it can assist our atmosphere health.
11.

Friday July 27th 2007, this shall be part of the holding company of the
S.I.S.R.C. To specialize in clean energy and transport technology.
12.

Friday July 27th 2007, this shall be another section of the holding company
in the S.I.S.R.C.W.W complex. Duty: to Specialize in the R&D Space
Domain Windows of the marketplace.
13,

26:

Following the restart of my team back there in 1983 with the S.E.G. and intentions of re
creating a smaller version of the I.G.V. to that of Star Ship Ezekiel MK V. which would now
cost millions more to construct.
The costing to model it has already been placed on my site for all to see what it was going to
cost in 2003. The man in the following photo seen working on its design which he was going
to be the responsible head of its construction can be seen

A member of my team then: whose name is Ross Whatley.
26:

Of course, it appears that he is no longer involved within this work, he had the small flight cell
now years ago to modify it to give a radio remote control function for it. But promises and
promises of returning it has never been honor by him; therefore I have to accept a FACT that
he has stolen it. Clearly he has no intention to return it, in my opinion

Ross Whatley, a team member I trusted would honor his statements;
sadly I am greatly disappointed to say that he failed absolutely as a team member.
14.

SPACE PROJECT SWALLOW.
FOR MAN TO TRAVEL WITH PEACH OF MIND.
HE MUST COOPERATE WITH THE FORCES OF NATURE.
GRAVITY AND ELECTROMAGNETISM.
THESE INVISIBLE FORCES GIVES NOISE; HEAT, VIBRATION AND
INERTIA FREE FLGIHT.
27:

Yes, over time I guess you have heard those words that I wrote in newsletters back there in
1968, by other inventors; who I have never met.

28:

Let us forget who made claims that their space ship will get to Planet Mars in half the time at
half the cost of NASA.

29:

First there are many problems to solve, the one that I guess every one accepts is the fuel is
needed.

30:

All these experts on television programs educating the unknown that NASA will be landing
men on planet Mars in a couple of years following by the masses to be transferred there as the
first step to travel to a planet in another galaxy.

31:

To my accepted knowledge: that is absolutely the world of fantasy – NASA nor any other
country will not be sending men or women to land on Planet Mars.

32:

Fuel is their greatest problem, only one of the problems. No problem sending robots to planet
Mars as they are not returning to planet Earth.

33:

Yes, these robots will certainly change all that crap that we have been brainwashed with over
the years. And reality will replace the fantasies that so many have accepted as reality.

34:

Sending robots to planet Mars is the correct logic approach before man / women attempt to
land there for planet Mars if far more hostile than planet Earth is; and that issue alone requires
much study to solve those problems before we go.

35:

As I understand the situation that NASA has given the go ahead for company/s to invent –
produce a suitable size atomic power engine for such future flights.

36:

I guess we are looking at 10 years for its development and testing period to approve such
system as safe for such long mission.

37:

Gambling on life just to prove you can do it in today’s world cannot be accepted as a human
action – but one of self importance and self glorification.

38:

I accept the fact that NASA has upon a number of mission took gambles – and some have
failed.

39:

But S.I.S.R.C.W.W. cannot afford to gamble with life at any time.

40:

That is why we shall not be going to Mars for some years to come; we shall see in 2017 if we
are anywhere near ready to go – that is the best prediction I can give at this time.
15.

41:
This is part of what my home was like before the robbery of my property took place here
on Monday 25th August 2003 by my brother Peter and Martin, Ken, Luis and one other
who the witnesses could not name.
All the goods which I have been buying from my pension money since that time to now will
wait until I move into a new site before relooming up again
16.

42

INVERSEGVEHICLE (I.G.V)
A new concept in Space Vehicle Technique.
SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G)
Full title:

GyroFlywheelHigh EnergyDensityMechanicalMagnetic Device.
Being a Train System Construction Project.

EZEKIEL.
Classification of Structural Design: which is based upon 128 acute triangle struts: forming by
assembling two such struts into one generating 64 full struts.
MARK NUMBERS.
The radius base length of the I.G.V.
Thus Mark V means: a radius not less than 500 meters.
EZEKIEL CLASS VEHICLES.
The structural design shall be based upon 64 strut system whose qÐ = 70 30’ 00” and the qÐ
shall be at the periphery.
EZEKIEL CLASS.
Legal classification: is a Slender type Disc: whose angle does not terminate at the ⊄ but ends
spherical in nature.
PERIPHERY.
Is an acute absolute.
THE ANGLE q.
Top plus bottom shells of x axis are equal
I shall end this report at this stage and wish all my viewers a great day and that your
future be bright for we are THE TOMORROW’S PEOPLE creating today the
technology for tomorrow.

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl HEAD of R&D.
17.

THE LAWS OF PHYSICS.
DOSE THE S.E.G. AND I.G.V. BREAK THESE LAWS?
PART 4.
1:

The purpose of this massive report to be, is to show how a simple statement by socall experts and
those who suffer from a obsessive compulsive disorder could prevent an important technology for
the benefit of the planet environment; from which all of us would had benefited from 1946 to
2007 – now you are suffering for your failures in both action and common sense.

2:

To present such a TRUE story of time in a manner that reads like a book. Its complications and
what it has taken over time to try to create such technology is unbelievable unless you were a part
of it. Who helped and those who destroyed the possibility of success is indeed a massive task yet
the world should understand what its like to be an inventor, the hardships, the slander and libel are
just a trademark for real inventors, and that is just the S.E.G.

3:

Now when you come on the subject of the I.G.V. you have a massive task which would match the
task of 200 skill personal employed by N.A.S.A. Some baby to bring home to the marketplace.

4:

Yet records of time show clearly that they have been fools that have changed the world that you
live in, thereby creating the tomorrows that would had not been and thanks for these fools you
enjoy running clean water, flash toilets, electricity, gas, motor cars, buses, trains, planes,
Telephone, television and not forgetting the computer.

5:

But that is only basis of every day existence; added too much improved medicines, operations and
all that technology which is involved in used to extend your life span, to these fools we should
praise them; not insult them but show our gratitude and thanks for seeing what we are blind to
from seeing solutions to our everyday needs.

6:

Nature can be extremely evil as it has no knowledge of love, happiness. Or compassion, no
conscious or mercy. Planet Earth is a violent place and kills without warning all things regardless
what and yet in death it creates new life in its destruction; where terrorists only kills for sport and
have no skill at all to recreate what they destroyed.

7:

That really is just the beginning problem to my life determination to solve these problems in a war
against nature to fight back and take its wrath out of it. But one man alone cannot win when
millions over the years gone; have assisted nature to destroy this planet and worst still are
committing the crimes without any respect for their children of today or their grand children of
tomorrow.

8:

Strange as it is; I should had never been alive to create this problem for the socalled experts. As it
was quite normal in 1932 that a child born six weeks early: would not survive more than an hour
of Earth time. Yet for some unknown reason I have survive time for over 75 years

9:

The question is why me and not one of those unlucky ones? For what purpose that I survived:
Was it just to suffer and go without what you regard as your human rights? Or was there a sincere
purpose? Why should any one be unhappy, if we claim to be human? Why to day many children
are still unhappy. Is it poor planning, poor education, destroying the environment without due
care. We must attempt to put right these wrongs which we have done and are doing to the planet.
1.

10:

Why did it take the courts four years to place me in care and protection due to neglect and cruelty?

11:

12.05.1936 John Roy Robert Searl: admitted into receiving home No. 8. Stepney Causeway,
London E. was then four years and ten days old.

12:

23.05.1936: John Roy Robert Searl: Just eleven days at No. 8. Receiving home they boarded me
out to Mrs. Anna Maria Hart (formerly Lefley) at the Chestnuts, Hestley Green, Thorndon. Nr
Eye. Suffolk: Age four years twenty one days old.

13:

Therefore the Newbury court had supplied the first trigger needed for this technology to be, and
the homes fired the second trigger that was needed for this technology to be created by their
function of placing me in this house shown above. Which from my understanding: strangely failed
to meet their regulations.

14:

The above photo is precisely as I knew it when I actually lived there; today there are changes to it,
parts have been removed, the grounds have not be cared for, badly neglected. No further changes
to the building are now allowed as its listed property being so old.

15:

But for me it will be this place that will put together all the triggers needed to generate a very
ancient technology that’s not been used for over 5,000 years. Which then was unknown to me will
be a future of hell; of suffering and of going without of what you call human rights.

16:

Thus the master trigger is now in place strange how and why this became reality, hundreds of
children been waiting for a home for ages and I only a few days.

17:

Strange why this place, surely there were many other places that would had become available.
Why did the home break there standard rule; which was there must be husband and wife to foster
a child, but here there was only the mother and daughter – and the daughter acted as my mother.
2.

18:

Because this is a living story that started back in time, in fact well back to 1930; and today that
story are still running hot, and it’s a story that will never end because time is the only ingredient
that must end to finalize this story. That day will come and that is a fact at least with planet Earth.
But if man has moved on to another world, then this story will continue as long as that world
exists.

19:

The need for this story is to get the truth out to the masses as so much crap has gone out there by
those who claim to be experts; such as Searl could not had invented it – really then who did invent
it?
Not only I would like to meet that inventor and millions more also would like to meet that person
so you experts show us who did invent it?

20:

The real inventor is this boy:

John Roy Robert Searl.
21:

IMPOSSIBLE did I hear you say?
WHY?
Because your mind makes it so; did I hear you say that he is just a boy?
A boy – what on earth do you mean – a boy?
He is not just a boy; he is in all sense a man in the making.
3.

22:

All children are not just girls and boys but adults in the making, and should be respected as such.

23:

Because it’s a never ending story, naturally presents a problem to be able to give you the facts in a
flash.
Therefore no doubt you have noticed it already that I am presenting the facts in blocks as the Sir
Isaac Newton Laws are being done; likewise how this technology came about and by whom and
those who helped me on the way will never be known by you.
Creating the facts into blocks helps you to see across time as to the truth of what you have heard
over time.
Yet the most important point is that you will have the chance to understand that if this
development succeeds your life will be greatly improved beyond that is possible for you to
appreciate at this moment in time.

24:

I will now continue with my program being the 4th part upon Sir Isaac Newton’s Laws.

THE LAWS OF PHYSICS.
DOSE THE S.E.G. AND I.G.V. BREAK THESE LAWS?
PART 4.
Sir Isaac Newton: though his laws gave us an understanding how we should define the forces in
our creation in engineering products.
FACT: unfortunate he could only predict the laws based upon what was known at that time – as he
could not predict the future creation as to what would be new in our understanding.
Based upon his knowledge and understanding he did a great job in establishing a situation in
engineering that became stable through out the world.
25:

These blocks of information presented within these reports are my understanding and views that
may differ from yours – if so – I am truly sorry if they do – for I have no intentions whatsoever to
brainwash anyone in changing their understanding base – you are welcome to them – and its your
human rights to believe what you want to – and good luck be with you.

26:

FACT: what is presented within these documents relates to what I have to deal with in the creation
of the concept to be able to bring from my mind into reality such products to the market place.

27:

That calls for a lot of input data to my mind – before it can output data. Therefore I ask you how
come data output from my mind that could not had been possible; as an input of such data was
never taught to me or anyone else as far as that goes.

28:

Well of course there is an answer which I shall no doubt explain after I have presented this 4th
point of Sir Isaac Newton’s Laws.

29:

Do not forget that all these laws I have and must consider within this technology regardless, there
are no way to avoid them, thanks to Sir Isaac Newton output.
4.

30:

Meaning of the dynamical equations:
Now let me try to analyze just what this equation means; or more precisely I hope that I can:

Let me suppose that at a given time t the roller set has a certain velocity טx and position x.
Now the question is to what the velocity is and what is the position at a slightly later time t + ∊?
31:

If only I could answer this question my problem would be solved, for then I can start the given
condition and compute how it changes for the first instant, the next instant, and so on, or at least to
my mind it is the way that I can gradually evolve the motion.

32:

Let me try to be more precise in other words to be more specific: Just for the sake of the analyze
point of view let me suppose that at the TIME t = 0 I am given that x = 1 and טx = 0.

33:

What do you know that is the absolute best point to commence your magnetic wave printing on
the three plates plus the five hundred and twenty eight roller segments of the S.E.G.

34:

The question which I have asked so many experts of my time who have failed to explain why on
earth does the roller set move at all?

35:

Now suddenly you are all ears as to what this idiot is going to say in reference to that statement
and of course I do not blame you for that – even I am wondering too – but strangely there is a
simple answer to that problem.
That answer is truly simple; because there is force acting upon it at any position except x = 0.

36:

For those who have difficulties in understanding what has just been quoted, let me think on how I
can explain this issue by something you have seen or if a man has experienced the force.
Example: there is a man standing in an upright position playing foot ball with his children a rather
common situation to find. Let us create a mental picture of the functions which are in play here:
1:
2:

3:

The ball in play is racing towards the man who is standing upright.
Boys or girls or both are racing to kick the ball into another position but the boot misses
the intended target; but do make impact with another target that was not intended; that of a
similar structure but not a single structure but a double one; which had no intentions of
being in this game.
So what is the result of this event?
First the outside force acting on this man’s testicles would be = 0
Suddenley a boot is stopped by the testicles but not the force which continues into the
testicles, which is unable to disperse such force instant.
Result of this force function is that the brain causes the man to fold up from his upright
position to a bent one in an effort to assist the dissipation of this force.
5.

When any solid mass that is in motion hits another stationary mass the force generated by
the moving part will continue on after the mass stops.
37:

This issue was clearly displayed by the mock up being only a mock up the rotating mass charged
up with a force that continued to move the roller sets on after the applied force was removed.
Which of course: is no different to that of our man’s experience above.

38:

Now if x > 0 that force is upwards.
Now to my mind, the velocity which is zero starts to change, because of the law of motion.
Once it starts to build up some velocity the roller sets starts to move up, and so on.

39:

Now as I see it; at any time t, if ∊ is very small, I may express the position at time t + ∊ in terms
of the position at time t and the velocity at time t to a very good approximation as:

To my understanding; that the smaller the ∊ , the more accurate this expression is, but it is still
usefully accurate even if ∊ is not vanishingly small as I see it.
40:

Now you may well be asking what about the velocity?
That is a good question – and to answer that is now my problem and it is because in order to get
the velocity later, the velocity at the time t + ∊ , I need to know how the velocity changes the
acceleration.

41:

How on earth am I going to find the acceleration?
That is an interesting issue for a simple reason; because that is where the law of dynamics comes
in.
So what does it tell me?
A good question: glad to see that you are awake.
To my understanding this law of dynamics tells me what the acceleration is.

42:

At least to my mind it says that the acceleration is – x.

Clearly designing new concepts upon any product which contains motion is not simple, and in
reference to electric motors plan to be sold in Europe is a major issue now to meet the legal law.
6.

43:

Let me try to explain what this formula is stating:

It comes under the defection of an equation which is mainly kinematics – so what does it mean?
A good question – to my understanding it says that the velocity changes because of the presence of
acceleration.
44:

Let me see if I can explain what this formula means to me:

But this equation is different to that above in its meaning to my understanding.
It is term as a dynamics – why?
To my knowledge: its because it relates the acceleration to the force; thus to my mind it says at
this particular time for this particular problem, I can replace the acceleration by – x(t).
45:

Let us think on this issue: that I know both the x and  טat a given time, I know the acceleration,
which tells me the new velocity, and I know the new position – this is how basically the S.E.G.
functions.
To my understanding; the velocity changes a little bit because of the force, and the position
changes a little bit because of the velocity.
The mock up as shown on the web sites show these effects quite clearly – therefore no laws
of Sir Isaac Newton have been broken to this point of my investigation.

46:

I shall end this report at this stage of our investigation upon these great experts who claim in their
wisdom and knowledge that the S.E.G. breaks all the laws of physics – do you think they are
correct – because I do not think so.

47;

Long ago now unfortunate; the levity disc was top news throughout the world in publicity, then it
ended not because I had departed from this planet earth to prove that Albert Einstein was correct
about his curving track, but for greed and those who suffer from this obsession compulsive
disorder took over and basically pushed me out.
When I restarted back in the 2000 I expected that a DVD would had been done and released upon
this technology, but alas the key man put in charge of creating that section and be responsible for
the creation of such a section termed Audio Vision division spoke with fork tongue and when by
accident he showed me that he had lied to me; ceased to come to finish the job clearly he never
intended too finish it – delay it was important to the robbers because they informed investors that
they own it. I guess you can see their problem that my video if allowed to appear on the market
would do to them, so some one who I believe was working for me instead of them could delay it
until he found out how to do it, so they could claim to own it, would be great for them.
7,

Under this banner the manned flight division operated of
Swallow Command – tomorrow’s air and space
transportation – the future of mankind is in space!

48:

Thus the restart of the investigation for a space vehicle commenced.

The man who is sitting near me is that man Richard Huntly and this is what part of this room
appears like before the robbery.

This is the flight cell which Ross Whatley took to convert
its functions to radio control operations. My brother
Peter who is no longer accepted by me as such arrange
for him to take it and after all these years still got it to
my mind it was plane to get it away from me to delay
this success as long as possible.
The full robbery follows much later when Peter thought
that I was just going to go ahead with Germany to make
it.
49:
8.

Richard Huntly a man I accepted on complete faith, won me
over with his fork tongue that he had finished with Martin
and Ken – but he was not finished with them he was working
for them. I cannot say if or if not he was the 5th person
involved with the robbery of my personal property. As the
witness could not identify the 5 th person. But he is guilty by
association. He could have stopped it.
50:
51:

Yes, it is possible to present you with a view of what such a flight vehicle will appear like to an
observer flying higher then it at dusk time:

This is what the view of an I.G.V will look like to an observer flying towards but higher to it.
52:

Unfortunate the past has gone; those who planned to halt me succeed; but as before from those
ashes rises SWALLOW COMMAND again this time in greater glory then it has ever done before.

53:

At last I can present the truth, the whole truth what was, what is and what is in the pipeline for
tomorrow – FOR WE ARE THE TOMORROW PEOPLE working to create that cleaner,
healthier world for all mankind regardless. THE FUTURE LOOKS BRIGHT AND IT WILL
COME YOU WAY; AS SOON AS IT IS POSSIBLE TO IMPLIMENT THE PRODUCTION
LINES WE SHALL.

54:

Agree all this work must be redone again, but this time around it will be done in more than one
country such as:

9.

Thailand.
Wednesday 13th June 2007: in the company of my doctor due to my health condition did board a
flight from Heathrow to Bangkok direct. Dr Robert Lipman want to make certain that the hospital
was aware of my state of health and indeed while in Thailand I did undergo some surgery leaving
another yet to be done.
My purpose upon this mission was to satisfy myself that Thailand had the space large enough for
research and development and to production lines through to the market place.

Here is that proof that I sure arrived at the new airport for Bangkok
Yes that site does without doubt have the space for this work to proceed, including the house
where I shall live; and the team that will be in charge of this new company are extremely jolly
enjoy a joke and fun. And strangle the man appointed to head that company life story runs on
parallel lines as my own, inventor, pilot and similar funny character as myself.
What more could I ask for?
The S.E.G. of course is the first project in the pipe line since I returned here in the UK, Freddy has
been busy buying the equipment and materials ready for my S.E.G. Engineer who I have informed
that to my knowledge its perfect for the go ahead by the time he gets there; to arrive to check out
that all equipment is in place and functional.
He will depart from the U.S.A. on August 11th for seven days checking and testing everything out.
He too will see the house that he will live in.
10.

While I was in Thailand: the manager of a company in Japan drop in with his
interrupter to translate the discussion upon the mock up and the full blown
S.E.G. In the main office of the new company.
55:

Today, Monday 30th July 2007: received these two photos upon the emitter copper ring machining
progress;

This photo covers the inside machine surface now completed by our S.E.G. Engineer, Morris
U.S.A.
11.

This is the second photo showing the finish outer surface, just one problem remain to do on
this emitter layer is how to chop of the outer edge – a problem yet to be solved.

56:

I am watching the work being done on the computers by the team in this house.
Before that robbery took place here in 2003.
12.

58:
Strange how the law of the squares produced this effect which is knows as OHMS law.
59:

You may well wonder if the S.E.G. power the I.G.V.
Yes, it does but far more complex than that which will be used for ground base operations.
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Here is a sample of a six square system used in flight design.
13.

Square six is the base from which I design the modify S.E.G. for flight applications operations.
I have given this as a sample of the structure of square six; all squares are structures and therefore
must have functions.
Clearly you see that square six is constructed from three shells, likewise square five forms the
cooper pair.
The sum of row one
The sum of row three
The sum of row five
The sum of column one
The sum of column three
The sum of column five
The sum of the left diagonal

equals 111.
equals 111.
equals 111.
equals 111.
equals 111.
equals 111.
equals 111.

The sum of row two
The sum of row four
The sum of row six
The sum of column two
The sum of column four
The sum of column six
The sum of the right diagonal

equals 111.
equals 111.
equals 111.
equals 111.
equals 111.
equals 111.
equals 111.

Clearly the structure of all squares six domain has on offer 14 options per face – we use only one
of its faces. As the structure is a cube.
I have presented a structure at level two – WHY?
Because level one is not used in nature as it’s the DNA of the domain of square six. From that
DNA you can obtain any level of square six that you require.
The DNA value per line sum offer equals 105. The DNA uses a zero in it after all everything starts
from nothing but you cannot use nothing.
Thus level one cannot be used in creation – precisely as my dream one stated.
Further more: square six belongs to a group three concept; it is to all purpose a structure whose
arrangement it’s like group two structure with each corner block separated by a double line cross.
Square six like all other square domains has values inserts at random thus input is random.
All squares including square six out put is uniform as show here.
The only really nightmare in converting the iron cross from random to uniform is that all pairs
need the same value in this example that value was 37 and that was the brainteaser.
But Johnnie is here, and he appreciates that to ever problem there are solutions, some takes a wee
bit longer, nevertheless the answer are there to find – FIND THEM – USE THEM.
Of cause you know that square six is constructed from 36 separate individual squares in their own
rights.
Because square six is constructed with three shells the stepping process is by five in one diagonal
conforming to my dream one and it sure does.
Therefore, in group three due to its functions the key in the correct direction is five for all domain
six levels.
I wonder how many of you really ever thought on how that brain can undertake such functions,
such as shown with in this report – what is it that makes it possible to perform as it does.
14.

60:
At that time of 2001, I was releasing information to the public upon what we were doing any vital
information that was secret I replaced with red x as this report shows.
61:

How can we create anything – strange when you think of it that this image shown here is the
responsible unit that generate these objects regardless if you are male or female, even children in
play clearly show this function of the brain.

The brain (midsagittal section).
15.

Sorry this is just a drawing but another time it will be real photo of the human brain.
To my mind it’s exciting to try to understand how is this possible not just accept it.
62:

In the past a vast amount of newspapers articles appeared upon me and this technology, regardless
if good or bad depend upon the reporter in doing that interview and I like to put in this part of the
report just one from random and re write plus any photos which was included; photo at this late
stage will not be as good as the date that article was sold to the public.
Saturday April 29th 1978

John Searl:

New Zealand Herald,

Is he a genius or a crackpot?

John Searl Left a model of the Levity Disc and engineer Athol Part.
“You have never seen that before..
That is what I discovered in 1946
How to produce magnetic energy without fuel or any other form of power.”
A Hawkes Bay fruit distributor has offered to foot the $200,000 bill for the construction in
England of a saucer=shaped space ship which says its inventor, will travel the12,000 miles to New
Zealand in 30 minutes.
Please allow me to fill in things related to this article that you may not be aware of so you
can understand the position at that time.
Clearly the date give us a lead why this firm made an offer to foot the bill – clearly it was the
mass publicity of that period upon the Demo one vehicle being develop to research the
problem of man flight by such a system – thus the system was not ready.
There is one major condition of the offer – that the Levity Disc, as the craft is known should carry
consignments of kiwifruit and tangelos on its return trips to London, for forwarding to the firm’s
agents at Covent Garden.
Now in reference to that statement is that at that date; even more so today that condition
was never an issue – never was a problem and it will never be a problem.
16.

The only issue that has ever been was the cash one, certainly at that time I never did see it.
A freight rate of about $1 a tonne and a shipment time of half an hour would ensure that the fruit
reaches the British market cheaply and in the best condition.
Reference to the time factor certainly not a problem – the problem I see; is the point if the
firm could supply a shipment large enough to cover the wages of the crew per mission. I
agree that such a business would benefit New Zealand and the UK market to be able to sell
absolute fresh fruit. Great thinking: on the part of New Zealand; but lack the action.
The prototype three seated craft is being built at the request of interested New Zealanders, and a
total of $26,000, covering preparatory work, has already been contributed to the project from New
Zealand sources...
This is an interested statement – I have no idea what the conversion factor was of changing
such funds to £. But I can confirm that from New Zealand around £3,500 was received. This
was used for flying training and a very cheap car to be able to travel to the school.
Again the 3 man craft was not under development it was only on the drawing board but
Tony Justice was in charge of clearing a site for its construction. Tony brought the JBC for
the task and that is a fact. Tony was an ideal man for this task a great worker, with great
skills.
Demo one speed of success in construction was mainly due to his efforts. Even his wife Sue
really made the program exciting to all for she played a part of the work force. And in real
life she was just a nurse. Yes she was indeed excited about this project that she found herself
involved in.
If the claims of the Levity disc’s designer of Mortimer, near Basingstoke, are to be believed, some
people in New Zealand are already well aware of the existence of the craft.
In the last 12 months, says Mr. Searl, his unmanned, radiocontrolled machines have made
several sorties to New Zealand and Australia to seek suitable landing places for future manned
craft.
I understood that many people did know about what I was doing – yes they knew about the
unmanned models – and yes I did know more about Australia from the air then I knew from
the ground and I had never been there personal at that time.
Reference to radio control – please note that was not one of those hand held devices which
you use for your model aircraft, this was something much larger and far more powerful; but
a number of hum operators were required for the function.
In fact; should ever in the future we want to fly UN manned craft the same will apply as in
the past for safety purposes well away from population units.
They were guided, said Mr. Searl, by ham radio enthusiasts, but visited areas well away from
centres of population.
If the three seater’s test flight to New Zealand are successful, says Mr. Searl, he will build a huge
2000 seater, which will take less than 30 minutes from England to Auckland. Return tickets, he
estimates, will cost about $70.
17.

Who is this man who makes such amazing claims? What basis does he have for making them?
And what power could possible propel any craft at such high speeds?
To be more specific: Is John Searl a crackpot or does he hold the secret to completely new form of
energy that could transform the world?
I no longer need to answer that all you need to do is look at www.youtube.com or
www.searlsolution.com or www.swallowcommand.com and make your own mind up, surely
you do not need my help upon that issue?
His semidetached council house in Mortimer is unkept and ordinary, hardly the sort of place one
would expect to spawn a new industrial revolution.
Here is an example of idiots that turn off support – let me inform you that some of the
biggest international companies today started off research and development in worst
conditions then I was.
In fact the work was not even done there except for the paper work which I did all by hand.
This claim that the place was not suitable to spawn a new industrial revolution, it was spawn
at Thorndon, then tested in North London some years before Mortimer every came in the
picture. So you can see the crap that comes out in newspapers.
In the living room is a small model of a Levity disc; in a huge filing cabinet are hundreds of
documents relating to more than 30 years of research; on the wall is a map of the world, and on
the table are several reams of detailed drawings.
Yes, that was true except he missed the NASA actual moon maps that also hung on the wall.
From a briefcase, Mr. Searl takes a bar magnet and two steel rollers. He places the rollers at either
end of the magnet. They appear to be attracted to the poles – but, when they are pushed gently
around the corner of the magnet, they chased each other round and round.
“You have never seen that before,” declares Mr. Searl. “That is what I discovered in 1946 – how
to produce magnetic energy without fuel or any other form of power.
Yes his statement here is correct in reference to that demonstration – that is also correct
what I stated and he could not disagree on that issue he had never seen anything like it.
Motion without energy input from any other source other then itself.

CONTROL,
“The crystals in the magnet are changed by putting it in a magnetic flux oven and by frequency
control.” The result is motion of a magnetic field – a completely new source of power.
“Units based on this principle are what power my levity unit – the motor and generator built as
one, fuel less unit.
An Australian engineer, Athol Park, of Melbourne, who was visiting Mr. Searl, said he felt the
demonstration was amazing.
What he has been able to do is change the particles in the magnet so that instead of having south
and north poles, it now appears to have south, north, south, north, all the way along the magnet.
18.

It’s remarkable – and I see no reason why it should not work.”
Mr. Searl, who is 47, is a machine setter with a major engineering company in Maidenhead. He
works at night shift so that he can spend his waking daylight hours on research.
Earlier inclinations towards pharmacy and surgery gave way to an interest in electronic
engineering and, he says, he carried out contracts on the electronic systems of the Victor bomber
and the first DC10 aircraft.
Stop there a number readers may notice that they made an error – yes it was not the first
DC10 aircraft but the first VC10 aircraft. Which I have actually flown on it to Canada as
my pilot log shows.
He also gained experience in computer technology while working on a NATO contract in
Norway.
In 1946, he says, he stumbled across the principle of selfgenerating magnetic power and began
building model levity discs – machines that look remarkably like the traditional flying saucer.
Correction: they said in Norway that is wrong; it should been for Norway. The other issue
here is shape relating to the flying saucer – from what arrive after that print of so call UFOs
sure never look anything like the levity disc. May be after all people did see my craft not
knowing what it was label it UFO. Which of cause would be correct: from their standpoint,
not knowing what it was.
Mr. Searl claims that the amount of energy generated was so great that the discs, after lifting off
the ground and hovering, “shot off.” Never to be seen again.
Several of the craft, he claims, have reached speeds of 156,000 miles an hour, and he believes
there is no reason why they could not exceed the speed of light – 186,000 miles a second.
“But we don’t want to go beyond that because we know nothing about the physics of it at this
stage.
I like to correct the above statement reference to the speed of light. I stated I see no reason
why the levity disc could not travel at the speed of light; but at this stage there is no
information upon the physics within that window to date.
I do appreciate and rather agree with Albert Einstein statement way back there before I was
born round about 1905 in reference to traveling at the speed of light – I think he is spot on.
Mr. Searl claims that many of the U.F.O. sightings in England in recent years have probably been
his levity discs, and in the early days, financed by wealthy people who “wanted a kick out of life,”
the craft were used to scare unsuspecting members of the public.
You might get the wrong impression upon the above statement. It was not done to scare the
public but to evaluate the claims of these UFO experts. The results contradict they claims,
the public reaction clearly was scared and immediate brain function was to get the hell out
of here fast. These vehicles were primary used to solve functions of operations and to what
use could they be employed in – to my mind was vital to know. Many studies were done with
students to evaluate what the craft design should be what operational pressure and
temperature would be best: I wrote many newsletters upon my findings in those days.
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On one occasion, a 20 foot disc, launched on a country road in southern England, took a farmer by
surprise. He jumped from the tractor he was driving and ran for his while the tractor ended upside
down in a ditch.
Hello again, I could leave that statement as it is – unfortunate it is not absolutely correct in
detail. So forgive me if I spoil their statement by presenting as it actual was.
I was driving back towards Newbury from Warminster on this particular Sunday when I
behold an interesting situation upon my left side; the land was sloping downwards towards
me, agree that is nothing unusual for one driving to see. But on this particular Sunday there
was something which caught my eye – and I appreciate many of you see such sights
everyday, unfortunate I do not see such sights everyday, that is why I stopped to take a
closer look at what was impressed upon my brain.
A tractor and trailer slowing moving down the slop: but no driver in the seat. So where was
the driver – o there he is beside the trailer unloading what appear to me as straw for a flock
of sheep walking slowly down behind this contraption.
Well I ask you how I could just walk away from such an interesting situation. Here is my
mind saying goes for it and my bladder saying hurry up and get home. Sadly to say the
brain won the day and I went for it.
What happens was not quite what I really expected. As the model approached him: from
behind; the sun then plays the vital part of the pending action. Slowly the dark shadow of
the craft reached the operator of the fork as I stood there wondering what would take place.
He appears to be too busy with his work until I move the craft a bit closer so the circle
shadow was clearly in front of him which his brain switches into sudden action.
Looking up to see what it was, which I can only guess from his urgent reaction that his
conclusion was that aliens were about to grab him. For he dropped his pitch fork and
turning: he bolt up that hill as if he was trying to bet the four minute mile record; leaving
the tractor to continue upon its journey. I considered that it was time to get home fast, what
happen to the tractor can only be assumed that in the end the ditch would end its forward
action.

Dismantled.
Some of the earlier craft, says Mr. Searl, disappeared into space; others were dismantled so that
the technology would not be copied/
Hello there; sorry to say that is not true; the reason why we had no choice but to dismantled
them was to recycle what material we could for the next research investigation the purpose
was to save what money we could in my learning process. There were never really any
problems that it could be copied only the structure could but never the power unit.
I sincerely hope that if such research restarts that I shall never ever have to dismantle
anything – but to build a place as a museum whereby all products in research phase can be
put on public display for the future mankind to witness how it was done – never again shall
any device created be destroyed for ever.
It is truly sad that all the effort of the pass has either been destroyed or stolen by greed.
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And three of them – one 38 feet and the other two 20 feet in diameter  are stored under cover in
Archangel.
Yes, you are shocked; why? I had no war with Russia nor had Russia any war with me.
Communication upon space development what they were doing and what I was doing
crossed each other.
I also knew what life was like to live in Moscow; likewise they learnt what life was like to live
in Mortimer. I was keep up to date on what Russia understood about space progress so I
studied both from the Russian and Western side of the space program.
We were not interested in stupid press report on space claims of the day – are interest was
upon reality of space travel and how different our cultures were.
Once I made up my mind to start the manned flight development these three vehicles were
no longer of value as such. Therefore, they were recovered and much of the materials were
used to model various ideas of structure designs for the pending program. Thereby the
minimum lost cash wise was saved.
To meet John Searl is to become convinced of his sincerity and that dedication.
I have to state that I have read that kind of statements in hundreds of press reports. The
question which I put to you is this: how come that so many socalled experts who have never
seen what I was doing can inform you such crap that you have read since 1950 to this
present time and still are out there stating that this technology can not function because it
breaks all the laws of physics or that I have never had anything nor have I got anything. I
have recently heard that Hollywood is also making such claims that they don’t believe it
either can’t find any witnesses. Really they are either blind or stupid and therefore I am not
interested in fools.
And now that he is getting public support (from New Zealand) he sees a life time’s ambition – to
build and pilot the world’s first manned flying saucer – coming close to reality.
Hello again, yes you were expecting me to break in here –WHY?
Because I never ever call this craft a flying saucer – a saucer is an open structure – the levity
disc is not an open structure, it is and always was, and always will be an enclosed structure.
Officially: classed as a slender disc with solid frame.
Not far from his home is Blackbushe Airfield, where he hopes to build a small factory and provide
a base for his craft.
Yes that is true: at that time I was in talks for such a program to go ahead once funds were
available. The airfield was idea for flight work for official acceptance that such a vehicle was
safe to operate within any airport operations.
To day, that could still be an option: as like the airfield used by the Red Arrows research
attached to Bedford University also offers an ideal place for such developments.
He has used about $4,500 of the funds from New Zealand to learn to fly, and a onehour flight in a
single engine Cessna over the Berkshire countryside certainly proved that he is well on his way to
becoming a competent pilot.
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Hello again. A bit of correction required here. Yes the amount paid out for flying instruction
was not only normal flying but international as well. Also note that all the money being used
to for fill the requires for the Levity Disc manned flight did not come from New Zealand
alone it came from Japan and the U.S.A. as well.
Note that I was training at two different schools to speed up my skills one was for the tail
wheel aircraft the Condor and the other was the Cessna 177 a nose wheel multiscrew prop
aircraft. Which had a greater takeoff and landing speed: to that of the Condor.
“Years ago nobody could have done anything to get me into an aircraft,” he says.” I was scared
stiff of flying. But I overcame that fear, because I have to have a license to convince the civil
aviation people that I can fly the discs.”
Yes, I am here again note: the statement is only part for the reason of this massive training
program which I was pushing myself; the full reason was that I advertised for pilots and
those who responded to my appeal watch a demonstration of the disc upon which they right
away said not likely at that speed and turns you be killed outright by the G force.
I agree that within conventional flying that is true. I can understand where they are coming
from. But lets be logic in this matter “Who on earth would invest in the construction of an
Levity Disc that can only sit upon an apron and smile back at you – to my accepted opinion
no one in their right mind would.”
Clearly something needed to be done and with no one available to risk it – it was left to poor
old John to take the plunge and true to form I did. Agree that the test instructor made it
clear that I was too old to be pilot – but seeing that I was not going to be turned off agreed
that he would himself go up with me for half an hour and if he says I will not make a pilot
will I accept that opinion – and just to please him I had no choice really but to reply with a
positive yes.
So it was the time came and the proof of the pudding was: yes you will make a pilot.
The rest of the money raised in New Zealand by Mrs. Vera Comer, of Orakei, has been spent, he
says, on legal inquiries, research and experimentations.
We are talking about one million pounds needed just for that requirement alone today
consider two million pounds just to cover that side. Solicitor’s hourly rate is greater then my
month’s payment is.
You might from that statement think Vera sent thousands of pounds to me – that was not
the case – on one issue she sent £400 from a firm another time she collected donations which
I have no idea how much, but I received 3 to 4 thousands pounds. Then she must have given
vase sum to Brain Collins – how much I have no knowledge. She may well have collected a
lot of money but it went to the wrong hands.
The three seater levity disc for New Zealand will be about 90 feet in diameter and about 25 feet
high. At its centre it will need sophisticated electronic equipment, but Mr. Searl believes British
firms will provide it free in return for information on its performance and the publicity which will
be associated with the project.
I knew as companies were already supplying the equipment free for me to use. So I did not
really had to think at that time.
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He says the disc will be made primarily from a special type of fiberglass material. It will travel in
a vacuum, formed by the high voltage at the rim of the craft. Its engine will need no fuel, will
create no pollution and will noiseless. Its running costs will be minimal, with the main expense
being the wages of the crew.

Composition.
Previous experience had shown that the discs could be surrounded by a green, red or white glow
while traveling, depending on its composition of the atmosphere.
The implications of magnetic energy for industry are immense, he says Cars would cost nothing to
run and motorized belts could be produced to propel people through the air at walking speed.
But, says Mr. Searl, the new technology also has more sinister implications. Levity discs could be
used for military purposes.
Then he carries on the usual crap about photos: he was told I had no means to take photos
so had to depend on those present with cameras to send me copies. Even today I may not be
able to get photos but depend on those who take them to send me copy of them.
Example: my trip to Thailand; I expected to be able to get compact flash cards but until the
last minute before leaving was I able to get such a card thus no pictures taken by me. And
we are talking about a few weeks ago. Agree some were sent down to me via email.
A spokesman at the Minister of Defense in London said Mr. Searl had approached the ministry’s
invention unit with information unit on his levity discs.
“We like to look over new inventions, just in case there is something in them,” he said. “Our
people regarded Mr. Searl’s project as a curiosity more than anything else. They asked him one or
two questions, but there is no question of the ministry following it up.”
You can remember that the same happen to the bouncing bomb project, and the sweepback
wing aircraft and the big boy bombs and the hovercraft and not forgetting the spitfire all
was a major not interested: then suddenly they want it. So I guess that because I failed to
continue obtaining the patent for it played a big part in not supporting the work.
Mr. A. W. Wing, Mr. Searl’s supervisor at the maidenhead factory, commented; “I think there is
something in what he is doing. He certainly takes it very seriously.
“If he is a crackpot, there are a lot of other crackpots all over the world whom he has been able to
convince.”
His one large paragraph I left out on this report was so boring; is long enough to show what
it takes to turn one off from helping this work. Why I am now releasing past present
pictures is based on the fact that this year 2007 has had a long discussion with solicitors, plus
patent officials and patient scientists who made it clear no patent you remain in control if
the planet state of health is your major concern. If you want to be rich quick then patent you
will loose control and the planet may not benefit as you hoped. Now you know the truth of
why at last I am showing what can be recovered to the masses. He forgot that Newton,
Einstein, Rõntgen and the list go on and on, far too many crackpots to name.
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The man in the street has no idea that new cars or aircraft was until very
recent model in timber to certify everything fits as plan; now I believe they use
foam in stead of timber, Likewise I also used wood for testing structure
concepts before using real materials for the main structure.
If I do agree to go ahead again to make a new model then I shall have to consider if timber should
still be used or a plastic instead. Cost being the problem. The place for such work is available
some tools are too at this time.

Hello, would it be possible to correspond
with Prof. Searl, himself.
Thank you for your communication, I am
Prof. Searl, feel free to communicate.
It angers me where I think about the fact
that – when you are working so hard and
pouring so much of your time and efforts
in your research there aren’t any
countries seriously investing in your
project.
What a great future man we see here!
Tim Bezemer – Holland – age 15 years.

TO THE FUTURE FOR ALL CHILDREN OF TODAY MAY YOU GET YOUR
TOMORROW’S BACK AGAIN – I WILL TRY TO HELP. PROF. SEARL.
24.

THE LAWS OF PHYSICS.
DOSE THE S.E.G. AND I.G.V. BREAK THESE LAWS?
PART 5.
1:

Dear Sisters and Brothers; may I thank you for taking an interest upon this subject which for the
first time the technology has become available to allow me to show you what is still available to
me of the past, and present and even what is being planned in the pipeline.

2:

Never before has such technology been available where I can expose those idiots who call
themselves reporters.

3:

Let’s think upon that press article you read in Part 4. As you see I did not give my views upon that
reporter because I wish you to read it first. Now I will give you my view:
1:

He states positive that he witness a magnetic bar with a roller at each end which appears to
be attracted to the bar. Surprise he had intelligence to recognise that fact. Well what else
could he state when they would not fly off when the bar was shook violently?

2:

Next he claims that when it’s slowly pushing the roller at either end to its corner it would
then chase the other around and around that bar.

3:

Surprised that he had the intelligence to spot that action, he should win a medal for his
expert capabilities of a child at kinder garden.

4:

What certifies him as an idiot is the fact that stating that he witnesses this event and did
nothing to push it for backing. Instead in his inorganic he insults everyone he speaks to
upon this issue as being crackpots.

5:

Who is the crackpot here? I feel that I do not really need to tell you; you know that it’s
none other than Mr. John Ross the reporter. You should without doubt receive an award of
my boot right up your arse.

6:

Reference to my flying, surprise that he notice that fact.

4:

There will be other newspaper articles through this book to see, but they are so much to say and to
show. That I must show the facts in blocks in each part of the time period that this work has
spanned. Thereby you will observe that what you have read in the media or seen on TV was not
the correct truth but what the reporter wanted to say or show.

5:

But swallow command will show you what I know as the truth, my views upon many subjects
which are all vital for manned flight to the cosmos.

6:

For man to even think of going into space many things had first to be invented; that was not all,
many minds would have to unravel many unknown problems that would create the concept of
possibility of any success. Such applied to the S.E.G and even greater requirements for the I.G.V.

7:

Let me show you some of that study and development that was undertaken for the creation of the
S.E.G. to become a concept with possibility of any success. This was produced by Morris when
he worked with John Thomas only.
1.

8:

From John Ross statement at the end of the news paper article in Part 4, that all people connected
with me are crackpots that is interesting.

9:

Here is a photo of Fernando Morris some years ago when he worked with John Thomas under the
banner of DISC INC. who John Thomas claims that he found Morris, good for Morris.

As I understand the facts that Morris designed and manufacture these magnetizers for John
Thomas so that John Thomas could experiment to see if he could reproduce the Searl Effect.
10:

Did he succeed? Not really because he never had the waves on needed for such vision experience
to be witness. But he tried, and tried and I like to present to you a couple of attempts which are not
bad – and not good the last one is perhaps the most interesting one.
That old saying if you don’t win try, try again each time you learn something new.
2.

This operation took place in the U.S.A. between California and New York.
But in time that will change; and then the unbelievable happened. But first let’s see what Dear old
Sir Isaac Newton dreamt up: will the S.E.G. break any part of this statement?

SIR ISAAC NEWTON (16431727)
ENGLISH SCIENTIST.
11:

Why Sir Isaac Newton? There were others who also studied the laws relating to forces, their
functions and reactions. It is because his name is one of the most popular names relations to
motion.
Also the mock up could demonstrate his laws in reality which was quite simple to achieve. So for
the time being I will stick to his rules first.
3.

12:

First seen by the public was late November 2006 at the COFE in Washington
DC. USA.
Since 1946 – until this date Friday August 3 rd 2007, the science domain claim that it would be
impossible for 12 roller masses to remain upon the surface of such a plate. Yet at that conference
those attended witness that it was possible and in fact you could push them around without them
jumping or falling off.
As always at these conferences people promise funding, so the same reaction occur at this one.
What I expected would happen appear to have repeated itself – so far nothing – and we are racing
to another end of a year.
13:

Numerical solution of the equations.
Now let me really try to solve the problem. Just suppose I take ∊ = 0.100 sec.
After I do all the work as usual, if I find that this is not small enough I may have to go back and
do it again, which for me is not unusual; with ∊ = 0.010 sec.
Starting with my initial value x(0) = 1.00, what is x(0.1)?
It is the old position x(0) plus the velocity(which is zero) times 0.10 sec.
To my mind x(0.1) is still 1.00 because it has not yet started too moved.
Yes you know that the new velocity at 0.10 sec will be the old velocity (ט0) = 0 plus ∊ times the
acceleration.
4.

14:

To my mind the acceleration is –x(0) = 1.00. Thus:

Now at 0.20 sec

And

And my mind accepts that this is so; on and on and on; as the mock up proved.
15:

Yes you are correct I can calculate the rest of the motion, and that is just what I shall do and you
knew that would be what I would do – bless you!
However, for practical purposes there are some little tricks by which I can increase the accuracy.
Sorry you are wrong no FBI men are coming to take everything away and threaten me that
they will shot me if I tell you what they done. Instead they came and ordered the first two off
the line. Clearly they know what is good for them!
It is normally around this point that the inventors of such wonderful machines get them taken
away by the FBI.
Instead of making such claims I will continue with my planned objective to let you into what I do
at this point.
If I continued this calculation, which of cause that is precisely what you want me to do; as I have
started it, then I would have to go to a very small interval, say ∊ = 0.01.
Here I must face reality: that for me to go through a reasonable total time interval would take a
lot of cycles of computation.
Somehow I shall have to organize this work in a way that will, I sincerely hope increase the
precision of my calculations, using the same coarse interval ∊ = 0.10 sec.

16:

This can be done if I make a subtle improvement in the technique of the analysis which to my
mind means the division of a physical or abstract whole into its constituent parts to examine or
Determine their relationship – note that this meaning is only a base statement it covers far more.
5.

17:
TABLE 5:1. Solution of dטz/dt = x
18:

Interval : ∊ = 0.10 sec.

May I take a moment of your time to point out the new position is the old position plus the time
interval ∊ times the velocity.

19:

You may be saying: But the velocity when?
The velocity at the beginning of the time interval is one velocity and the velocity at the end of the
time interval is another velocity.

20:

My improvement is to use the velocity halfway between.
Let me say at this point that I know the speed now, but bear in mind that the speed is changing,
and then it should be clear that I am not going to get the right answer by going at the same speed
6.

As now.

Figure 5:1.

Graph of the motion of a mass on a spring.

21:

I guess that I should use some speed between the “now” speed and the “then” speed at the end of
the interval.

22:

I must give the same considerations also to the velocity: to compute the velocity changes, I guess
that I should use the acceleration midway between the two times at which the velocity is to be
found.

23:

So I got a problem as to the equations that I shall actually use will be something like this:
The position later is equal to the position before plus ∊ times the velocity at the time in the
middle of the interval.
And this also applies similarly, the velocity at this half way point is the velocity at the time ∊
before (which is in the middle of the previous interval) plus ∊ times the acceleration at the time
t.

24:

I guess you understand that I have to use the equations:

Funny that there still remain one slight problem; can you spot it?
You can not spot it; then what about the issue  ∊( ט/2)?
25:

Remember at the start, I gave (ט0); not  ∊(ט/2).
7.

For me to get my calculation started, I shall use a special equation, namely:

26:

I think that I am now ready to carry through my calculation.
Just for convenience sake, I have taken the trouble to arrange the work in a form of a table, where
I have presented the information in columns, I did wanted to create them in excel but it just would
not let me. (it drives you mad when you try to do something and no matter how you try the bugger
won’t let you). These columns present for the time, the position, the velocity, and the
acceleration, and those in between lines for the velocity; as shown in Table 5:1 page 6.
Bear this in mind that such a table is, of course, just a convenient way of representing the
numerical values obtained from the set of equations:

And in fact to my knowledge the equations themselves need never be written.
I just fill in the various spaces in the table one by one – that is what I have done.
27:

That table now gives me a very good idea of the motion:
It starts from rest, first picks up a little upward (negative) velocity and it loses some of its
distance.
Now the acceleration is then a little bit less but it is still gaining speed – this is precisely what
you witness on the function of the mock up.
But as it goes on it gains speed more and more slowly, until as it passes x = 0 at about t = 1.50
sec I can confidently predict that it will keep going, and girls and boys it sure does do just that.
All those who have been to witness it and those who have watched it on your screens can agree
that is true.

28:

Now when I remove the outside force what actually takes place?
At that moment in time it will be on the other side; the position x will become negative, the
acceleration therefore positive. And as you have witness that the speed decreases.
To my mind at least I find it interesting to compare these numbers with the function x = cos t,
which I have done in Figure 5.1: The agreement is within the three significant figure accuracy
Of my calculation!
8.

29:

I shall show in another part of this book that x = cos t is the exact mathematical solution of our
equation of motion, but it is an impressive illustration of the power of numerical analysis that
such an easy calculation should give such precise results.
I shall end this part of this report here and it will be continue in the next part.

Prof. Searl at home slowly recovering from the robbery of his property from this house
while he was in hospital by those 5 Gestapo’s – Peter, Martin, Ken, Luis and one who the
witness failed to identify.
30:

Friday August 3 rd 2007: Phone call from Israel that they need me to fly out to them next week as a
matter of urgency. That is ok for them; but I have so much work to do here that will be held up
here – thus all the work will be held up everywhere. But if they insist then I go even if I feel it’s a
big waste of money just at this time.
Dr. Robert Lipman will not be able to accompany me on that four hour flight, as it is far too soon
after the Thailand one which we undertook recently.

31:

These two Aliens set up the company D.I.S.C. INC.
Number one Alien is John Thomas of Rochester. N.Y.
Number two Alien is John Searl of London UK.
Both swore to work together to create the tomorrow’s
so the children of today shall have a future to look to
that is clean and healthy compared to that of today!
9.

32:

I have been invited to go to Italy to start up work there on the S.E.G.

These are two views of where the S.E.G. in Italy will start.
Top view is an aerial shot of the area.
Below is the factory in question
10.

These two photos complete the details to my knowledge on Italy offer.
The top photo shows the internal view of the factory.
Bottom photo shows the lathe.
I shall be going shortly to check how the S.E.G. will be manufacture there.
So keep watching www.swallowcommand.com for the updates.
11.

33:

Friday August 3 rd 2007:

Received this e mail.
Prof. John R.R. Searl..
5 Guilfoyle. Broadhead Strand,
Grahame Park Estate. London NW9 5PN.

03 August 2007
Dear Prof. Searl.
I deeply thank you for your kind hospitality during our visit to you laboratory on July 24th 2007. During
the meeting I had the chance to listen to one of your savvy speeches.
Your struggles reminded me how my family suffered similarly due to greedy and mischievous people.
Though experiences help us to grow stronger while keeping our integrity and respect for people (also the
malicious).
In your eyes I read the good heartedness of my parents who, betrayed and robbed, have been able to
revive their dreams after many years.
There is no white without black. Good people are such since they are distinguished from evil people.
They also hold the responsibility of containing and converting the bad ones.
My email might sound too philosophical, but I often think of you as a good man who helps humanity in
the difficult struggle to achieve a moral responsibility and realize that there is no humanity without
nature, while nature can exist without humanity.
We need to introduce a new development model that can rely on a fair use (and moral) of energetic
resources.

THANK TO PROF. SEARL, THE S.E.G. WILL HELP HUMANITY GROW AND
KEEPEVOLVING IN THE RESPECT OF NATURE AND IN SYMBIOSIS WITH
IT.
I AM HONORED to be part of the S.E.G. adventure. I sincerely thank you for giving me the opportunity
of developing a R&D facility in Italy.
I promise to manage the facility under the precious and complete supervision of Prof. Searl.
Our common friend Gianluca D’Aniello (Luca) will take care of triaging communications from Italy to
the rest of the world.

1 AM WILLING therefore to undertake any effort to anticipate the day when the S.E.G. will be
presented to humanity. Please let me know when you are considering visiting the facility near Verona.
I hope my family will be able to convey the warmth you need to spend few relaxing days in the land of
Romeo and Juliet.
Yours
Ing. Mirco Gregori and Family.
12.

34:

To his request to go there and check out the factory for the manufacturing of the S.E.G. I have
replied yes, as soon as you feel the weather is cool enough for me to come, I will come.
Unfortunate Israel has just seen www.swallowcommand.com site and requests that I go there this
week as they want to get started. This means the September may have to remain as first planned
before Mirco Gregori arrived here as he just could not wait until I arrive there.

35:

I am quite aware of the crap that is out there to my self not going out and meeting people, which is
of cause nothing more than crap and here is a wee bit of the world of reality to which I am
attached.

Yes this is my recent trip to Thailand executive class there and back paid for Freddy Brown
who will be the manager of the S.E.T. development and manufacture and during my stay
there I underwent surgery for a heart problem, another needs to be done.
On the flight there; I experienced two attacks on my left leg due to deep leg thrombosis,
something which is not good for one to experience, more so when my second attacked took place
while my partner was in prayer, busy talking to God as you can appreciate that it was long
distance call; he could not stop to help me, which of cause I can appreciate that, from my own
experiences here on earth, just communicating with companies here in the UK.
36:

So it is not just going out to meet people, but to set up S.E.G. research and development then on to
mass production functions around the world. So where do these experts obtain their knowledge
from? Wonder if they get them from dreams or from natural idiots? Or as some claim that they
have been taken over by aliens – well I guess that is just a better suggestion that I have heard.
13.

37:

I talk about Italy here are the photos to prove what I say is true you have read the email from the
manager of the factory.

First picture is Mirco Gregon; second picture is Gessia Preto Martini and Luci.
Luci is from NYC but is a natural Italian thus found this Italian company for
me. You have seen the factory and the email also within this issue.

38:

This is the man name ilan and his family; he is the driving power behind Israel
interest for my technology. A sincere human being
14.

39:

Why are people so stupid to believe the crap and not the reality by going directly to the winning
horse – strange that was one of the key issues in my first lesson at medical school that people
believe lies before the truth and my life without doubt backs that point up as FACT!

40:

Even today Saturday August 4th 2007: people are still pouring money on other people who they
think can make the S.E.G. – insanity – that is far too weak a term for their action – as I am a
gentleman I shall keep the answer secret.

41:

Why is it so difficult for people to understand that to get funding for any project you have to sell
that idea to the world – but they talk – instead of pulling their effort to sell the part they are or
wish to act in – no matter how I hammer them to act – they say yes – and you wait and wait
nothing takes place – then they moan they have no money – nor have I – but I am selling my
concert to raise that money – that is the difference between wanting support and getting it.

42:

This site has a duty to the world to present absolutely the facts of how such a technology came
about. And that in itself is a movie. It exposes the reality of inventing, which inventors themselves
are not aware of. But I am not here to knock anyone but to help people to understand what makes
an inventor a real inventor, really no different to being an expert what makes them an expert.

43:

There are two states and they are opposite – Sir Isaac Newton said so and the Law of the Squares
also say so.
These two prime states are REALITY and FANTASY; I can easy accept that to the bulk of the
masses the domain of reality is hell, rising cost, taxes, pollution, global warming you name it,
nothing appears to them of worth so they don’t care about the planet and they do automatically
help to make this situation even worst.
Being able to slip into the world of fantasy to a point is OK, unfortunate if one does this on a
regular basis its like taking drugs, smoking and drinking it becomes a fix, a habit where you
believe that you are in the domain of reality and you are not. You are no longer able to separate
fact from crap, results you often lose out on what could have been a paradise for you.

44:

As stated in earlier parts of this record I spoke of conditions which must first be in place before
one can invent anything; that is why there are so few inventors around in each generation.
Therefore it is clear you will never invent an S.E.G. or an I.G.V. the only way you could possible
make one is to work 100 per cent with such an inventor in partnership, loyalty and dedication are
a must, absolute faith in the success in achieving it is a key issue to success.
Greed is a killer for success of a new invention, the results of greed is the destruction of the
paradise which could have been if greed had not interfered with the process.

45:

Yes there is no doubt whatsoever that greed has prevented the paradise that could had been by
now if the S.E.G. technology was allowed to be develop to reach the marketplace. But you are
bent on stopping it. How much more has nature got to do to make you understand that its you who
has to create the paradise not nature – but I think its not long now before nature will give you
another whipping as a warning if not yielded it will take most of you out of the system of life to
recreate a new species to replace you – and that will become a fact I guess in my life time.
Proving that the details in dream one warning have been fulfilled.

46:

The correct term for inputs to any device including our brain is TRIGGERS. Which refer to any
form of signal that results with some function being perform?
15.

47:

Let me try to get some reality here for this to happen I must create an output:

21st July 1994 John Thomas – John Searl doing a live radio broadcast at the Tesla Society.
First stage of the output is the station call sign, followed by the event. This is not much of value
unless it has a date and the event and where.
This input is complex because devices has to be first invented, constructed and tested until some
one comes up with the hard cash to create this station; nothing can happen here.
By the way this is Tesla short wave station, the event dealt with the three lectures that I was
presenting there at Tesla Society. It being live; people were able to call in to ask questions.
Unfortunate this event was not recorded so I had no copy of it.
But before this event could ever had taken place many inventors were needed whose output
created the concept of this station from which it could be implemented.
But having a radio station you have to require mouth pieces that are attached to a number of other
structures which design is termed Homo sapiens. In this event there are two such structures. In this
event both are males.
The Homo sapiens brain receives many thousands of signals from hundreds of sensors that
generate these signals which are triggers to update the brain of the position that structure is or
requires some action to perform some function. In reality there are just yes – no functions, which
funny enough agrees with the data my brain presented to me, more strangely that is how nature
functions.
But the S.E.G. triggers were odd ones to say the lease. So far I have shown you those triggers
which had to take place before anything could possible happen. And I have arrived at the centre
core of events that would activate the S.E.G. technology. The Chestnuts:
Two circuits to explain a
simple requirement of a
circuit needs links and the
structure component.

48:

1.
2,
Throughout this book, like pass books I have written, I shall continue to use the convention that
electricity flows from positive (+) to negative (). I know that you know that I do not agree with
that statement on the grounds that positive attracts electrons, not the negative state.
16,

In the first drawing shows the bulb and its two wires adjoining it. In the second drawing we see a
wire shorting the bulb that will conduct a much greater current, which may damage other parts of
the circuit or the battery etc.
This point is vital to understand that any electrical device being invented does not have any
possible shorts either by poor workmanship or faulty components – faulty components have been
a big issue during my years of research. Domestic appliances have suffered badly  though the
European laws have tightened up to prevent such misfortunes but my experience has shown that
those experts failed in their own field to instruct companies how to test parts correctly.
49:

It is true that from the tiny acorn grows the mighty oak. It is also true from this simple structure
concept grows the future might energy technology. From the smallest particle unseen by the
human eye brings froth you and all other creatures both great and small

50:

The S.E.G. is no exception to the rules; from nothing to something is a challenge. Yet a simple
seed as sown above lays the mighty foundation of future energy technology.
We now have to add another structure to this concept for control; that being a component what
will give us a control over its function. We require two key functions which are the prime
functions which must be equally the same but opposite in function.
Such devices are available and are obtainable in many forms and functions. I shall at this stage
take the basic one for this point to realize:

A simple structure with just two functions which are on/off:
A switch may be placed in any of these positions to control the bulb.

Such a function is class as binary function there are only two states 0 or 1. In fact that is all that
nature does is to operate multimillions of switches that functions are either 1 or 0. Which will also
includes you as well. That was how early computers function, even today’s technology works the
same but we have learnt ways to over cone this handicap.
51:

At this stage of explaining or trying to: what one needs to consider in ones thinking being able to
create a different approach to energy converting from one state to another which we can handle to
our advantage while at the same time whose benefits to mankind are lost by its output of toxic
waste; commonly refer to as pollution.
Yes, we have solar power, wind power and wave power which to my understanding carry big
problems along with them, and to back that time factors of useful functions of energy converting.
We have came a long way from our early start in this field of converting one source of energy into
a useful source for us to use.
But we do have a major issue on our hands and that is in many parts of the world they are
becoming short of electrical
17.

Instead of stopping: and think of the structures design that would yield the best output and its
required links to be able to control the system.
No that is too much effort; we do have a nuclear power station we make ten more that will give us
the power required.
Agree it might, but it also give the terrorists a useful project for their intended missions of hate.
Then we leave a major problem for our children to solve at the life end for these stations and what
about its waste that one will have to cope with.
52:

Now I have attempted to make a point absolute clear that the law of the squares state that there
must be two prime conditions and they have to be opposite in nature.
What does that mean to me?
I need to look for input data – what input data?
How can you generate electric power – which other inventors have discovered?
There are a number of ways depend what the output requirement demands.
But for this moment in time the class of energy I wish to be associated with; is high power and at
this moment in time such generation require two key parts; one which is stationary and the other
which is in motion. Which the concept of my thinking: has been demonstrated as a mock up on
the websites.

53:

So how does the S.E.G. differ to present day systems?
The S.E.G. uses all present day knowledge and its function performs basically the same which
meets the law of the squares.
The law of the squares states that one must design in such a way that its functions act similar to
that of the square blocks of four individual squares. And it must function in a switching mode that
the two pairs of forces vertical switched and likewise the two horizontal forces shall switch both
vertical and horizontal in the same time interval at a function in relation to demand by the
consumer.

54:

Impossible! Really?
I must had been fooled I understood that you all were scientists therefore should not be a problem
for you to find such a solution.
Agree there did appear to my mind that there was an opportunity that such functions could be
achieved; and that force was magnetism. More precise a magnetic wave could create that
switching function needed.
Such a wave would start at zero climbing positive mode to peak then reverse down to zero
completing one force switching but continuing going negative climbing to peak then reversing
back to zero which would equal one cycle and have to be achieved in one sec interval.
Note: that in circuit diagrams it is often convenient to call the negative point ZERO VOLTS.
18.

Here is a sample of our thinking, which I hope you will follow its flow.
19.

55:

Before leaving this part of my thinking there is some more points to clear up to try to ovoid
problems later in circuit discussion.
As I stated above negative point reference in circuits are zero volts. Experts state that this helps
especially when calculating the voltages throughout the circuit.
Sometimes the zero volts line is connected to “earth” (via a water pipe or copper rod driven into
the earth outside)
Another name before I forget that is often used is ground.
I agree that you will frequently see the word “ground” used even when the equipment is not
connected to “earth”.
In this case it means a common point such as the metal case of the apparatus.

56:

When electricity flows from positive to negative via a light bulb, we say that there is a complete
circuit. So what does the light bulb do?
The function of the light bulb is to limit the flow of current round the circuit.
If the light bulb is by passed as shown in figure 2, page 16, electricity flows much more quickly
and the battery quickly runs down.
This is called: a shortcircuit. Clearly, shortcircuits must always be avoided.

57:

Just a couple of things I need to clear up:
3 common methods in
wiring circuits you
will come across.

These figures shows how wires are represented in circuits diagrams when they are connected with
each other and when they are just crossing each other.
The other point I wanted to clear up are the circuit showing switches. A switch is the means of
creating a function of an open circuit or a closed circuit.
58:

So what I am stating is that the function of roller sets switches from north to south once it is
forced to move thus its motion is maintain regardless of the load that is being demanded of it.
And this switching action continues until the day the field has died.

59:

All information as shown within these parts are basically the learning curve to tomorrows
technology the thinking that had to be studied and the reasoning which had to be employed in its
concept.
The objective had to be defined as to which market domain it could become a useful tool so I
could plan how to move forward; but the reaction of the media really set the domain to target for.
This was clearly for all to see that it was flight. I accept the fact that it created mass interest in
many which only odd one company that was prepared to act and the team let me down.
20.

60:

With the mock up in Thailand the work to write the report and make scientific video clips are no
longer available to me. The time and cost to construct it has no value there in Thailand. Only here
could it cover such cost that was involved.

If that model was here I could had invited him to drop in – when it was here no one try to inform
him, agree that a couple stated they would inform him but the evidence suggest they failed to do
so.

21.

61:

Another point I am always told what to do; who to contact as if I have not already done that.

Here just one example the press photo of this meeting is packed away at this time so cannot
include here but will some day include it.
This meeting went well, and a good press report followed it which makes a change.
Today I have lost contact with this student, guess things of interest changes with time, women
take over and research changes to them which has always been the case since they appeared.
22.

Just to show that the company was a legal unit at that time: Dropped after backer try to get patent.
23.

62:
Yet another proof that people to meet me – or I meet them, but people are hearing about the
technology. We have members from about every part of the world on our membership list
its unbelievable that in such a short time so many people have got to know about the S.E.G.

1971 Canada demonstrating the Searl Effect on TV, this man watch that news report in
Washington DC. USA and rush over to Canada to discuss getting funding for the work by
24.

the Canadian Government, in fact got appointments with top officials and even an invitation
from the Prime Minister to have launch with him and his cabinet – which I accepted – and
the four hours went flying passed, all the staff were excited about the demonstration they
watch on TV. And agree that was what Canada needed. Unfortunate they had no control
over funding energy systems.
This gentleman should had received a medal for his efforts to get the S.E.G. developed no other
person have gone to such efforts to try and get it done – that does not infer that no one has helped
– many have in different ways – I understand that they had limit resources by which they could
help – but every one added to the whole to which I am most sincerely grateful.
I can assure you that your effort will be recorded within this report which shall be proof of what
you did to help this technology. And those who wrong this technology will also be promoted in a
way that match their statements with a profit attached to it as my thank you.
63:

Just to prove that I do have a sense of humor I will add here a suggestion for those who drink too
much as a good excuse. This was received from a god wisher to me knowing that I like to hear the
truth.

I have to admit that I have heard some right ones but that takes the cake as a scientific
reason to get a damn good headache next morning – boy that will take something to beat
that excuse for drinking.
64:

I always say that a laugh a day keeps the doctor away; as I have no option – no teeth  no eat
apples to keep the doctor away.

65:

The sole purpose of this book is to put on public record the facts as they were and are and our
sincere hopes for the future of mankind. Yet allowing you to write your ideas of how to help and
concerns for the world as the world is your home as well as mine. What are you actually doing to
improve this planet? How I see the world and you. I am watching you while you are watching me
watching you. It’s ok with me if you are only just watching and not doing. At least you cannot get
in to trouble by just watching – but that will not save you in your hour of need – action will!
25.

66:

The S.E.G. technology is just one small part of the whole that my interest is
involved in which includes all these points shown here including you which are
also an animal to. For what they suffer you in the end will also suffer. For they
are an important part of the life chain which you forget.
Trees are also vital to our existence, just a few days ago a number of people died before their time
due to lack of trees, which if they had been there those now dead would have still be alive. And
that is not funny – that is sad that this animal that has the cheek to claim to be human is so
ignorant and greedy and show no care about who suffers or die because of their action.
Because I am a human being that stands me out from those who do not care about others except
for themselves, accept the reality that we either have to readdress the issue of the environment
and forget about greed otherwise our children will have no future to look forward too.
67:

As stated: that these parts of this record show the truth how I feel about the issues of the world and
the environment at this time – and I must state that I am far from being happy about the progress
being made. It is far too slow and I cannot help feeling that what effort is being made is being
milked away by those to which that effort was not intended for.

68:

For many years now the media knew about my interest. Readers of my books also know of my
interest. When you talk of producing a space craft for commercial use then you better have an
interest across the whole spectrum otherwise you space craft may fail to meet the reality of
commercial operations. The reality of space operations cannot involve the domain of fantasy
Many appear to think that it does watching what they claim.
26.

69:

This was going to be the opening of my DVDs, unfortunate everything was
done to stop that from becoming reality.
I shall show you the truth of the said period, which this is in reference to 2000. Now you can see
why this technology went dormant.
70:

Space calls for me to know everything possible about you how you function and why, and my
books have really gone to town upon that issue. Even if we can reach Mars by two months flight
time there is still the life support systems to consider during flight, then for working on that planet
surface needs even more brain power to find the best solutions for survival and then the return
flight.

71:

I have been promised a number of times that they would draw me up a graph showing Mars
position each day for one month the estimated distance from earth upon each day of one month –
yet I have not seen any such graph arrive here. Guess they were just bragging to impress me on
their skills. Sorry you fail to impress my by talk – if you wish to impress me then produce me
facts that will help the success of this technology.

72:

The only problem here is that if you leave everything for me to do it will take time for me to do;
but rest assures that I will do it with or without you is no skin of my nose. And that has also
included medical action where my doctor failed to help. I done the necessary cutting open to
remove the unwelcome visitor, and it heal up perfect and no problems have resulted from that do
it yourself op, and no more pain either.

73:

I am coming sadly to the end of this part, but I sincerely trust that you can see from where I am
coming from is for the benefit of this planet as a whole and not for any one group alone!
27.

74:

To all the viewers of this site me thank you for the interest which you are showing
for the future of planet Earth which is my sole interest as it is my home and yours
as well.
There is no other available home at this time and the information being collected
from satellites is worrying that we do not have the time available to find one
unless we can soon correct our present state of health of planet Earth to extend its
life span time interval; there is no other solutions that a resting place for all time
await us a little sooner then we were lead to believe.
May you have a good day and be blessed with good fortune and may the power go
with you today and every day regardless.
Here is a recording taken by Hollywood of the
magnetic wave pattern on a magnetic layer of
the S.E.G. under development by Morris in the
U.S.A. Proof without questions.
PROF. John R. R. Searl: creator of tomorrow
technology for energy and transportation.

SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM HEADQUARTERS. UK.
PART 6.
1:

Welcome to another part of our discussion relating to the Searl Technology. Being the subject in
question, not what Searl is or who he is. It’s the technology which could be an alien doing it – it
has nothing to do with the success of the technology.

2:

Success of any technology no matter what relies on its structure/s and their individual functions/s.

3:

Unfortunate you will meet those who have nothing better to do who do absolutely nothing to
improve the environment for their children of today or those of tomorrow. But criticise the
writings of those who do make an effort to help the children of today and those of tomorrow often
going without what these idiots will not go without such as no holidays, little food out of date to
save money.

4:

I guess as soon as the cream flows on the market they will push in front to grab first the cream. No
doubt greed is a main issue with them. They contribute absolute nothing and if they were human
they would notify the writer of the error which article what page number what paragraph number
and the word found incorrect and its correct spelling.

5:

Their main objective is to show how ignorant there are – how perfect there are – pity they can not
do something useful for the planet instead.

6:

Criticism in this instance is out of place, in sport or at school study yes it is correct where clearly
the person is not trying. In this case the person is trying under extreme conditions which I can
guarantee these idiots have no idea how to cope with such conditions which I am face with daily.

7:

The technology is again moving forward not just in the UK – in fact the UK has not even started
yet. But overseas, and the race is on to produce the S.E.G. in this new approach so that it can be
mass produced.

8:

And at this moment in time the lights are at green in three countries and another may shortly join.
1.

9:

In fact right at this time interval another country is being discussed who also want to make the
S.E.G. and be a part of it.

10:

So I sincerely trust that I have now made the point clear that these reports are not John Searl but
technology, the question is clear:
CAN IT ME MADE TO FUNCTION FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE PLANET BY WHICH
WE ALL WILL BENEFIT OR NOT!

11:

If that is possible to what benefit would it have upon the planet as a whole?

12:

It has no bearing whatsoever if John Searl is a road sweeper, or postman or a bus driver – as long
as he can pull people together from all walks of life and teaches them his thinking on which he
basis his concept. And as a team work together as one; success is certain to be achieved upon the
basis if the concept is sound.

13:

Youtube and other websites have proven without any doubt that the concept is sound in itself.
Problem within this challenge is the fact that money and time was not available, since the release
of the news upon this work the situation is slowly changing for the better.

14:

Do not get the idea that S.E.Gs will be in production tomorrow they will not be so. Problems are
suitable sites and suitable funding for full time work for all: has to fall into place. And above all a
suitable accommodation for life for those in charge of the work.

15:

To achieve full time work upon this development is being process at this time of writing Monday
August 6th 2007 in Thailand, Israel, Italy and the USA pending. This entails a lot of work
planning, buying the goods and setting up for the work. Plus all legal paperwork for this to
proceed has to be achieved. And all is well in operation at this time.

16:

One major problem is my heart may still require a second op – drugs for the rest of my life could
be used as at present time. But another op might mean I could stop taking drugs to help the heart
giving me a better lease of life expectancy. For this technology would be a bonus for the backers.

17:

The S.E.G. may appear to be a golden egg – maybe so – depending on what you use it for. Using
it your home to power transportation – yes over a few years the environment would start to change
for the better for all.

18:

Disadvantages are that it cannot plant trees, or dig out ditches for handling flash floods that you
have to do but it will assist you to undertake such task by supplying the power for the tools needed
for the job.

19:

The result of this technology would be cooling down the atmosphere and reducing the pollution
condition of today; thereby assisting the recovery of trees, plants and all forms of living creatures
except bacteria and viruses which will reduce in line with this cleansing process of the planet.

20:

I do truly understand your concern as to why you need to have an S.E.G. when you have an
electrical supply already installed to your home; that only cost you a small yearly finance
contribution for its use.

21:

I agree with you: if you do not wish your children and their future children to have a better world
for their life in comparison to the world which you have now – its quite OK with me, that is your
rights and choice, don’t cry when things actually goes wrong.
2.

22:

Our children are crying, hear what they say.
Don’t take our tomorrow and throw it away.
Our planet is dying because you don’t care.
With our misguided science you’re polluting our air.
You cut too much forest for monetary gain.
The ground is so thirsty, no trees, mean no rain.
You have poisoned our oceans with filthy refuse.
Our fish, many are dying through senseless abuse.
Is this the inheritance you old ones will leave?
You are stealing our birthright, and for this we grieve.
We’ll have no tomorrow unless you take heed.
And cease the destruction you cause by your greed
So listen to our crying, and hear what we say.
Give back our tomorrow, take heed today.
Stop your pollution before it’s too late.
Or we’ll all have no future, but share the same fate.
If we could only grieve for this planet as we did for Diana.
There still could be a future for all of mankind.

23:

3.

24:

CONFIRMATION POSITION:
Prof. Searl is the Director of the technology – Fernando Morris is the Producer and the top
of the various sections are the crew term that makes the decisions on the project plans.
Therefore Prof. Searl in directly employing staff not the other way round that Prof. Searl is
applying for a job. Therefore Prof. Searl does not have to answer to anyone upon himself
only the project which his staff is employed on – that is the end of the argument amen!
This is what he is doing on his websites. Explaining what he is undertaking to do in an effort of
saving this planet for our children of today and tomorrow because he cares about them and all
who are in his team are also concern about their future which at this time looks bleak.

25:

In this particular book is not the normal books which I have written over time but a record how
and what and when things came together which created today’s efforts to improve our
environment for the benefits of all regardless.

26:

Those normal books will become available on this site problem is redoing them and the biggest
problem hit they take so long to arrive at the site that they have failed, but to day Tuesday 7th
August 2007, will make another attempt to get what I have now redone to the site. Yesterday
effort started at 1705 and failed at 0117 today, so instead of sending 4 books as one zip file have
now split them into each individual file hoping to be able to transfer them today. I have also been
working hard to redo another book and have now completed it and also zipped ready to go to site

27:

I guess these fools who have nothing better to do will find fault with some spelling, they should be
here and see the vast amount of spelling errors that arrives here, yet I know what they are meaning
that is where intelligence comes in to play that appears to be lacking with those fools.

SIR ISACC NEWTON SUGGESTIONS:
28:

Sir Isaac Newton gave three laws – in which he states clearly that they are only a suggestion to
arriving at a possible solution to your problems – he has never claim that they would absolutely
solve your problem. There is a mighty big gap between possible and actual. But what he achieved
was the effort to pull into a simple structure a concept that would play an important part in
engineering and I absolutely agree that he sure did clean up a mess of claims at that time.

Well done Sir Isaac Newton for your effort has made possible my efforts without
your effort my effort would be useless.
29:

But he is not alone in my efforts, as I shall show eventually in this report. But first let me keep to
this amazing man who has played a major role in my work. Note that I have never claimed to be
the inventor but the extended arm of other inventors before me – just the inventor of the concept
to which I have every right to claim. As no one before 1946 has ever made such a claim and that is
also a FACT!

30:

So in this part of this documentation of the Searl Effect Technology, I will attempt – at this
moment in time I have no idea what I am going to write as I have to rely upon my brain to tell me
what to write, no drafts are prepared – I just write direct from my mind – so if it does not appear
to look right its because of a bad night sleep!

31:

I shall term this section as the PLANETARY MOTION because it was a key issue for him.
4.

This mock up is similar in function to the laws which he suggested.
32:

The plate is like the Sun, and the roller sets are like planets orbiting their Sun. The same forces are
employed.
Or like the atom where the plate is like the nucleus surround by electrons, in fact a ruddy great
atom of complexity not seen on Earth.
Here is how I accept the reality of what my eyes impress upon my brain:

Likewise, the rollers are electrons the plate is the nucleus of this system.
33:

In part 4: I hope that I have given you an analysis in a very nice for the motion of an oscillating
spring, but can I analyze the motion of a planet around the Sun?
After all; you cannot state that your interest is in a commercial space business, if you have no idea
where the planet Mars will be at such a date and time – such information is vital if mission is to be
successful.

34:

I wonder if I can undertake such a task as this; let me see whether I can arrive at an
approximation to an ellipse for the orbit.
5.

35:

For this discussion I will use that word suppose in place of actual that the Sun is infinitely heavy,
in the sense that I shall not include its motion.
Again I shall have to employ the word suppose a planet starts at a certain place and is moving
with a certain velocity; it goes around the Sun in some curve, and for some unknown reason , I am
sitting here suggesting to you that I am going try to analyze this situation; you may think that I am
nuts; you are not alone upon that statement, I am also wondering if I am trying to explain how I
understand this situation to you who may not have the slightest idea what the hell I am talking
about.

36:

Never mind; just to show these experts how I accept this event by using Sir Isaac Newton
suggestion of motion and his suggestion upon the subject of gravitation, what that curve is.
HOW?

37:

Based upon watching the rollers motion on that mock up: That at a given moment it is at some
position in space. That statement is no different then the rollers seen here.
If the radial distance from the Sun to this position is called r, then I know that there is a force
directed inward which, to my understanding Sir Isaac Newton suggested through his law or rule
whichever you want to accept this fact of gravity, is equal to a constant times the product of the
Sun’s mass, and the planet’s mass divided by the square of the distance.

38:

Just let me point out the function of the mock up in relation to that statement just made:
The plate mass and the roller mass divided by the square of the distance, therefore in this case
gravity = 1 as the distance to all purposes is zero. But we must not forget that this plate is itself
subjected to gravity and unfortunate depending where you are on planet Earth gravity will in
fact vary but not to any point that would create any problem for these roller functions.

39:

Now returning to that original question; for me to be able to analyze this further I must find out
what acceleration will be produced by this force.
I shall require the components of the acceleration along two directions, which I shall call x and
y.
Let me say that if I could specify the position of the planet I want to meet at a given moment by
giving x and y, which I suppose that z is always zero because there is no force in the zdirection
and, if there is no initial velocity טz, there will be nothing to make z other than zero, the force is
directed along the line joining the planet to the Sun, which is shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1.
The force of gravity on a planet

This graph present what my understanding relates to of the relationship of a planet to a Sun.
6.

TABLE 6.1:

7.

40:

Now from this figure I can see that the horizontal component of the force is related to the
complete force in the same manner as the horizontal distance x is to the complete hypotenuse r,
because the two triangles are similar.

41:

To my mind, if x is positive, Fz is negative.

42:

I guess mow is a good time for me to use the dynamical law to find that this force component is
equal to the mass of the planet times the rate of change of its velocity in the xdirection.

43:

Strange that I find the following laws:

44:

To my mind this, then, is the set of equations I must solve – that is of course if I can.
Again, in order to simplify the numerical work, I shall yet again suppose that the unit of time, or
the mass of the Sun, has been so adjusted (or luck is with me) that GM ≡ 1.
Let’s say that for my specific example I shall again suppose that the initial position of the planet
is at x = 0.500 and y = 0.000, and that the velocity is all in the ydirection at the start, and is of
magnitude 1.6300.

45:

Now how do I make the calculation?
I again make a table with columns for the time, the xposition, the xvelocity טx and the x
acceleration ax; then, separated by a double line, three columns for position, velocity, and
acceleration in the ydirection.

46:

In order for me to get the acceleration I am going to need the equations above; it tells me that the
acceleration in the xdirection in the –x/r3, and the acceleration in the ydirection is –y/r3, and
that r is the square root of x 2 + y2.

47:

Now that I have x and y, I must do a little calculating on the side, taking the square root of the sum
of the squares to find r and then, to get ready to calculate the two accelerations, it is useful also to
evaluate 1/r3.

48:

Of course I can do this work can be done rather easily by using a table of squares, cubes, and
reciprocals: then I need only multiply x by 1/r3, which I do on a slide rule.
8.

49:

My calculation thus proceeds by the following steps, using time intervals ∊ = 0.100:
Initial values at t = 0:

From these I find:

50:

I can now calculate the velocities טx(0.05) and טy(0.05):

51:

Now I must make calculations begin:

9:

52:

In this way I obtain the values given in Table 6.1 on page 7, and in 20 steps or so I have chased
that planet halfway around the Sun, that accounts for why I am knackered!

53:

In this figure 6.2 are plotted the x and ycoordinates I have given in Table 6.1.

54:

The dots represent the positions at the succession of times a tenth of a unit apart; I see that at the
start the planet moves rapidly and at the end it moves slowly, and so the shape of the curve is
determined.

55:

Returning to the S.E.G. as the rollers sets only floats about one mm at the most the gravity effect
does not cause any changes in the acceleration which remain at a constant velocity in relation to
current movement at any time interval.

56:

I hope you can understand that I do really know how to calculate the motion of the planets. No
one can talk about creating a commercial space business if they have absolute no idea what is
involved. Unfortunate five million pounds of advanced data for this technology has been dumped
because they simply was no space for it here or back there in the 60s the wife had it burnt which
took four days to achieve such mass destruction.

57:

At this moment in time I am miles behind in to day’s technology for a simple reason that I do not
have the hard cash any more to be able to keep up to date. I feel like a spare prick at a Saturday
night dance that is not wanted.

58:

Therefore all the main information given on these sites are mainly far back in time with only
showing the work going on but not the problems of getting to the market place or the legal
problems ahead. Which will halt the work when it should race forward?
Glamour as always is the excitement in this work not the reality that has to go with it; is
completely forgotten – unfortunate I can not forget it – reality is there conditions have been set for
conventional flying and you just can not push your arse in and say that I’m here – you must not do
that – instead I must fully understand the present mode of conduct and attempt to slide in to their
world that now exists so that both sides of the flying technology can work together in harmony
without such a state this technology will get grounded.

59:

For the sake of interest it might be good now to see if I can calculate the motion of Neptune,
Uranus, Jupiter, or any other planet.
10.

60:

A problem that might exist is if I have a great many planets, and let the Sun move too, can I do the
same thing?
Of course I can – or more precisely should be able too.
If I calculate the force on a particular planet, for augment sake let me say planet i, which has a
position xi, yi, zi(I = 1 may represent the Sun, I = 2 Mercury, I = 3 Venus, and so on).

61:

I must know the position of all the planets.
The force acting on one due to all the other bodies which are located, let me say, at positions x j, yj,
z j.

62:

Therefore the equations to my understanding are:

63:

Of course there will be some one who know better who are experts that will raise criticism upon
these statements, so be it!
Further, I can define rij as the distance between the two planets I and j this is equal to:

64:

Also, S means a sum over all values of jall other valuesexcept, of course, for j = i.
Really all I have to do is to make more columns, lots more columns.
Clearly I need nine columns for the motion of Jupiter, nine for the motions of Saturn, and so on.

65:

Then when I have all initial positions and velocities I can calculate all the accelerations from
equation paragraph 62. By first calculating all the distances, using equation paragraph 63.
How long will it take me to do it?
11.

66:

Clearly if I do it at home, as my situation now demands, it will take a very long time!
Lucky for some that now in modern times we have machines which do arithmetic very rapidly; a
very good computing machine may take 1 microsecond, that is, a millionth of a second, to do an
addition, unfortunate I do not have such a wonderful machine – guess most of my work are done
by long hand mostly on paper with a pen which these days pens do not last me long; they soon run
out of ink.
To do a multiplication takes longer, say 10 microseconds.
Reason for this is that it may be that in one cycle of calculation, depending on the problem, I may
have 30 multiplications, or something like that, so one cycle will take 300 microseconds.

67:

What that means is that I can do 3,000 cycles of computation per second. That would be great for
me if that was possible, maybe it is; but lack of the knowhow.

68:

In order to get accuracy, of say, one part in a billion, I would need 4 x 105 cycles to correspond to
one revolution of a planet around the Sun.

69:

Thus corresponds to a computation time 130 seconds or about two minutes.
Thus it take only two minutes to follow Jupiter around the Sun, with all the perturbations of all
the planets correct to one part in a billion, by this method!

70:

Of course I am aware that it turns out that the error varies about as the square of the interval ∊
Of course; if I make the interval a thousand times smaller, it will be a million times more
accurate.

71:

So, let me make the interval 10,000 times smaller.

72:

So, as I have said, I began this run of information upon what I must consider within the SEARL
TECHNOLOGY, not knowing how to calculate even the motion of a mass on a spring.
Now, armed with the tremendous power of Sir Isaac Newton’s laws, I can not only calculate such
simple motions but also, given only a machine to handle the arithmetic, even the tremendously
complex motions of the planets, to as high a degree of precision that I wish!

73:

This report is only to confirm how I see and accept the reality around me and that of the
TECHNOLOGY to which I am dedicated too; what I have to consider in all the options that may
be open to me and why did I accept a particular one?

74:

The day will surely come when man will look into the heavens and ask; WHY HAS IT TAKEN
MAN SO LONG TO REACH THE STARS when it took him such a short time to reach the
BOEING 747 from the first aircraft that flew that was heavier than air:

12.

75:

My health has been a bit of concern: here is the latest data on my heart done
while I was in Thailand.
In this hospital in Thailand they uncovered another problem not expected, as this had not been
paid for they had to leave it and continue with the first operation that had been paid for.
The problem does not appear as life threatens at this time, but requires medication for life, or
surgery which might give me a better life expectancy without the requirement of drugs.
This operation was paid for my human beings who had never met me until that moment in time;
but surgery offer risks as well.
The problem is now should I take the risks of an operation; or drugs for life, and I hate drugs.
I feel that though there are two options available; only one of them appears justified to except in
my case. Latest’s phone call from the Barnet control hospital feels that it will be two months
before they can make an offer to me, but need to redo the imagining again as they were unable to
open the CD from the Thai hospital to see what they have done.
Thai hospital stated that they could undertake that operation if I require them to do it.
76:

You might remember my heart scan back in 2005, which is reproducing beneath to remind you.
From then until the latest’s one shown above; I have been on lot of medication to keep going.
13.

77:
This is an earlier scan of my heart reactions simply shows that my heart has
abnormal functions it races while I am not moving and goes slow between and
that was before I went on medication.
While the graph 75 paragraph was taken after all this period of medication, things are not correct.
But from the expert’s knowledge: there do not expect me to go upon a permanent vacation for a
while, if they are right we may yet see the S.E.G. arrive in your shops. Let us hope they are right.
78:

Of course I am deeply interested in the Homo sapiens body structure and its functions. Therefore
it is only nature for me to be interested in my own body as well.
I can not go around saying that I am interested in a commercial space operation and I am
developing a concept for such missions of deep space penetration; if I have no idea of the body
structures and their functions and what can go wrong, and how on earth your are going you cope
in deep space?

79:

Both Russia and NASA have proven to us how little did they know when they started the space
programs. Problems hit them maybe they could had been avoided, my mind unfortunate state they
could had been avoided, but they both gambled with life most of the times won odd times lost at a
cost of life.

80:

Swallow Command Manned Flight Division: will never gamble with life: absolute safe come first.
14.

81:

These two photos show my heart status during June 2007 in Thailand.
15.

Another two photos of my heart taken in Thailand June 2007 amazing how we live at all!
16.

82:

Here is the proof when these photos were taken and that is truly my self.
17.

This will complete my health details at this time: what you read and see on this
site is the absolute truth and nothing but the truth!
18.

83:

So you think that you can buy any magnetizer for making the S.E.G.; that sure interests me as the
inventor – where it is taking us a lot of time and cost to invent the correct class of magnetizer.
Just look at the problem:
That is only one
problem. There are
many problems to
solve, and so many of
you claim to me that
you have made the
S.E.G.
You even claim that
you brought a
magnetiser second
hand but you forget I
know from hands on
experience they will
not perform this work,
as they need a massive
modification to be
done to them first. Yet
you have shown no
proof of what you
done.

Here you see the proof of the work that Morris is undertaking in the research and
redevelopment of the Searl Effect Technology. That represent this time interval
2007 and we are still researching for the absolute solution for mass production of
the S.E.G.
With a team like Morris; this technology will be achieved and this baby will be brought home to
the marketplace sooner than later.
84:

By letting you see my past will help you to understand that so much crap was put out there to hide
the reality that actually existed at that time.

Here is a time interval in the land of Mortimer, Berkshire. UK 1968.
19.

Sorry about the quality of the last two photos which was scanned from an old newspaper of that
time interval. The first two photos are scanned from the original press photos of that time interval.

Here are four photos relating to John Thomas work in Rochester New York.
I understand that much of the equipment was supplied by Morris when he was
working directly with John Thomas. This plate shown in this shot failed to meet
the needs of a plate. The magnetic layer was far too thin to be able to maintain
required magnetic field. Showing how easy it is to get your sums wrong!
85:

You can rest assured that John is here who will without doubt sort the crap from the reality; no
matter who put out such crap they will be exposed for what they are. There will be no mercy for
them as they showed no mercy for me. A worthy motto is:

Never do unto others that which you don’t want done to you. For what seed you
sow you will reap its return bad or good relates to the ground in which you sow
your seeds.
I shall never respect evil under any condition whatsoever – love thy neighbor is accepted on proof
that there are good neighbors who at this address I have been extremely lucky to have.
86:

Reality is the world I must abide with; for technology of tomorrow has to be brought forth from
the world of fantasy and therefore I must be careful not to get hook in that domain; otherwise such
technology will never emerge in the domain of reality, whereby another tomorrow can be assured.
The domain of fantasy is wonderful but the domain of reality brings the tomorrows that is needed.
20.

87:

A good motto is never taking for granted what experts claim to be impossible – far too often they
are proven wrong.
Example what I mean:
Experts of the USA government were absolutely convinced that America would be first in space –
they could not accept the reality that Russia could be first. Unfortunate for those experts the
reality turns out to be that the Russia was in fact first into space.
Now I can print out many events experts claimed impossible strange today millions use such
products. And the S.E.G. will likewise join that success of impossible becoming possible by fools
like Searl.

Time changes our knowledge base we either become more intelligent or more stupid.
88:

Being a gentleman I will not inform you what my brain accepts as the reality; you only have to
study the comments made to video clips on the web to know the answer if you are intelligent you
will understand what my brain accepts as the reality of the Homo sapiens.

89:

I nevertheless will admit that today August 9th 2007; interest in the possibility of restarting the
research and development of the InverseGravityVehicle has been requested from two countries
that have requirements for such a craft.

Because the possibility is
real I have been giving
some brain power to such
a project which has the
code name of Star ship
explorer.
The model of it is under
discussion at this date only
cash is not yet on the table
for the go ahead here in
the UK.

A graphic plan of the propose IGV model for investigating structure / functions
requirements suitable for future commercial space operations.
Who knows may be the funds will turn up to restart its investigation – if so you will get to hear.
21.

90:

Quite a number of viewers are interested in the squares subject for them I shall add the extra
information:
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Space frame mode.
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36
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741

204
1
113
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71
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741

Time frame mode.
Both start at the same value (1) but the space frame ends at value (36) the time frame value ends at
(246). Clearly there is far more FORCE available for use giving us 630 units more effort in
acceleration at much smaller time intervals. All to our advantage.
The TIME FRAME MODE has been raised by seven times its DNA value. That is precisely
what my dream one stated.
In fact this is the first time ever that I have attempted to construct a square 6 in the time frame
mode:
But the dream one stated it would work and it sure does, here is that proof.
91:

For a commercial deep space penetration missions entails a massive effort of input to design
structure and all its functions needed for success of such missions as Mars and many more when
penetrating outside our galaxy to cross the divine band. Exciting – yes it’s a massive challenge for
any brain to take onboard.

92:

Of course the old boys will continue to play with their fireworks; until the day come where there
will be two options the slow horse or the express.

93:

Time is always moving forward and generating changes on its way, everything follows in its
footsteps we have no choice but follow. Everything around us is on constant change some very
slow you do not notice it for a very long time. Other changes are fast and we do sense them quick

94:

But certain technology could slow it down for us, but unless we work for that right we shall never
get that option.
If we do not then time will speed up events that will erase what has been achieved to date, it is
entirely up to us to make that choice.
22.

95:

Deep space missions: clearly has problem about food; that has to be accounted for.
But at this moment in writing I will discuss my food which is normally our of date for cheapness
and that means it changes its state and one that I will deal with is Cheese bacteria because that is
one I meet up with nearly every day.

Cheese bacteria fight clostridium difficile.
Yes in case you did not know that I too spent my life working hospital wards and then the lab: all
part of my learning curve in the development of the I.G.V. deep space penetration,
A Bacterium that is currently used to make cheese could help combat the increasing incidence of
Clostridium difficile – associated diarrhea (CDAD) which I am talking from one who often
experience the delights of diarrhea on almost daily basis.
CLOSTRIDIUM

(klostridiŭm) n.

To my understanding: it’s a genus of mostly Grampositive anaerobic spore forming rod like
bacteria commonly found in soil and in the intestinal tract of man and animals – you may wonder
why I quoted only men – that is because I am a man and therefore can test for problems.
Yes I have cared for 14 women in a care home in Frome Somerset all were bedridden that means
suffer from uncontrolled bowl action but these homes do not have labs to test by products of the
body.
Clostridium botulinum.
A species that grows freely in badly preserved canned foods, producing a toxin causing serious
food poisoning. That is something I know far too well as most of my tin food once open in a few
23.

Days in the cooler changes its state of existence to a wonderful color of grey blobs and the
container also get coated in a similar manner.
That fairy tale that bacteria cannot live in the cooler – don’t kid your self they love it.
Clostridium tetani.
A species: that causes tetanus on contamination of wounds.
Clostridium perfringens

(Welch’s bacillus)

A species: that causes blood poisoning, food poisoning, and gas gangrene.
It might be well worth to investigate the potential of an antimicrobial peptide called lacticin 3147,
which is produced by a harmless bacterium called Lactococcus lactis to my knowledge is one of a
number of bacteria used by cheese makers for millennia.
I have no doubt that they would find that lacticin as effective as the antibiotics metronidazole and
vancomycin if tested against strains of Clostridium difficile that are isolated from patients with
diarrhea. And I guess that lacticin could be effective in killing the pathogen in contaminated
faeces.
96:

I guess that you can appreciate that I have cut short this discussion lack of space but this will
continue in the future – until them be good to yourself and take care – if you suffer from diarrhea
just remember me you are not alone; that you are in good company.

I have to admit that I was extremely happy to work on the wards, and also in the
lab because it taught me all about reality of you and me the reality that many
don’t want to accept. The privileged to have had that opportunity to be able to
study the structures of the human body and bacteria at first hand is something
which I shall never forget.
Even my time nursing the 14 bedridden women was part of my learning curve
upon problems one can face in old age – but it could also strike at the young at
any time.
97:

Before closing this section of my life and work I will give you an up date on events:
Wednesday August 8th: Morris met two of the backers who are funding the Russian Project
24.

My understanding is that their sole intentions were to bribe Morris to switch sides and support
them.
Interesting situation wont Morris to switch to a lame horse when he is on the winning horse how
insane can money people are?
I told Richard Balding at first meeting that fools and their money are soon parted – which poor old
Richard now understands, why they can not listen to an old wise fool which they appear to take
me for.
Morris as I understand it asked them why they not funded Searl and this was their reply:
Searl wanted control – Ladies and gentleman you know that they were talking out of their arse,
how many books that I have stated that no one owns this technology but everyone shall have the
rights to use it, that it’s a team in control.
Thailand, Israel, Italy, Japan and the USA understand this condition that should any problem
occur that ends in a draw then and only then I use the veto and cast my vote to arrive at an
agreement by which progress can more forward.
I shall close this part in thanking you for your time in reading this section of my life of the one
who cares about this planet and you and your children – Prof. Searl.
25.

PART 7.

SEARL NATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK.
DATE: 1ST JANUARY 1974.
VOL.1. SECTION 7.
MANNED FLIGHT DIVISION:
FACTS CERTIFIED ON STARSHIP EZEKIEL AT THIS DATE:
As the inventor and head of SPACE PROJECT SWALLOW, it is my duty to notify my investors as to
the outcome of research and study on the project called STARSHIP EZEKIEL.
As each report is issued you notice that some statements have changed, not because we found fault with
the views issued before, but that research has made available a much better material or piece of
equipment or method of putting together the whole or part of the craft etc.
On top of this comes the fact that many discussions are held during each year not only with our team
members and shareholders but with the manufacturers themselves and the good will that now exists
between them and myself is such that its hard for the outsider to appreciate what this means to this project
in the term of the whole project.
It is clear from the public letters received many are still in the dark as to what is involved. There exists an
idea that all one does is making a model and fly before the public and that’s it.
But business is different. Many questions exist, materials, tooling are just a minute problem but one that
could say sorry we are not interested in your craft we can not stand the cost of tooling in making the
change from our present production lines.
As an inventor you must study all these points.
What are the points to which you must as the investor have to answer too when you approach industry to
take your project up on a business line.
STARSHIP EZEKIEL is indeed a new line of thinking in the business world. At a glance: not suitable
for present day technology of manufacturing. At least first impression creates this view. Then what am I
doing about it?
1.

Everything: that the small amount of finance available can do.
What is involved is what you really should know for that is what tells the truth of STARSHIP
EZEKIEL, Here are just a few things involved but very important to the success of the finished project.
1:

METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION and its strength against cost.
We have shown you photographs of some of this work and reports plus cine films on this work
undertaken in this study.

2:

TWO PHASE FLOWS.
We have issued some of the work in this field of study.
We hope that during 1974 we shall again take up this study work of studying motion produced by
a solid surface disc in a stream of fluid containing a suspension of solid particles will be under
theoretical investigation.
This work will be cine filmed and slides taken of work plus results.

3:

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FLIGHT CELLS.
The magnetic and electronic flow around a flight cell combination will be another subject of a
detailed experimental investigation, which, it is hoped, will clarify how the magnetic force field
modifies pressures on a flight cell and the disc and the overall sideforce and yawingmovement
characteristics.
Again we hoped to record work and results on cine film and slides.
We hope that finance will allow this work to be undertaken during 1974.

4:

WHIRLING ARM.
The Disc is a wing, a total wing.
The whirling arm is a unique facility, which we shall use for the experimental investigation of the
Disc in ground effect.
The flow in a channel will be calibrated and the force and moment characteristics of the Disc in
steady motion will be measured.
We hope to complete this study and research during 1974 finance permitting.
Again cine films and slides will be taken of the work and its results.

5:

ELLIPSOIDS IN GROUND EFFECT.
The pressure distribution on a Disc of revolution near the ground will be measured and the
detailed study of the flow field around the Disc will be made.
We hope that 1974 will see this work undertaken and completed again dependent on finance
available.
2.

Cine films and slides will be taken of work development and final results.
6:

MODEL SHOP.
A number of Models of the Disc’s used in our study and research program will be made in wood
and metal for use in wind tunnels research and study.
We hope that finance will allow this work to be completed during 1974 again cine films and slides
to be taken of work progress and results.

7:

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER STUDIES.
The Disc creates a difference of pressure above and below its central line, when traveling within
the atmosphere.
The velocity contributing terms in the fluctuating pressure field from a tunnel wall boundary layer
must be determined, and the spectrum of the fluctuating pressure on the top surface of the Disc
will be studied and measured,
We hope finance will allow this work to be undertaken and completed during 1974. Cine films
and slides will be taken of work progress and final results.

8:

LOW DENSITY SHOCK TUBES,
Shock tubes of various diameters will be constructed for the use of shock wave studies at low
density.
This work will act as a fundamental study work on the Disc power system.
We hope to conduct this study work during 1974 finance permitting. Cine films and slides will be
taken of work progress and results.

9:

COMPRESSIBLE VORTEX STUDIES.
The rim of our Disc: Is knifeedge sharp, the angle being an acute absolute.
There is a reason for this, a very important one, and acts as a key to the success of the whole
concept.
How important this is will be studied again finance permitting during 1974.
By using a knifeedge Schlieren system which is now available, which consists of light guides and
photomultipliers for direct measurement of the density gradient distribution through a
compressible vortex.
Again we shall take cine film and slides of work progress and results.

10:

SCHLIEREN INTERFEROMETRY.
During 1974 finance permitting, a Schlieren interferometer employing Wollaston prisms will be
used to visualize the flow around the Disc flame barrier when traveling at high velocity or reentry
of a planetary atmosphere. Slides and cine films will be taken of work and results.
3.

11:

TRACKPOWERED ELECTRON CUSHION VEHICLES.
Starship Ezekiel on her space mission will need vehicles of many work concepts.
Thus during 1974, again if finance permits, study work on such vehicles will commence from that
of a selfpropelled conveyor belts to transfer drilled materials or rocks from the surface of the
planet under study to the laboratories of Starship Ezekiel where scientists will conduct their
investigation and analysis of the materials.
Other vehicle, whether manned or remote controlled from Starship Ezekiel, will be subjected to all
the testing the Starship Ezekiel will be subjected to.
Again slides and cine films will be taken of work progress and results.

12:

PROJECT SWALLOW STUDY AS A HIGHLY MANOEUVERABLE AIRCRAFT.
The Disc concept for our space research and study as a business will also be studied as a close
support aircraft as such requires good maneuverability at low speed combined with a high dash
speed capability.
The LEVITY DISC aircraft appears to have significant performance advantages over
conventional aircraft and helicopters.
Slides and cine films will be taken of work progress and results of testing of theoretical approach
to the problems in the event of war.

13:

DIRECTIONAL STABILITY OF OUR SLENDER DISCS.
Indirectly speaking, our Discs are extremely slender in reference to other aircraft.
The only type of aircraft that meets this style is the slender deltas,
During 1974 again if finance permits we shall carry out tests, where the experiment is aimed at
developing a rig for measuring the derivatives NV and Nr by the forced oscillation method, which
has been used by others in tests of this kind.
Then using it to determine these derivatives on our disc’s flight cell at the vertical (open) and
landing edge separation.
Slides and cine films will be taken of work progress and results.

14:

LOW DENSITY FLOWS.
During 1974 finance permitting another program of research study will be conducted, which is
very important to Starship Ezekiel and in fact, to any manned carrying vehicle on a planet’s
surface which has no atmosphere or has a very low density.
As you can appreciate that on board Starship Ezekiel there may well be a situation where certain
unwanted gasses may build up and will have to be released from the craft or vehicle into a low
density atmosphere or a vacuum.
The behavior of such free jets of gasses expanding into a vacuum must be investigated
4.

Experimentally.
Slides and cine films progress and results will be recorded.
16:

HEAT TRANSFER AT HYPERSONIC SPEEDS.
This applies to the Disc traveling within an atmosphere or reentry of an atmosphere.
The study work will relate to the rim of the Disc, how the heat transfer takes place.
Surface temperatures will be measured most likely be a vacuum deposited resistance
thermometers and pressures with miniature Paraná gauges,
This method has been used by other aircraft research workers.
Again: slides and cine films be taken of the progress and results.

17:

These are just a few examples of what’s involved.
But please note that all this work will be exhibited when we eventually hold that exhibition.
The number of the heading will be the number of the stand at which this work will be exhibited.
This work also applies to the SP.1 craft which will be used at this exhibition. This will be our
manned craft to appear before the public.

The model that was intended to be constructed for the end of 2003 was to be of
this vehicle, but the robbery of my equipment put a halt to my plans. But talks
taking place at this time may rekindle the light and work may restart and a
model could be constructed here in the UK for evaluation purposes.
5.

18:

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?
You have read in past issues some of the new materials to be used, but many more new products
are now available to use within Starship Ezekiel total plans.
These will be discuss in the section to be headed THE NEW INVENTIONS, RESEARCH AND
STUDY ANALYSIS DIVISION.
All such information released therein shall be part of Starship Ezekiel study for the best in
business operations.

19:

It means that all the details given here under the above heading will be discussed in full in later
issues.
This will be headed either:
New material / new product / New approach to a problem or new equipment which can be adapted
to Starship Ezekiel to be used within a planned program already existing.

20:

Lets take a closer look at what it all means.
No matter what size the Disc is, it is a perfect craft of VTOL performance.
Power is supplied by a threering generator on a magnetic special design parts.
Compared with the static load weight the VTOL operation, the takeoff weight is below 1/1000 of
the total static weight.
Speed and height is open to the user.

21:

Carrying out program fatigue and kinetic heating testing.
The testing and studying of the dynamic behavior of Starship Ezekiel under carriages using both
Analogue and digital techniques.
Consideration is going to be given to the methods of solution of the nonlinear equations
encountered in this type of work.

6.

22:

Carrying out tests by experimental and theoretical determination of the buckling characteristics of
carbon fibre reinforced plastics panels, and their application to the primary structure of both
Starship Ezekiel and Protocraft 1 class aircraft.

23:

Carrying out tests on the influence of core geometry and attachment on the compression buckling
characteristics of corrugated core sandwich panels under investigation by theoretical and
experimental techniques.
For the use within Starship Ezekiel already much has been released in past issues of this journal
on work in this field.

24:

This is just a small grain of what is meant by being an inventor of a complete new project of such
size as STARSHIP EZEKIEL.

25:

I place considerable emphasis on research.
The current research program is largely concerned with STARSHIP EZEKIEL with present and
anticipated problems in air supply systems from a recycle system o waste body material.
Also includes experimental investigation in the fields of heat transfer, aerothermodynamics,
applied mechanics and electric propulsion.
Research: on air pollution within Starship Ezekiel.
These are but a few items many more will be discussed in part or full in future issues of this
journal.

26:

On top of all this there is the legal side the Licensing such as the INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDS AND RECOMMENDED PRACTICES.

27:

This one item is great in context and only plays a small part of the whole; to this we must add our
own rules of conduct and conditions to complete the whole plan.

28:

It all adds up to excitement, success, future hopes for mankind as a whole, and not just to a select
group.
No other project known to mankind has so much to offer in application to industry and business as
a whole, for it covers everything known to mankind and beyond that knowledge.

29:

We shall take a look at what STARSHIP EZEKIEL looks like to us as 1974 commences.

30:

In this issue we have covered the plan based on the horizontal plan fixed value.
This specification report is the first in this complete work program.
This choice of planning is based on the fact that between the maximum and minimum deflection
angles of the shells only the height differs.
The length and diameter of the sections remain fixed thus saving paper and time – cost saving.
A vertical fixed plan will be issued later to show the differences involved in such method of
designing.
7.

31:

Only one main point must be remembered in this plan submitted it is the fact the various widths of
the sections values are taken from the centre of the strut to the centre of the next strut.
The struts and other data relating to material values will become subject matter in their own rights
and will be released in other issues of this journal.
I hope to see you again in the next issue where the next stage will be discussed in full.
J. R. R. SEARL.
DIRECTOR OF CONTRACTS UK: SPACE PROJECT SWALLOW.

Starship Ezekiel limiting structural criteria showing struts (black) & power work section
(red). Areas between outer and inner rings are payload area.
For those of that 500 who obtained the newsletter 7 who wrote to tell me that they had
trouble to read such small type and it was too tightly packed.
Well here it is again, has been retyped by me at a larger print and I have spaced it out. And
you will notice that I have added pictures which were not possible for me to do in 1974.
32:

This first report relates to a newsletter that was before I switch to writing books instead. The mass
of figures attached to the report had to be folded 3 times to fit as a page you just open it out to see
the mass of calculations that I undertook by long hand.

Tony Justice: working on Demo 1.

Prof. Searl lecture in Switzerland.
8.

33:
This is the latest’s news that I have in the UK upon my state of health; so I shall have to wait for a
while to see what happens. Until then keep on with the good fight to create a better world for all
mankind. As it may take 6 – 8 weeks before I get an appointment; therefore I have agree to travel
to Israel on Saturday 18 th August 2007 and check out the site to be. Today Saturday August 11th
2007 Morris departed for Thailand to check out equipment etc for the S.E.G. development to
proceed.
9.

SIR ISAAC NEWTON LAWS.
PART 7.
34:

CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM.
NEWTON’S THIRD LAW.
In the parts of this book already presented to you; I have presented Sir Isaac Newton’s suggestion
as how to approach a problem to solve it. And I had no option but to agree with him as those
issues are proven with the S.E.G. including that mock up of the S.E.G. which you have seen on
the web.

35:

So upon the basis of Sir Isaac Newton’s second law of motion, which gives the relation between
the acceleration of any body and the force acting on it, any problem in mechanics can be solved
in principle.
Why do we state in principle?
Because his laws are purely suggestions; because he could not foresee how engineering would
progress where new thinking would have to be developed to solve the problems.
And he was clever to see that one should not make statement that locks him in a box that he would
not be able to get out of later.

36:

Now since 1946 right up to this moment in time Sunday August 12 th 2007 you have accepted
without question what these so call experts stated that this technology is in possible because it
breaks all the laws of physics.
Strange; so far there has been no indication that either the S.E.G. or the I.G.V. breaks any rules
whatsoever. Therefore you can naturally accept that I know that they are experts but only in
bullshit who can only talk out of their anus and not their brain and clearly you loved it and lapped
up that stink like smelling roses in your garden.

37:

Let me present an example, to determine the motion of a few particles, one can use the numerical
method developed in the preceding parts of this book.

38:

But there are good reasons to make a further study of Sir Isaac Newton’s laws.

39:

First, there are quite simple cases of motion which can be analyzed not only by numerical
methods, but also by direct mathematical analysis.

40:

Just for an example, although I know that the acceleration of a falling body is 32 ft/sec 2, and from
this fact could calculate the motion by numerical methods, it is to my mind much easier and more
10.

Satisfactory to analyze the motion and find the general solution:

In the same way, although I can work out the position of a harmonic oscillator by numerical
methods, it is also possible to show analytically that the general solution is a simple cosine
function of t, and so it is unnecessary to go to all that arithmetical trouble when there is a simple
and more accurate way to get the result.
41:

Why on earth did I go to that trouble?
Simple – to show you: who believe them as experts – were not quite what they impressed upon
your mind to be: that Searl is a strange man he lives in the world of fantasy – yes I accept that I
am a strange man to those expert idiots only because I live in the world of reality while they live
in the world of fantasy.

42:

In the same manner, although the motion of one body around the Sun, determined by gravitation,
can be calculated point by point by the numerical methods of the last few parts of this book,
which I have shown the general shape of the orbit, it is to my mind at least nice also to get the
exact shape, which analysis reveals as a perfect ellipse.
But the roller sets in the S.E.G do not create a function of an ellipse and to that question I have
explained why that is so.

43:

Let I make a statement that is absolutely true that to my knowledge; unfortunately, there are really
very few problems which can be solved exactly by analysis.

44:

How do I accept the term ANALYSIS to mean?
(i):

the division of a physical or abstract whole into its constituent parts to examine or
determine their relationship.

(ii):

a statement of the results of this.

(iii):

short for psychoanalysis.
11.

Now this can be use in chemistry:
(iv):

the decomposition of a substance in order to determine the kinds of constituents present
(qualitative analysis) or the amount of each constituent (quantitative analysis).
I agree that I have no objection to these two functions being employed to solve problems.

(v):

the result obtained by such a determination (remember that these results are based on the
mental image which is generated from his / her investigation upon their brain of what it
was or what may had taken place which has requested them to investigate the problem that
exists)

What about linguistics?
(vi):

which is the use of word order together with word function to express syntactic relations in
a language, as opposed to the use of infections.
I have no problem to admit that this function is a big problem for me due to the fact that
from the age 4 to 12 years I had no education at all to help me. What you see in my
newsletters, books and on the web are the subjects actually learnt by on hands experiences
since that time interval.

What about math’s?
(vii):

the branch of mathematics principally concerned with the properties of functions.

(viii): in the last, final, or ultimate analysis, after everything has been given due consideration:
45:

Yes an odd person is keen to point out that my spelling and grammar is bad – that person should
see some of the mail I get; at least I consider my self to be a gentleman and as long as I understand
what they mean there is no problem for me to reply in a manner of a gentleman and make no
remark about their spelling or grammar. Clearly that person is not a gentleman!

46:

Let me explain that in the case of the harmonic oscillator, for example, if the spring force is not
proportional to the displacement, but is something more complicated, one must fall back on the
numerical method.

47:

Or if there are two bodies going around the Sun, so that the total number of bodies is three, then
analysis can not produce a simple formula for the motion, and in practice the problem must be
done numerically.

48:

To my mind at least that is the famous threebody problem, which so long challenged human
power of analysis; It is to my mind at least interesting how long it took people to appreciate the
fact that perhaps the powers of mathematical analysis were limited and it might be necessary to
use the numerical methods.

49:

I do appreciate that today an enormous number of problems that cannot be done analytically are
solved by numerical methods, and that old threebody problem, which was supposed to be
difficult, is solved as a matter of routine in exactly the same manner that was described in the
preceding part, namely, by doing enough arithmetic.

50:

The problem that I find is that people say that they know – yet clearly they have no understanding
12.

Of what they believe they know. Where I do admit often that I do not understand some of the
things which I do observe, or hear on my journey through time and how I wish I could understand
these things.
51:

When I apply the term arithmetic to any subject that I present in my communications what does
that term mean to me?
I accept that to mean:
(i):

the branch of mathematics concerned with numerical calculations, such as addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division.

(ii):

calculations involving numerical operations.

(iii):

Knowledge of or skill in using arithmetic.

52:

However, there are also situations where both methods fail which I can for one appreciate from
hands on experience: the simple problems I can do by analysis, and the moderately difficult
problems by numerical, arithmetical methods, but the very complicated problems I cannot do by
either method.

53:

Just for the argument sake lets take a complicated problem which for an example, the collision of
two automobiles, or even better still the motion of the molecules of a gas from which I sincerely
hope will help you to understand the S.E.G. functions better.

54:

FACT: there are countless particles in a cubic millimeter of gas, and it would be ridiculous for me
to try to make calculations with so many variables (about 1017 a hundred million billion).
For the S.E.G.: I can forget trying to work that out by long hand – let all these experts do that, if
they can!

55:

Reality: anything likes the motion of the molecules or atoms of a gas or block of titanium Ti 22,
or the motion of the stars in a globular cluster, instead of just two or three planets going around
the Sun and certainly not 528 segments spinning around three plates such problems I cannot do
directly, so I have to seek other means.

These pictures were taken at the COFE held at Washington DC late
November 2006. Morris created the excitement there with one plate and
12 rollers mock up of the S.E.G. which he is creating the prototype of.
On returning home he then finished it and that proof been seen on the websites.
13.

56:

Let us agree that in the situations in which I cannot follow details, I need to know some general
properties, that is, general theorems or principles which are consequences of Sir Isaac Newton’s
Laws.

57:

To my acceptable understanding that one of these is the principle of conservation of energy,
which sounds sweet to my mid, but I am afraid to say that will be discussed in more details much
later in this book.

58:

But bless Sir Isaac Newton he bravely gave me another option termed the principle of
conservation of momentum, which shall be the subject of the next part of this book.

59:

There is another reason why I am studying mechanics further is that there are certain patterns of
motion they are repeated in many different circumstances, so to my mind it is good to study these
patterns in one particular circumstance.

60:

Let I take for an example; if I study collisions; different kinds of collisions have much in common.

61:

Now let me look at the flow of fluid which Starship Explorer will certainly carry on space
missions.
To my mind, it does not make much difference what the fluid is, the laws of the flow are similar.

62:

Note: that this is not the only problem before me there are other problems that I shall study are
vibrations and oscillations and, in particular, the peculiar phenomena of mechanical waves
soundvibrations of rods, and so on.

63:

By now any new comer to my writings will understand my opinion in relation to this discussion of
Sir Isaac Newton’s which I have explained that these laws are a kind of program that says “Pay
attention to the forces,” and that Sir Isaac Newton told me only two things about the nature of
forces.

64:

In the case of gravitation, to my knowledge he gave me the complete law of the force or more
precise appears to be correct at this time – but in nature all things age and in that process things
slow down. Therefore the possibility of the force of gravity to change over time is real.

65:

But in the case of the very complicated forces between atoms, Sir Isaac Newton was not aware
of the right laws for the forces; however, he discovered one rule, one general property of forces,
which is expressed in his Third law, and is the total knowledge that Sir Isaac Newton had about
the nature of forces – the law of gravitation and this principle, but no other details.
This principle is that action equals reaction.

66:

Now you may wonder what on earth he meant.
Well to my mind Sir Isaac Newton meant something of this kind;
Suppose I have two small bodies, for argument sake I say particles, and let me suppose that the
first one exerts a force on the second one pushing it with a certain force.

67:

Then simultaneously, according to Sir Isaac Newton’s Third Law, the second particle will push
on the first with equal force, in the opposite direction; furthermore, these forces effectively act in
the same line.
14.

68:

My understanding is that this is the hypothesis, or law, that Sir Isaac Newton proposed, and it
seems to be quite accurate, though not exact (I shall discuss the errors later).

69:

For this argument let me take it to be true that action equals reaction.

70:

Of course, if there is a third particle not on same line as the other two, the law does not mean that
the total force on the first one is equal to the force on the second one, since the third particle, for
instance, exerts is on push on each of the other two.

71:

The result to my understanding is that the total effect on the first two is in some other direction,
and the forces on the first two particles are, in general, neither equal nor opposite.

72:

However, the forces on each particle as I see it can be resolved into parts, there being one
contribution or part due to each other interacting particle.

73:

Then each pair of particles has corresponding components of mutual interaction that are equal
in magnitude and opposite in direction.

Give the power to the people at my lecture in Scotland.
Top photos: meeting of COFE Washington Nov 2006 USA.
74:

The world problems require all of us to help to correct the problems and fast or die the choice are
yours. Only if we all make an effort can the tide of events be reversed.
If you really believe that there is nothing we can do to change things you are completely wrong
because we can move mountains if we are determined too and we can cut canals for water supply,
we can plant forests and we can clean up the atmosphere to say impossible is crap – lazy talk!
15,

75:

SCIENCE AND HISTORY OF MAN.
Circa = used before date = approximate time.

Circa
Event

3,000 BC:
Babylonians measure time.

2,000 – 1,000 BC
Egypt:
Pyramid Kings.
Egypt:
Medicine was studied.
Babylonia:
Code of Hammurabi.
Chinese use magnetic compass.

500 BC:
Pythagoras names four elements:
1:
Fire.
2:
Water.
3:
Earth.
4:
Air.
Studies geometry, musical intervals; proves famed theorem.
Rise of Athenian civilization.

400 BC:
Hippocrates: Medicine.
Plato:
Philosophy.
Democritus: Atomic theory.

350 BC:
Aristotle:
Classifies animals; writes first physics textbook.
Alexander reigns.

250 BC:
Archimedes: Studies lever; hydrostatics; mathematics.
Euclid:
Develops plane geometry.
Eratosthenes: Estimates circumference of the Earth.

100 BC:
Ptolemaic theory assumes Earth to be fixed center of universe.
Lucretius stresses atomic theory in De Rerum Natura.
Galen systematizes medicine.
Roman dictatorships.

1200 A.D:
Omar Khayyam:
Persian poet and mathematician.
Al Hazen (Arabia): Optics.
Fall of the Roman Empire.
Christianity flourishes.
Middle ages.
Start of town life.

1250 A.D:
Exploration:
Discovery Spark Renaissance.
Roger Bacon:
Stresses experiment.
Thomas Aquinas:
Exemplifies scholastic philosophy.
Petrarch (Italian):
Writes poetry.

1450 A.D:
Gutenberg invents movable type.

1492 A.D:
Columbus discovers America.
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1500 A.D:

Copernicus’s: De Revolutionibus Orbis Terrarum presents new view of solar
system.
Paracelsus:
weds chemistry to medicine.
Agricola:
founds mineralogy.
Protestant:
Reformation.
Elizabethan period: Shakespeare.
Francis Bacon:
experimental method, inductive philosophy.
Mercator:
develops map projection, ocean charts.

1502 A.D:
da Vinci:
physics: chemistry: astronomy: geology.
Michelangelo:
sculpts David.

1600 A.D
Gilbert:
writes De Magnete.
America:
Colonized.
Invented:
Microscopes and telescopes.

1609:
Galileo:
confirms Copernican theory.
Kepler’s:
Optics, laws of planetary motion.

1630:
Harvey:
reveals circulation of the blood.
Snell:
studies light refraction.

1632:
Galileo’s:
Systems of the world condemned by Inquisition.
Torricelli:
barometer.
Guericke:
air pump.

1636:
Harvard founded.

1640:
France flourishes under Louis XIV.

1658:
Huygens develops wave theory of light.
Philosophers:
Hobbes and Locke.
Writers:
Dryden and Defoe.

1660:
Royal Society:
Incorporated, called hostile to religion.

1687:
Sir Isaac Newton:
Principia Matematica. (16431727)
Theological skepticism grows.
Gabriel Fahrenheit: perfects thermometer. (1686 1736) German physicist

1701:
Yale founded.

1736:
Euler:
founds analytical mechanics.

1738:
Bernoulli:
poses molecular theory of gas.

1745:
Leyden jar developed.
Mathematics, materialism pervade physics.
1752:
Franklin:
Draws atmospheric electricity to conductor.
British
Colonizes widely.
Watt:
Improves steam engine.
Philosophers:
Kant, Rousseau, Bentham.
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1766:
Cavendish:
Discovers hydrogen.

1773:
Montgolfier brothers raise balloons.

1789:
U.S.
Adopts Constitution.
Priestly:
discovers oxygen.
Legrange:
Mechanique Analytique.

1790:
Lavoisier:
Finds oxygen supports combustion, founds modern
chemistry
Benjamin Thompson (Count Rumford) proves mechanical theory of heat.
The Philosophical Magazine founded.

1800:
Industrial revolution sweeps textile industry.
Physics:
much correlation of apparently diverse phenomena.

1801:
Young:
discovers interference of light.

1808:
Dalton:
founds modern chemical atomic theory.

1811:
Avogadro:
develops kinetic theory of gases.

1812:
Laplace:
devises probability theory.

1819:
Oersted:
discovers electromagnetism.

1823:
Monroe:
Doctrine.
Ampère:
finds laws of electrodynamics.

1824:
Carnot:
mathematically analyzes steamengine cycle.

1825:
Legendre:
develops elliptical functions.
Flowering on New England.
Conservation of energy.
Nicol’s:
Prism.

1826:
Ohms law for electrical conductors.

1831:
Faraday:
magnetically induces electric current.

1832:
Joseph Henry:
discovers electrical selfinductance.

1837:
Morse:
perfects telegraph.

1838:
Dana’s:
system of mineralogy.
Bessel:
measures distance to a fixed star.

1840:
Daguerre, Talbot:
introduce photography.

1845:
Faraday’s:
electromagnetic wave theory of light.

1847:
Joule, Helmholtz:
energy conservation refined.
18.

Thomson (Lord Kelvin):

defines absolute temperature.


1850:
Foucault:
finds speed of light less in water than in air:
discredits particle theory of light.

1851:
Perkin:
creates coaltar dyes.

1856:
Helmholtz:
writes Physiological Optics.

1868:
Angstrom:
maps the solar spectrum.

1869:
Mendeleev, Meyer, Newlands find properties of elements are periodic functions of atomic
masses, predict new elements.

1871:
Darwin complies observations, data from all over the world, writes Descent of man.

1873:
Maxwell’s Electricity and Magnetism presents basic equations.
English foreign affairs under Gladstone, Disraeli.
Revolutionary movement in Russia.

1876:
Bell perfects telephone.

1877:
Lord Rayleigh’s Treatise on sound.

1879:
Edison’s incandescent electric lamp.

1887:
MichelsonMorley experiment demolishes ether theory.
Balmer, Rydberg discover laws of spectral series.

1895:
Marconi wireless.
Röntgen discovers XRays.

1896:
Becquerel discovers radioactivity.
Boltzmann developes kinetic theory of gases.

1898:
Pierre and Marie Curie discover polonium Po 84 and radium Ra 88.

1900:
Matter and radiation, atomic structure, quantum theory, relativity were the key subjects.
Planck develops quantum theory.

1903:
Wright brother’s plane flies.
Fleming invents diode.

1905:
Einstein proposes special relativity theory.

1907:
Lumiere invents color photography.

1908:
Onnes liquefies helium
Freud founds psychoanalysis.

1913:
Bohr suggest H atom model.
19.

Einstein completes general relativity theory.

1919:
Aston detects isotopes.

1923:
Debye, Hückel develop modern theory of solutions.

1924:
Quantum mechanics.
Astrophysics.
De. Broglie suggests wave nature of atomic particles.

1925:
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle
Schrödinger formulates wave mechanics.
Physics of solid state.

1926:
Dirac systematizes quantum mechanics.

02.05.1932
John Roy Robert Searl born at Wantage, Berkshire.

1933:
Fermi studies nuclear transformations.

1938:
Hahn, Meitner, Strassman, Fermi open era of nuclear energy production.

1957:
First artificial earth satellites transmit pioneering data on outer space.
Masers and lasers provide intense beams of coherent radiation.

1957: It was the year that Space Flight became reality.

This map reveals Sputnik 1’s ground traces as they observed and predicted for a six hour period
on 1st December 1957, I was just 25 years plus 6 months and 30 days old and just 11 years into the
20.

S.E.G. studies: and been married for just 4 years. What a life still unaware of the importance of
my work would become at that date.
This is my perception of Sputnik 1
structure must have appeared like to
the human eye.
I expect many top brass of the USA
government had stained underpants
when they received the news that
they were not the first into space;
which they had been cock sure that
they would be first. Experts again!

The Sputnik 1 satellite helped, by transmitting traceable signals, to provide data concerning the
Earth’s ionosphere.
The name ‘Sputnik’ means ‘the simplest’
Do you remember how the USA vanguard satellite and rocket tried and tried, and failed.
76:

On 4 th October 1957, a bewhiskered sphere called Sputnik 1 was launched into earth orbit from
the Soviet launch facility at Tyuratam.
Weighing 184 pounds, the gleaming metallic ball carried instrumentation designed to measure the
density of the atmosphere and had a radio transmitter that allowed it to be tracked in its orbit;
which had an average altitude of 300 miles.
The spacecraft continue to transmit for three weeks and remained in orbit for 96 days – fantastic!

77:

This much heralded Soviet success was followed less than a month later by the launch of Sputnik
2 on November 3rd 1957.
Within a special pressurized sphere, the second spacecraft carried the dog Laika, who had the
distinction of being the first living creature to survive in space.

78:

Remote sensors monitored Laika’s physiological reaction to the rigors of space travel and
weightlessness until the oxygen in the sphere ran out seven days later and the poor creature
expired.

79:

As for Sputnik 2, it remained in orbit for 103 days and 2,370 orbits.

80:

Saturday August 11 th 2007: Fernando Morris my chief S.E.G. engineer departed California
heading for Thailand via Japan.

81:

Sunday August 12th 2007: late evening received first picture of his arrival in Thailand HQ where
his duties will be to check out equipment and instruct the new commander of the HQ how to
manufacture the component parts of the S.E.G.
21.

82:

Monday August 13th 2007: This morning I received first lot of photos from Thailand:

Thailand Headquarters of the S.E.G. Research and Development sector:
Satellite Company of S.I.S.R.C.W.W.

Our chief S.E.G. engineer stands before the gates of part of the complex.
This is the kind of lathes to be used in the construction work of the S.E.G.
83:

This story has hardly began, it is a living story of a boy who had dreams who made the effort to
understand them and those who in faith gave their support which has now brought it to the stage
that the marketplace is ready for it, from nothing to something is an amazing story of faith and
determination against the world of hate, greed and ignorance.
22.

The accommodation for the chief S.E.G. engineer Fernando Morris.

Here you see intervals of time recorded as it was, and what it takes to create this
technology – space – manpower – equipment – time – hard cash and a concept.
That is only the starters – main course you will see contained within this book.
23.

84:
24.

25.

26.

This is just one of the many ideas that I received through the post.
I considered that much work had gone into this that I feel I should show you so
you can see that publicity helps to create great minds to work as they were intended to
do. That is to help to create those tomorrows for our children’s sake.
August 14, 2007 at 0715 BST: Received three more photos from my chief S.E.G. Engineer now in
Thailand, checking out equipment for the commencement of the S.E.G:

Upon this point: may I say thank you for your interest in this technology, until part 8 is release may the
power be with you always.
Unfortunate I shall be in Israel from the 18th August 14, 2007, so no more parts will be release until my
return from Italy on the 1st September 2007.
I shall depart for Italy of August 31st 2007. To check out site and to instruct the engineers as to what
equipment will be needed to undertake this work.
I remain yours in the work to create a better world for all mankind regardless Prof. J, R. R, Searl.
27.

Part 8.

Searl International Space Research Consortium: LONDON. UK.
Date: Tuesday August 21st, 2007.
1:

May I welcome you to the eighth part of this book upon my life and work; which aims at clearing
up all these experts’ claims who you believe knew what they were talking about, but I knew that
they were suffering from a nasty problem called “Acute diarrhoea syndrome” and one particular
nut case you have seen time and time again who loves spreading his liquid faeces over
www.youtube.com – yes that famous expert crap produce is none other then this stupid
FLOWERBOWER please accept my apologise for having to endue the stench of his crap.

2:

Why does a person want to impress the world that he is ignorant or jealous?
Is my success going to reduce his profits, or he fears loosing his job?
Clearly from a psychiatrist point of view he has a big problem and it is his not mine!

3:

I am not afraid to say the truth that from the medical world I have been ordered not to cook food
or go shopping because of my health.
Well if I did what the experts request I sure would not been here to day I would had died from
hunger but no matter what pain I am in: I still cook and I still go shopping and I am still travelling
the world to get this technology up and running and winning in the bargain.

4:

And you see this nut case call himself FLOWERBOWER showing that he has just had another
shot of diarrhoea attack (ah we ought to send him some flowers to ease the smell he is suffering
poor chap).

5:

I do most sincerely thank those who answer him with their feelings; yes I have had a number of e
mails asking me if we could block him as he makes them sick. We have tried but those who suffer
from a mental illness will find a way to break through whatever you do to block them. So we
ignore them like Hollywood says they are not worth the steam of your piss.

6:

In that last statement he attacks my statement of being a pilot – of course some of you reporters
who I have taken for a flight and you made your comments upon my flying as becoming a good
pilot, one article in this book make that point clear. But I will show you a few bits of samples so
you can see what an idiot FLOWERBOWER is – enjoy studying this information for your self
and you have my permission to kick FLOWERBOWER right in the middle of his testicles which
may cure his diarrhoea problem, with thanks from me.
1.

7:

I trust that you have taken the trouble to read that press article in this book and noted what that
reporter stated about my flying. Well I will take you through some facts:

This is a pilot log book of my airborne time departures / arrivals etc. Unfortunate
it’s the only one I have appeared to recover of the past.
Sorry the cover got damage in the rain when the wife of that time threw all my
goods out in the rain while I was away. Just to stop the work at that time upon
Demo 1. No it never stopped my flying just got another flight log to use.
8:

Before my flying training ended a new rule came out that we had to do a landing and take off at an
international airport; which I took Gatwick airport for my test. It’s no fund flying in behind a
Boeing 747, boy what a wake to ride! And you have to come in fast no messy about other aircraft
are following you.

9:

As always I seem to be able to cope I do not get stressed about things I take everything in my
stride, other pilots under training would say I was mad doing an emergency landing so often, to
them just doing it once was enough hair rising experience. I reply in emergency you don’t have
2.

Time to think – in my case it would be automatic like one does a normal landing.

10:

I trust that you can understand this damage record of my flight times as pilot.
11:

Flowerbower is really the wrong name for him, bower is ok it’s the term flower that is wrong, you
do not need me to tell you what it should be – he has been an idiot for a long time now.

12:

I was training at two different flying schools on two different types of aircraft, and flying other
types in between lessons.
A pity Flowerbower was not so full of crap; people could grow to like him instead of disliking
him.

13:

He clearly want you to know that he suffers from a disorder problem – that he knows absolute
nothing – to that I will give him 100% credit marks.

14:

At the Blackbushe Aero Club training on a tail wheel aircraft: Andy who was a fighter pilot
during the war was the test examiner: a real gentleman he loved what I was trying to achieve in
3.

The I.G.V. he shut his eyes to the fact that I was training on two different aircraft at the same time.
After all he got the arrangement for me. He travels as my passenger on number of flights.
We had many discussions together and he appreciated that no pilot of the day would fly such an
unconventional craft and therefore understood how urgent it was for me to obtain the skills and to
understand the laws of functions that were then in place for conventional aircraft and he did enjoy
going on trips with me.
I did many functions which were not part of normal training but for experts at shows to do and he
loved it then he would take over and go through some of his skills. I am honoured to have been
associated with this person.

15:

Under the column termed commander is the training instructor with me on that
flight training period.
16:

Up dates are coming in from Thailand on progress from my Chief S.E.G. engineer, who is being
kept more busy updating me then doing any work there.
4.

But its time for the world to understand TRUTH what it is; as far too much crap is being thrown
around on the net in relation to the S.E.T. subject.

17:

Here is another page for the expert flowerbower to fart over I think that part is
proven that I did sure trained as a pilot not just at one school but two schools.
18:

The second school was the Three Counties Aero club whose staff were absolute wonderful people
to be involved with.
My training instructor was Tim Steggles who was a wonderful man we got on well and he flew
with me as copilot when I took passengers to Holland and France, like Andy at Blackbushe club
we were a good flying team.
I have so many wonderful things to remember during my flying years that make the time devoted
to flying worth while, and though cost to day is far too high for me to fly and the I.G.V. is not yet
on the drawing board rather looks bleak that I shall ever again command a flight program – then
you don’t know me – I am not yet dead – who knows for certainly that the I.G.V. will not rise
from the ashes and take to the skies again in time for me to take again the command of flight and
5.

Even better still: then ever before ride the domain of space itself; no one can be certain what the
future holds for us in flight; for there is nothing in the laws of nature which says that it’s
impossible accepts that the state of your mind makes it so.

Will this truly be the future –and is it to become reality very soon?
DREAMS.
A dream is like a seed. It needs care and time to grow.
Without a dream there is no goal. No hope, no place to go.

Dreams are just a replay. Of the life you hope to see.
For what you do about your dreams. Is the future, that’s meant to be.

Your dreams are just a dream. And always a dream will be.
Until the day you unlock the door. And let your dream ran free.

No longer confined within your mind. Where none but you can see.
Your dreams now play a role in life. In the future that is planned to be.
19:

Sorry about that: I got carried away which you may understand that it has been my life’s work.
6.

For the benefits of that nut case FLOWERBOWER I enclose this bill for fuel for
my plane. To make clear the name of the pilot of that aircraft: I will rescan that
top section for him.
7.

Well flowerbower how’s your pants for colour now?
20:

I trust that I have made my point clear that Flowerbower is an expert on crap, and likes to impress
people how good he is at having a shit in a public place.
Now let’s take a look at something that has a sweeter smell to it than Flowerbower.

21:

Yes it is time again to look at these laws that these great experts have been instructing you are
broken by my claims on the S.E.G. and I.G.V. and therefore impossible to work.
So far in this investigation no laws have be found to be broken in the S.E.G. so I shall continue
this line of enquiry to see if we can find any support for these experts.

SIR ISAAC NEWTON
CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM.
22:

Now to continue with this investigation is the experts right so far we clearly see that they are
wrong.

23:

Now let me see what the interesting consequences of the above relationship?
Let me state that you may find this part a long event, to digest but I still go ahead and see what
happens to me that should be interesting as I have no idea what I am going say – do you?
8.

24:

Let me suppose, for simplicity if that is possible to do; that I have just two interacting particles,
say for argument sake that it is possible for them to be of different mass, so I number them 1 and
2.
Flowerbower; can you follow that or is that far too much for your tiny brain to cope with – sad
you are not able to understand reality.

25:

Now to my understanding; the forces between them are equal and opposite; what are the
consequences flowerbower? You are making it clear that you are the expert!

26:

To my knowledge that according to Sir Isaac Newton’s Second Law, force is the time rate of
change of the momentum is that correct FLOWEBOWER the world’s greatest expert?

27:

Flowerbower with such great knowledge you are telling us that you process can you kindly tell
them; that I can conclude that the rate of change of the momentum p1 of particle 1 is equal to
minus the rate of change of momentum p 2 of particle 2, or:

Well Flowerbower YES OR NO? What are we waiting for – or is that far too much for your evil
brain to cope with – I am writing a book about Searl – what more shit?
28:

Interesting point if the rate of change is always equal and opposite, to my mind it suggests:
surely that, it follows that the total change in the momentum of particle 1 is equal and opposite
to the change in the momentum of particle 2; is that correct Flowerbower?

29:

If you agree with that Flowerbower can we agree that this means that if I add the momentum of
particle 1 to the momentum of particle 2, the rate of change of the sum of these, due to the
mutual forces (called internal forces) between particles, is zero; that is:

Well O master of knowledge do you agree with that Mr. Flowerbower or have you managed to
stain your underpants again?
30:

Flowerbower begged to be part of my life on youtube.com; so he shall be I will certainly see that
he is granted his wish.

31:

Flowerbower now you are here let’s get down to real business, if you are capable of such an
effort.

32:

I assumed there to be no other forces in the problem.
I trust that this statement is not too difficult for your mind to follow Flowerbower?

33:

As I understand it Flowerbower: if the rate of change of this sum is always ZERO, that is just
another way of saying that the quantity
9.

Does not change:
This quantity can also be written:

And is called as I understand it total momentum of the two particles is that also correct Mr
Flowerbower?
34:

I have now obtained the result that the total momentum of the two particles does not change
because of any mutual interactions between them. Is that correct Flowerbower?

35:

I guess this statement express the law of conservation of momentum in that particular example.

36:

I conclude that if there is any kind of force, no matter how complicated, between two particles
and I measure or calculate:

That is Flowbower, the sum of the two momenta, both before and after the forces act, the
results should be equal, i.e., the total momentum is a constant, correct Flowerbower?
37:

Flowerbower let me say I extend this argument to three or more interacting particles in more
complicated circumstances, it is evident to my mind that so far as internal forces are concerned,
the total momentum of all the particles stays constant, since an increase in momentum of one,
due to another, is exactly compensated by the decrease of the second, due to the first.

38:

Now let me see what I ought to say Flowerbower; o yes I know what I was going to say; was that
is, all the internal force will balance out, and therefore cannot change the total momentum of
the particles; is that correct Mr Flowerbower?

39:

As to my mind: then if there are no forces from the outside (external forces), there are no forces
that can change the total momentum; hence the total momentum is a constant is that also correct
Mr. Flowerbower?

40:

Is it really worth describing what happens if there are forces that do not come from the mutual
actions of the particles Mr. Flowerbower?
You say it does; ok with me; let’s look at what happens, again let me suppose I could isolate the
interacting particles.

41:

If I find that there are only mutual forces, then, as before, the total momentum of the particles
10.

Does not change, no matter, how complicated the forces. Is that also correct Mr. Flowerbower?
42:

On the other hand Mr. Flowerbower, suppose there are also forces coming from the particles
outside the isolated group.

43:

Any force exerted by outside bodies on inside bodies, I call an external force

44:

I shall later demonstrate that the sum of all external forces equals the rate of change of the total
momentum of all the particles inside a very useful theorem. Is that also correct Mr Flowerbower?

45:

As I understand it the conservation of the total momentum of a number of interacting particles
can be expressed as:

Dear Flowerbower is that correct formula?
46:

Now to my understanding; if there are no net external forces,
Here the masses and corresponding velocities of the particles are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4,…
The general statement of Sir Isaac Newton’s Second Law for each particle:

Is true specifically for the components of force and momentum in any given direction; thus the
xcomponent of the force on a particle is equal to the xcomponent of the rate of change of
momentum of that particle, or:

And similarly for the y and zdirections.
47:

Therefore:

Are really three equations, one for each direction; is that correct Flowerbower?
11.

48:

Now, in addition to the law of conservation, there is another interesting consequence of Sir Isaac
Newton’s Second Law, which I shall prove later in this book, but merely stated now.

49:

This principle is that the laws of physics will look the same whether I am standing still or moving
with a uniform speed in a straight line. What do you say to that statement Flowerbower?

50:

Let me give you an example, a child bouncing a ball in an airplane finds that the ball bounces
the same as though he/she were bouncing it on the ground.
Note: even though the airplane is moving with a very high velocity, unless it changes its velocity,
the laws look the same to the child as they do when the airplane is standing still. Is that correct
Flowerbower you are the great expert of our times?

51:

I guess you can say that this is the socalled relativity principle. I guess Flowerbower you think
that is a con too?

52:

As I have used it here; Flowerbower would you mind if I call it “GALILEAN RELATIVITY” just
to distinguish it from the more careful analysis made by Albert Einstein,
I only ask your permission Flowerbower because I don’t want you to give another perfect
display of diarrhoea on you tube.com do we?

53:

Later on in this book; if possible I shall study Albert Einstein studies because they are all
involved in the Searl Technology.

54:

I have just derived the law of conservation of momentum from Sir Isaac Newton’s laws, and
believe me or not I don’t care, that I could go on from here to find the special laws the describe
impacts and collisions.

55:

But I do not wish to explode Flowerbower little brain so I will for the sake of variety, and also as
an illustration of a kind of reasoning that can be used in physics in other circumstances where,
for example, one might not know Sir Isaac Newton’s laws and might take a different approach, I
shall discuss the laws of impacts and collisions from a completely different point of view.

56:

Let me base my discussion on the principle of GALILEAN RELATIVITY (Galileo 1564 – 1642)
Italian astronomer and physicists. As I have quoted above, and I hope that I shall end up with the
law of conservation of momentum. Do you agree with that Mr Flowerbower the great knowall?

57:

I shall start by assuming that nature would look the same if I run along at a certain speed and
watch it as it would if I was standing still.
I wonder if Flowerbower brain understands this elementary discussion going on here, after all he
states that he is the holy crusader from God to clean up all this evil – funny he is that evil himself!
12.

58:

Before discussing collisions in which two bodies collide and stick together, or come together and
bounce apart, I shall first consider two bodies that are held together by a spring or something
else, and are then suddenly released and pushed by the spring or perhaps Flowerbower by a little
explosion.

59:

Further more, I shall consider motion in only one direction dear old Flowerbower please kindly
take note. Because you are a really naughty boy aren’t you?

60:

First, let me suppose that the two objects are exactly the same, are nice symmetrical objects, and
then I have a little explosion between them.

61:

After the explosion, one of the bodies will be moving, let me say toward the right, with a velocity
ט.

62:

Well to my mind if not your mind Flowerbower: it appears reasonable that the other body is
moving toward the left with a velocity ט, because if the objects are alike there is no reason for
right or left to be preferred and so the bodies would do something the is symmetrical.

63:

This is to my mind an illustration of a kind of thinking that is very useful in many problems but
would not be brought out if I just started with the formulas.

64:

My own hands on experiences results are that equal objects will have equal speed, but what
happens if I now suppose that I have two objects made of different materials, say Copper Cu 29
and aluminium Al 13, and I make the two masses equal.

65:

Now let me suppose that if I do the experiment with two masses that are equal, even though the
objects are not identical, the velocities will be equal.

66:

Maybe FLOWERBOWER might object: But I know I could do it backwards; I did not have to
suppose that.

67:

I could define equal masses to mean two masses that acquire equal velocities in this experiment.

68:

If I follow that suggestion and make a little explosion between the copper Cu 29 and that very
large piece of aluminium Al 13, so heavy that the copper Cu 29 flies out and the aluminium Al
13 hardly budges. That is amazing Mr. Flowerbower?

69:

That is too much aluminium Al 13, so I reduce the amount until is just very tiny piece, then when
I make the explosion the aluminium Al 13 goes flying away, and the copper Cu 29 hardly
budges.

70:

That means that is not enough aluminium.
Evidently there is some right amount in between; so I keep adjusting the amount until the
velocities come equal.

71:

Mr Flowerbower I guess that little brain of yours is saying very well then; let me see you turn it
around?

72:

I can Mr Flowerbower; by saying that when the velocities are equal, the mass are equal.
18.

73:

This appears to be just a definition, and it seems remarkable that I can transform physical laws
into mere definitions,
Nevertheless, there are some physical laws involved Mr. Flowerbower, and if I accept this
definition of equal masses, I immediately find one of the laws, as follows:
Suppose I know from the foregoing experiment that two pieces of matter, A and B (of copper Cu
29 and aluminium Al 13), have equal masses, and I compare a third body, say for argument sake
a piece of gold Au 79, with the copper Cu 29 in the same manner as above, making sure that its
mass is equal to the mass of the copper Cu 29.

74:

If I now make the experiment between the aluminium Al 13 and the gold Au 79, there is nothing
in logic that says these masses must be equal; however Mr Flowbower, this experiment shows
that they actually are.

75:

So now, by experiment Mr Flowerbower, I have found a new law.

76:

A statement of this law might be:
If two masses are each equal to a third mass; which could be roller sets of the S.E.G. as
determined by equal velocities in this experiment, then they are equal to each other.

77:

This statement does not follow at all from a similar statement used as a postulate regarding
mathematical quantities.

78:

From this example I can see how quickly I start to infer things if I am careless.

79:

It is not just a definition to say the masses are equal when the velocities are equal, because to say
the masses are equal is to imply the mathematical laws of equality, which in makes a prediction
about an experiment.

80:

As a second example, suppose that A and B are found to be equal by doing the experiment with
one strength of explosion, which gives a certain velocity; if I then use a stronger explosion, will
it be true or not that the velocities now obtained are equal?

81:

Again, in logic there is nothing that can decide this question, Mr Flowerbower; but experiment
shows that it is true.

82:

So Mr Flowerbower, here is another law, which might be stated:
If two bodies have equal masses, as measured by equal velocities at one velocity, they will to my
mind, have equal masses when measured at another velocity

83:

From these simple samples I see that what appeared to be only a definition really involved some
laws of physics.

84:

In the development that follows I shall assume it is true that equal masses have equal and
opposite velocities when an explosion occurs between them.

85:

I shall make another assumption in the inverse case:
If two identical objects, moving in opposite directions with equal velocities, collide and stick
19.

Together by some kind of glue, then which way will they be moving after the collision?
86:

This is again a symmetrical situation, with no preference between right and left, so I assume that
they stand still.

87:

I shall also suppose that any two objects of equal mass, even if the objects are made of different
materials, which collide and stick together, when moving at the same velocity in opposite
directions will come to rest after the collision.

88:

I shall end this discussion at this point, and in doing so I wish to respond to Mr. Flowerbower
slander that keeps appearing on youtube:
You are a disgrace to the human race; no different to those who recently robbed me. You talk like
God crusader cleaning up the evil – what evil – only you are the evil god forsaken – sick mentally
– obsessed with demonstrating how important you are – to impress people how good you are yet
what you say on youtube is nothing more then diarrhoea from an elephant arsehole!
He is completely ignorant of the reality, and from his world of fantasy shows the world what he is
nothing but an evil mind – corrupt to his own financial interest.

89:

Friday August 17th 2007 update from our Chief S.E.G. Engineer in Thailand:

Equipment is arriving and being installed at Thailand’s H.Q.
The gentleman seen here is the commander in chief of the Thailand
operation to research and develop the S.E.G. for use in Thailand.
Thailand is working at high speed to get this technology done for the country health benefits.
20.

Thailand may also consider the I.G.V. once the S.E.G. is in production.
90:

Saturday August 18 th Morris departed from Thailand at 0800 hours for California USA.
While I depart at 2230 hours from the UK for Israel: to inspect and advised on equipment and to
teach them the maths involved in this work.

91:

As you may remember the Israel members have been here and witnessed the mock up of the
S.E.G. and my Chief S.E.G. engineer will follow later to see all is in place ready to go.
As yet neither of us is on any wages, I make this point clear as John Tomas was under the
impression that we were; may be others are under the same opinion. Which you can forget I am
wondering when I shall received hard cash which will not be yet I guess until the full operation
commences.
21.

This is the electronic n ticket for me to go to Israel today.
92:

Friday August 17th 2007: Jas released her first CD which sells at £6.00 PP paid

22:

93:

Here is more proof of the work going ahead in Thailand for the people of Thailand:

Our Chief S.E.G. Engineer Fernando Morris: in Thailand H.Q. stands besides
the lorry just delivering a major part of the S.E.G. construction the Lathe.
94:

Morris was please that he was actually there when it arrived so that he could see it being installed
in the work shop – unfortunate I had a large program work load to cope with so was unable to be
present upon this event.
Let me assure you that for this technology to be achieved that was a major step towards that goal
by Thailand. This Headquarters is well situated in a quite and beautiful natural layout for research
and development and a good team being created for its functions.

95:

I have no doubt in my mind that Thailand will achieve success not only in domestic power units
but cars drive systems and flight.

96:

Thailand is clearly a development country, with much beauty of the past still remains and should
always remain intact with modern progress.

97:

And if S.I.S.R.C.W.W. can achieve this by adding pollution free atmosphere and water to its
success and could extend this into all its transportation systems then the Searl Effect Generator
will have done a miracle for the Thailand and all its inhabitants regardless.

98:

To that end the work has commenced and if all Thai’s will offer help to the task of getting
23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

99:

As you all should know that all these years I have been held up by idiots who demanded that I
keep it secret – and results nothing happen no S.E.G.s on the market thanks to the power of idiots.

100:

Once I broke their religion things commence to happen and you have been watching the results of
that action.

101:

Saturday August 18 th 2007: Departed from Heathrow, London for Tel Aviv(TLV) and arrived
back home on Tuesday August 21st 2007.
Purpose was to see the workplace, equipment and accommodation and the contract on offer.
By duty to all who have and are helping this work is to protect their investment.

102:

Therefore the need to check that everything needed is in place to start, and contract correctly
signed.
Until this point is reached that I am satisfied that the project can be done and the offer is
acceptable awaiting approval by our solicitor I am not ready to start but I can make an agreement
a letter of intent:
This means when I am satisfied that work can start and terms have been accepted by my
solicitor I can commence the work – it does not mean tomorrow or the next day – but when I
am satisfied and not before then.

103:

August 19th I arrived at Tel Aviv worn out by leg pain and head ache.
104:

That was a problem – the authorise did not want to let me out of the country at Heathrow in case I
got kidnapped – bless them all for worrying about me so much their concerns were heart rending
to listen to. Maybe many British people are being kidnapped to help the meat supply out.
31.

105:

Well Israel clearly have shops that is true and the building structure is very
common to the eye which in the UK is not common at all, its sound, clean a very
good point in business.
106:

It is good to witness for your self what a country is like before moving there Israel is indeed an
unusual country as it is far more human in action then the UK is – and I am speaking from my
32.

understanding from my recent visit.

This is a true Israel as I witnessed it, you see even here I am still talking about the
S.E.G, which is nothing unusual for John all over the world people know that is
John all talk and no eat.
33.

Prof. Searl at the Science HiTech Park where he will undertake the research
work upon the S.E.G. still talking about the S.E.G. then that is John’s normal
world.
107:

My task is to use all the skills that were taught me doing my psychiatrist training at both hospitals,
being observant both vision and sound wise, take note of repeated words and what was missing.
34.

Prof. Searl: at front of his future work place and the start of inspecting it for his
approval. Truth shall be known past present including future plans as they take
shape.
108:

The world has blocked the facts until now which also block the development taking place at that
time is over for good; the world shall know that there is a mighty big problem to solve.
35.

Prof. Searl’s future work place has to make available all requirements needed by
the Homo sapiens to function.
109:

In a work place it is not just machinery, materials, tools and test equipment – and in my work a lot
more counts, I need to know everything about you, from structure to functions.
36.

Top photo: another one of the workplace room that was shot from another room.
Bottom photo: taken where I stayed.
110:

Even the staff of this hotel got a drilling upon the S.E.G. no one was spared from the torture of the
S.E.G. by John. He has no mercy for anyone. As long as they know that the S.E.G. is alive that is
it. That is all that matter to John not himself or meals but the S.E.G to which he is married to.
37.

Prof. Searl says cheers to the future of mankind and may the power be with you
always. May nature bless you all with good fortune; good health and love until
the next part of this book; my world is your world if you accept it. CHEERS!
38.

